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ABSTRACT

In this report the discrete-time identification methods of 
linear dynamic systems are considered. The report is formu
lated on the basis ot the authors* candidate dissertations. 
This work gives a survey on the related topics, on the one 
hand, and contains the own results of the authors, on the 
other. The report is recommended for experts dealing with 
algorithmical problems of computer aided process identifica
tion.

The purpose of the work, the applied different models and 
estimation methods are formulated in the Introduction. Sec
tion 2 deals with the off-line identification methods for 
SISO and MISO systems. Off-line identification methods for 
MIMO systems are considered in Section 3. On-line identifi
cation algorithms of MISO or MIMO systems are discussed in 
Section 4 or Section 5» respectively. Section 6 is devoted 
to the appendices. Section 7 gives a very detailed bibliog
raphy of the related topic.
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d2f(j)
dxdxT

Hessian matrix of the second 
derivatives of function f(x)

sup
u supremum over all u 

(least upper bound)
inf
U

infinum over all u 
(greatest lower bound)

lim
N -*00 limit of series

plim
N-*-00 probability limits of series

в symbol of the KRONECKER matrix 
product

LS Least Squares Method
GLS generalized Least Squares Method
ML Maximum Likelihood Method
IV Instrumental Variable Method
PKF Priori Knowledge Pitting Method
К-L K00PMANS-LEVIN Method
STA STochastic Approximation
EXM Extended Matrix Method
FEXM First Extended Matrix Method
SEXM _Second Extended Matrix Method
TEXM Third Extended Matrix Method
SISO Single Input Single Output
MISO Multiple I.nput _Single Output
MIMO Multiple Input Multiple Output
MLG Maximum Likelihood Method with

SGLS
noise model of Generalized structure 
STEIGLITZ’ Generalized Least Squares 
Method

01 Observability Index
AR Auto-Regressive
MA Moving-Average
ARMA Auto-Regressive and Moving Average
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I. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Formulation of the problem

This report - according to its title - is devoted to the iden
tification of linear dynamic processes using sampled data.

The process identification beginning with the classical 
grapho-analytical methods up to the modern, computer-aided 
procedures, has been very popular among the researchers. Now 
the issues of identification terminology, the classification 
of the methods are not dealt with. These questions have been 
discussed on a very high level by famous authors on several 
IFAC Symposia and Congresses on Identification [l2, 15, 4б] 
and many books have been published in this field [47, 110,
111] . In this report the terminology of the international lit
erature dealing with identification is used, the notations 
are the same as in the papers of ^STROM* school and for the 
teaching of control theory at the Technical University, Buda
pest. Since the terminology of the international literature 
is widely used, definitions are elaborated on only in the 
most important cases.

The object of the identification is assumed to be a linear, 
dynamic system with lumped parameters, or this latter re
striction is eased sometimes by allowing serial dead-time 
(transportation delay). It is also assumed that the input and 
output signals of the process can be recorded in every sam
pling time ДТ. (The measurements are supposed to be coherent.) 
The above measuring situation is shown on Fig. 1.1-1 for a 
single input, single output system where u(t) and y(t) mean 
the sampled values of the input and output signals, respec
tively. The argument t means (in the whole report) the dis
crete-time and taking the sampling time A T  for a unit, the 
values of t can only be integers. The situation is the same
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for multiple input multiple output systems, too, but every
thing is valid only for vector-variables.

The measuring situation is suitable for both passive and ac
tive identification. So it includes e.g. the identification 
based on the classical step responses and contains at the 
same time the application possibilities of other, more up-to- 
date methods. This approach is called "discrete identifica
tion" in the literature, and the term refers to the dis
creteness of the measuring circumstances and also to the 
character of the applicable models.

At the beginning of the 60s, the attention has been directed 
towards the discrete system description and discrete process 
models. Its reason is partly the availability of data in dis
crete forms and, perhaps mainly, the possibility of (often 
on-line) data processing and evaluating by digital computers. 
In consequence of this, there was a quick upsurge in the de
velopment of the theory and techniques of the discrete iden
tification. Perhaps KALMAN \ll\ was the first to publish in 
this field, but the basically pilot activity was due to the 
group at IBM led by iÍSTBÖM [в] . Even up to now, it is their 
off-line method that gives the best result and affords the 
basis for comparison with other methods. Since then, several 
other approaches have been suggested which might have been 
advantageous under their special conditions, but they actu
ally correspond to the special cases of the original idea 
0-2, 47Ц . The aim of our report is - among others - to clar
ify the relations between the several types of approaches and 
also to show the restrictions of the applications.

Thus numerous methods have been worked out for the off-line 
identification of single input single output systems, al
though the comprehensive analysis of their interconnections 
has figured until now either not at all or only with regard 
to very few methods in the literature. On-line versions of
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methods have been elaborated, their comparative analysis has 
been carried out until now only within the frame of simu
lation tests [_72]. The situation is not so clear in the field 
of identification methods of multiple input - multiple output 
systems. Though the generalization of several methods elabo
rated for a single output system has already been completed 
[57, 91, 108, 109, 101, 136] but easy to use methods can not 
be mentioned neither in off-line, nor in on-line relation. 
Neither has any author made the comparison.

Considering the practical application, we can state without 
fear that the off-line discrete identification methods of 
single input single output systems already mean in many 
places of research, in many countries the everyday identifi
cation technique and the literature reported already of the 
accomplishment of a great number of industrial modelling 
tasks. The demand for on-line application is considerably 
less which accounts for the rather scarce references to prac
tical results. There are likewise very few reports on prac
tical application in the international literature for the 
case of multiple-output systems whether we consider off-line 
or on-line approach.

According to the above survey, this report has set the fol
lowing objectives:
1. Comparison of off-line identification algorithms of 

single output systems and consideration - where it is 
possible - of new ideas and perspectives.

2. Comparison of the on-line algorithms of the single input 
single output systems on the basis of the canonic 
algorithm of the stochastic approximation.

3. Generalization of the methods worked out for single 
output systems to multiple output systems and comparison 
of algorithms.
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rational spectrum can be generated by a linear filter C/D).
2Let the variance of e(t) be Л and to ensure unambiguousness, 

the zero-order term of the polynomial C (z"”‘*) be a unit. We 
can follow the connection of the particular signals in Fig.
1.2-1. Quantities a^, b^, c^, di are the system parameters, 
d is the deadtime (integer) measured in the unit of the 
sampling interval, so that its magnitude is d A t . Applying 
the various parameter estimation procedures it is usually 
required that u(t) be measured without error and its value 
be uncorrelated with the source noise. Maximum likelihood 
(hereinafter ML) type estimation can be used if the condition 
of normal distribution of e(t) holds.

In control theory the direct use of the formal description in 
Fig. 1.2-1, i.e.

y(t )= z'd B ̂  j  ■ u(t)+ G (2~J ■ e(t )=v(t )+w( t ) (1.2-3)
A (z X) D (z )

is more useful. Although B(z” )̂ /A( z-'*') and C (z-  ̂)/B(z~'L) 
correspond here formally to the pulse transfer functions, in 
the reality, however, we can restore the original input and 
output signal only with the help of appropriate holding el
ements so that we never have to imagine a pulse on the input 
of the discrete model. Therefore, in many cases one speaks in 
the literature simply of a discrete transfer function.

In the expression (1.2-3) , b (z~'1'), , D(z d) are
the polynomials of z ^ and z d means the backward shift op
erator which practically coincides with the inverse of the 
variable of the Z-transformation. So that for a signal

x(t)=z~^x(t)=x (t-l) , which facilitates very much the handling 
of difference equations of the type (1.2-1). Let the struc
ture of the polynomials have the following form:
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1.2 Structure of the applied models

Let us consider first Single Input Single Output systems 
(called hereinafter by their abbreviation used in the inter
national literature SISO systems).

As already mentioned in the preceding section, we are engaged 
in linear dynamic systems where the system is assumed to be 
as a series connection of at most one member with concen
trated parameter and one with dead-time. On the basis of the 
sampled values of the input and output signal the discrete- 
-time model equivalent to the original system has to be de
termined in the sampling instants. The task is therefore to 
perform the experimental identification with the knowledge 
of the primary structure in order to establish the secondary 
structure, resp. the estimation of parameters [47].

SsTROM and his research colleagues have recommended in their 
paper listed as sources, the application of the model in 
Fig. 1.2-1. (j8, 9, 12, 13]. This model describes the process 
with the following linear stochastic difference equation

n n n
y(t)= Z b u (t-d-j) - I a . y (t-i) + E a . w (t-i) +w(t) ,

i=0 1 i=l 1 i=l 1 (1.2-1)
where

n n
w(t)= e (t )+ Z c . e (t-i) - l d . w (t-i) . (1.2-2)

i=l 1 i=l 1

Here u(t) is the input signal, v(t) the output signal of the 
process. y( t ) denotes the measured output signal, corrupted 
by the measurement and environmental noise w(t) reduced to 
the output. e(t) is the source of the output noise, 
the so-called source noise assumed practically as a zero- 
-mean white noise (from which arbitrary output noise with
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Pig. 1.2-1

Fig. 1.2-2
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A(z-1)

B (z ^)ebQ+b^z 

C ( z_1) *l+c^z’"^+ 

B(z“1)=l+d1z“1+

+a z n = 1+A(z~d) n ' '

. +b z n
-n

+c z n
-n

+dnz-n

(1.2-4)

where the n order is common in the equations, allowing for
the particular coefficients being zeros within the frame of
physical realizability. This latter condition means that the
order of denominators must be greater than or equal to those
of the numerators. (Hereinafter reference a , c means ac-_ o o
cording to (1 .2-4) aQ = = 1).

ÄSTRÖM and his co-workers have afterwards pointed out that 
because of practical considerations it is not desirable to 
distinguish the polynomials A(z d) and D(z d ) for the reduc
tion to a common denominator can always be achieved and the 
shape of our model takes the simplest form as shown in Pig.
1.2-2. On the other hand, redundant poles and zeros intro
duced by reduction to a common denominator can be eliminated 
by relatively simple procedure. Thus in this case D(z-d) = 
A(z~d) and the system equation will take the form

y(t)=z-d Bj2 u(t)+ C 'Z~^ e(t)=v(t)+w(t) (1.2-5)
A U " 1) A(z l)

It is easy to see on the right side of the relations (1.2-3) 
and (1.2-5) the separation of the process model and the so- 
-called noise model.

It is to be noted that the forms of models presented until 
now are partly or totally linear in parameters. The rela
tions (1.2-3) and (l.2-2) can be written e.g. in the form
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or

y(t)= IT(4,y,w,t)Pbaa+w(t)=fT(u,y,t)£ba+A(z"1)w(t), (1.2-6)

w(t)- ^ ( e j W . t J ^ + e f t J  

where

(1.2-7)

fT(u,y,w,t) =[u(t-d),...,u(t-d-n) ;-y(t-l) ,...,-y(t-n);

w(t-l), ... ,w(t-n)], (1.2-8)
fT (u,y,t)=[u(t-d),...,u(t-d-n);-y(t-l),...,-y(t-n)J, (1.2-9)

and
fT (e,w,t) = jj;(t-l) ,..., e (t-n) ;-w(t-l) , ... ,-w(t-n)] . , (1.2-10)

Further
T

£ baa=^bo ,bl ,**,,bn ;al ,***,an ;al ,***,an^ » (1.2-11)

£ba =tb0 ,bl ,**,,bn ;al ,*,#,an^T (1.2-12)

and

о л =IC-i ;d.. .....d "1 # ^ d  L- 1 ’ n ’ 1* * n J (1.2-13)

Likewise the noiseless output v( t ) of the system can be 
expressed in the form linear in parameters (apply the sub
stitution w(t) = 0):
v(t)=fT (u ,v,t)£ba ' 

where

(1.2-14)

fT(u,v,t) =Qu(t-d) ,...,u(t-d-n) ;-v (t-1) ,... ,-v(t-n)] . (.1.2-15)

Similarly to what has gone before the form linear in 
parameters of (1.2-5) is e.g.
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y(t )=lT(u,y,t) £.ba+G(z_1) e( t ). (1.2-16)

Here the so-called equation error C(z~^)e(t) is now a 
stochastic process with a moving average.

The discrete-time systems can also be given by state equa
tions. The state equations of system described by the Eqs. 
(1.2-1), (1.2-2 ) are [6, 7, 8]:
x(t+l)=*Fx(t)+gu( t)+£e(t ) (1.2-17)
y(t)=hTx(t)+bou( t) + e( t) (1.2-18)

where F, g, £ and h can be constructed in infinite many ways 
according to the various resolution of the pulse transfer 
functions. We present now for the system equation (1.2-5) a 
possible mode of resolution

x(t+l)

- “
—a b 1
-a 2 0 
• •

0 ... 0 
0 ... 0 
•

x( t) +

b, -а., b 1 1 0
b2_a2bo

•
u(t)+

Cl-81
c2-a2

•
• • 
• •

“̂ n-l 0 
-a 0

•
•
0 . .. 1 
0 ... 0

•
b t —a -1 bn—1 n—1 0 
b -a b

•
•

c , -a -1 n-1 n-1
c -a.n n n 0 n n

e(t)

(1.2-19)
and

y(t) = [l,0,...,0] x(t )+bQu( t)+e(t ), (I.2-20)

which practically corresponds to the cross-resolution [8, 42,
60].
The system equations given by state equations usually do not 
fit directly for identification purposes for they contain 
too many parameters. However, special forms containing mini
mum number of parameters, so e.g. equations (1.2-19) and 
(1.2-20),can be well used, also suitable models can be ob-
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tained by other methods of resolution too [42], (phase vari
able form, etc.) .

We have presented above the model types used for discrete 
identification methods. The methods recommended by various 
authors can be considered actually as sub-cases' of (1.2-3). 
Out of these, we give now only the most important ones in 
the following table:

Table 1.2-1.

Symbol c (z 1)/V(* b Author Output
noise

Equation 
, error

MLG C (z-1) /D(z~l) O s t r o m ARMA ARMA
ML G (z“1)/A(z~1) O s t r o m ARMA MA
LS . 1/A(z-1) KALMAN AR white
SGLS 1 STEIGLITZ white MA .
GLS 1/A( z-1)H (z _1) CLARKE AR AR
IV C(z~1)/A{z~1) H(z-1) TALMON ARMA ARMA

Notations in the Symbol column of the Table can be found in 
the list of abbreviations at the beginning of the report on 
the one hand, and will be explained in detail in the course 
of the discussion of the corresponding methods on the other.

One of the most important considerations in constructing the 
discrete-time identification models of the multiple input 
multiple output systems is to obtain the identification meth
ods of the MIMO systems by the formal extension of the meth
ods worked out for SISO systems and already generally used, 
to multiple output models. (Hereinafter we are going to de
note by the abbreviation MIMO the multiple input multiple 
output systems.) We would like to emphasize that in the case 
of the MIMO systems the multiple output is stressed, since 
the discrete model of the multiple input single output
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systems does not differ with regard to parameter estimation 
from the SISO models (multiple input single output systems 
are denoted by the abbreviation MISO). The MISO version of 
the system model (1.2-5) can be constructed in a simple way.

y(t)= Z
" f c 3 ) UJ ̂ (1.2-21)

Here u.(t) is the j-th input signal from the m inputs and J

1 \ 1 rtB.(z ) sb .o+bil^ ••• +b.. n z ? t)=l»2,...,m. (1.2-22)

The block diagram of the process model is shown in Pig.1.2-3. 
The quantities d̂ . denote the dead-time by input variables 
(channels). This system is also linear in parameters, i.e.

У ^ ) 8*.̂. (u-p • • • »uni»y»t)E.k ...b a+ ^)e (^)» (1.2-23)1 m
where
Tf (u1,...,um ,y,t)=[u1(t-d1 ),...,u1(t-d1-n);...;um (t-din),

* * * ,um( dm—ri ) ’ “У (t-1) » • • » j—У (t—n)"] (I.2-24)
and

£-b ...b a =Cb10 1 m
fbIn ' ..zb ,... « b’ mo ’ mn ;a1,..

T
lnJ (1.2-25)

If the system has several outputs, then the system model 
needs essential change. Let u(t) be the m dimensional vector 
of the input signals, ^(t ) and e.(t) the q dimensional vectors 
of the output signal and source noise, respectively. The dis
crete time MIMO process model has to construct relation be
tween these vector variables so that the "basic philosophy" 
of the SISO models remains unchanged resp. we can use the
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corresponding multivariate generalizations (e.g. parameter 
matrix) of the various notions (e.g. parameter vector).
Without going into details regarding the analysis of the 
inner structure, we simply consider the system model as ac
cording to Pig. 1.2-4.

We obtain the MIMO extension of the SISO process model (1.2-5),
i.e. a linear stochastic vector difference equation if the
coefficient matrices A., B., C. are used instead of coeffi—* r  =1 =1
cients a^, b^, c^ and the already defined vectors u(t),
x(t), i'i'O instead of u(t), y(t), e(tj. 
Thus the MIMO system model:

^(t)=A-1 (z_1)B (z-1) u (t-d) +A_1 (z_])g (z“1) e(t) (1.2-26)

where

A(z_1) =I+A1z“1+.. .+Anz~n = I + 4(z-1) (1.2-27)

B(z"1)=go+B1z“1 +...+ gnz"n (1.2-28)

Ç(z~1)=I+C1z“1 +...+ Cnz“n (1.2-29)

are matrix polynomials [Д08, 109, 145j. Here I denotes the
unit matrix (therefore A and C denote hereinafter unit ' =o =o
matrices if they are to be distinguished), further it is 
assumed that e^t) is an element of the independent stochastic 
vector series with zero mean and covariance matrix Л. Pig.
1.2-5 shows the block diagram of the model. By multiplying 
both sides of (1.2-26) by A(z~'*') and considering the meaning 
of the shift operator z \  we obtain the vector difference 
equation of the MIMO system:

n n n
y(t)= £ B.u(t-d-i)- £ A y(t-i)+ £ C _e (t-i)+e_(t ).

i=0 =1 i=l -1 i=l =1
(1.2-30)
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Pig. 1.2-3

Pig. 1.2-4

Fig. 1.2-5
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This form is like (1.2-16) linear in the parameter matrices 
of the process, i.e. can he written also in the form Cl08]

z(t)=PBA l(ü,X,t)+C( z“1) e(t) (1.2-31)

where

Sba -C2o «5i (1.2-32)

and

f r(üJZ>t) = [üT (t-d )í • • • ,uT (t-d-n );-£T (t-l),... *-£T (t-n)].
(1.2-33)

, . . . , , . . . ,

In equation (1.2-30) we are bound to have same dead-time for 
every input variable because of the demand of formal descrip
tion. We can approximate better the real cases by choosing 
the minimum dead-time value for d and so certain elements of 
the matrices B. become zeros at small i values. This can re
sult from estimation too, but can be considered in advance 
by prohibition, masking of the corresponding coefficients

The MIMO version of the state equations (1.2-17), (1.2-18) 
is obtained simply by increasing the dimension of g, h:

It holds also for MIMO systems that there exist many types 
of state-space description forms. A form which can simply be 
constructed is the following:

= i

(cf. section 1.3 ).

X (t+l)=íbí(t ) + G u ( t ) 

X(t)= Hx(t )+Bqu ( t )+e(t ). (1.2-35)

(1.2-34)
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X (t+l) =

(1.2-36)

and

i( t )«[l,0,... ,0]x(t )+Bou(t )+e (t ), ( 1.2-37)

which can be constructed in a quite similar way to the cross- 
-resolution. The problem of the determination of the minimum 
dimension of the state vector is a very essential problem 
from both identification and other considerations, these 
questions, however, will not be considered in this report.
In App.l., on the other hand, we will point to some very im
portant relationships which will promote the analysis of the 
structural problems of the MIMO systems.

All noise models used for SISO systems can formally be gen
eralized for MIMO systems. The most important of these are 
summed up in Table 1.2-II. The notions here, of course, have 
to be related to vector variables.

—
-Ax I 0 ... 0 
-A2 0 I ... 0 

• • • •
x(t )+

В -A.. В =1 =1=0
B0-A_B =2 =2=o

•
u(t )+

i r h

=2~=2
•

• • • • 
• • • •

—A x 0 0 I

-A 0 0 0

•
•

В . -A В =n-l =n—1=0
В -A В

•
•

C , -A , =n—1 =n-l
0 -A= n = = - =n =n=o =n =n
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Table 1.2—11.

Symbol B-1( z-1)C(z 5 Author Output
noise

Equation
error

MLG- D_1( z_1) C(z_1) EATON ARMA ARMA

ML A“1(z_1)c(z~1) ROWE ARMA MA

LS A-Ч Z’1) ROWE AR whit e

GLS A-1( z.-1) H_1 ( z-1) BÁNYÁSZ AR AR

The use of a system model describing the behaviour of the 
process simultaneously in all N time instants has a partic
ular importance for off-line identification methods when N 
related input - output signal data pairs are processed at 
the same time. Such system description forms can be obtained 
by the so-called TOEPLITZ matrices Еб, 7, 145]. Assume at a 
SISO system that the related data pairs of the input and 
output signals { u(t ), y(t); t=l,2,...,N } are available in 
vectors u and On the basis of the system equation (1.2-3) 
we can write the eauation of the process for the vectors 
containing N measurements, too:

X = Sd A_1Bji + D-1 Ge + A-1 Ez q . (1.2-38)

Here e is, alike u and vector with N elements, containing 
the values of the source noise. E is a (N x n) matrix in 
whose upper part there is an n x n unit matrix, its other 
parts contain zeros:

E (1.2-39)
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z is an (n X 1) vector containing the initial conditions 
(the system’s past preceding the observations) . As the 
parameter estimations become asymptotically independent from 
the initial conditions £б, 8J , we can use hereinafter the 
assumption ẑ  = 0. without loss of generality. The rest of 
the matrices in (1.2-38) have a (N x n ) size, whose struc
tures are:

A = I + a1S + ... + anSn = I + A,

В = b I + b, S + ... + b S  ,= 0= 1= n=
n (1.2.40)

С = I + c, S + ... + c S ,= = 1= n= *

D = I + dfS + ... + dn|n ,

where S® is an (N x u) TOEPLITZ matrix (a special lower 
triangle matrix), where 1-s are only in the g-th row under
the main diagonal, the rest of its elements are zeros £6,
145] . I.e. for the ij-th element of S® the equality

S ? . = & . . holds, where 6 is the KRONECKER symbol,
ij (i-g)*3 P>q

cr

Some essential features of the so-called shift matrices S 
are analyzed in detial in Appendix 2.

(As can be seen from the foregoing, it is often necessary to 
use the same letter for the notation of different notions as 
the alphabet proves to be insufficient. Therefore, we do 
draw your attention to the meaning of indices and arguments!)

The joint equation of the MIMO systems related to N measure
ments can be written is a concise form with the help of the 
so-called KRONECKER matrix products [̂ 97]. The operational 
identities referring to the KRONECKER matrix product are 
summed up in Appendix 3. Assume that with a MIMO system the 
related data pairs of input and output vectors 
(u(t), x(t); t=l ,2 ,... ,N } are available in the form of a
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vector

uM =[>T(1),-.-, ÜT (N)]T

and

Let the vector

ем =[еТ(1),...,еТи ) ] Т

(1.2-41)

(1.2-42)

(1.2-43)

be also of the same construction. The analogue form of the 
MIMO system (1.2-26) with (1.2-38) for N observations is

n . n+d
á j "1 [ y  ä d ) ® 2t] % 4 +1=0 i=d

1=0 1=0
(1.2-44)

Here ® denotes the KRONECKER matrix product and Cq 
taken, obviously, for I . S^(l ) is an (N x n) shift 
For the simplicity in (1.2-44) we have disregarded

must be 
matrix. 
the

initial conditions.
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1.3 Parameter estimation methods

We shall use the system equation of the form

y(t)= f(u,y,£,t) + e(t) (1.3-1)

in general for the parametric identification of the SISC 
models, where д  denotes the parameter vector. Assume that the 
estimation of the structure was exact and the expected value 
of e(t) is zero so that in the difference y (t )-f(u,y,£,t) on
ly random (and not systematic) error components can arise.
The classical parameter estimation problem is the determina
tion of the estimated value д of the parameter vector д so 
that f(u,y,]D,t) fits best the observed y(t) values according 
to certain optimality criterion. The various statistical es
timation methods are usually classified on the basis of the 
nature of this quality criterion on the one hand, and on that 
of the previous knowledge of the residual error (measurement 
noise) on the other [l2, 1 %  47].

The system equation (1.3-l) enables us to calculate the 
residual errors e(1 ),...,e(N) for every д parameter vector 
on basis of the samples containing the value of number N of 
the input and output signal. Let us arrange these in a vector 
e_=£e( 1 ),..., e (N )̂jT . According to the maximum likelihood (here
inafter ML) method, realizing the principle of maximum proba
bility, the estimation of the parameter vector д is determined 
so that it maximizes the joint probability density of N ele
ments of the error vector e that is the probability of coin
cidence of the real random error and e calculated from the 
related u(t) and y(t) values, as well as д. Thus in the ML 
method the conditional probability density function d̂ T(£^) 
has to be maximized. Instead of the conditional probability 
density function dN(e|^ in most cases its natural logarithm, 
the so-called likelihood funciton 1(д)=1п djj( e д  ) is maxi
mized. In the ML method, consequently, the likelihood function
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can be constructed only on basis of the apriori knowledge 
(or assumption) of the density function. In the discrete i- 
dentification methods e(t) is assumed to be of normal dis
tribution in applying the ML method and this assumption is 
valid for the majority of practical cases, (otherwise the 
normality examination of the residuals, - that is the e(t)-s 
calculated after the parameter estimation - is a routine 
statistical investigation [в, 47, 57, 8oJ.)

Assuming e, to be a vector variable of normal distribution, 
the its probability density function is [j30]

N
£ ) = ( 211) 2 1 T 

77 e (1.3-2)

where

Z = E { e. e.T ), (1.3-3)

i.e. the covariance matrix of the noise. Here |...j denotes 
the determinant. Therefore the likelihood function for normal 
distribution is

l (e ) = - I In 2H - I In J Z J — eT Z“1 e. (1.3-4)

In case of given Z we can get the maximum of L(]d ) from the 
equvalent condition [57 J :

Q(e.)= min Q(j)) = min j £T Z_1e . (1.3-5)
J2. R

The solution obviously requires the knowledge of the 
covariance matrix Z of the noise. By assuming furthermore 
also the elements of Z to be unknown, the minimization has 
to be extended for these variables, too.
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Por a stationary white noise e(t) having standard deviation A

Z = A2 I. (1.3-6 )

In this case the ML estimation is obtained by solving the 
extremum problem

q (£) = min eT _e - ( 1.3-7 )
£

Both tasks (1.3-5) and (1.3-7) are nonlinear extremum prob
lems often to be solved in a general case by taking into 
account, in addition, some restrictions related to the 
parameters. Assume now that the system equation (l.3-l)can 
be written in the form linear in parameters

y(t)= fT (u,y,t)E+e(t ) • (1.3-8)

(Thus f(u,y,t) does not depend on it contains only the 
function components characterizing the structure^. If N
related values of the u(t ) and y(t) signals are available 
in vectors u and then the minimum of the cost or loss
function (1.3-7 ) is supplied by the estimated parameter 
vector.

£ = [ £T (£»Z)|(£»Z)]_1 ET (£,x )z  e

= (FT P 3“1 FT % . (1.3-9)—uy =uy^ =uy ^ ' '

(cf. Appendix 5.)

Here

I(£,z)=fuy =

fT (u,y,l)

fT (u,y,N)

(I.3-I0)
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Note that the loss function of form (1.3-7) can be minimized 
not only in case of normal distribution error, so that the 
expression (1.3-9) has a general validity and is called the 
least squares method, hereinafter denoted by LS 177]. In 
case of normal distribution error, the LS estimation yields 
simultaneously ML estimation, too. The most important state
ments related to the LS estimation are summed up in Appendix 
5.

Let us consider matrix Z to be given at the minimization of 
the loss function (1.3-5). By proper choice of Z, we can in
fluence objectively or subjectively the form of the fitting. 
By choosing e.g. for Z a diagonal matrix, where the elements 
are large in the point where the uncertainty of the measure
ment is great and small there, where the accuracy is great, 
the loss function (1.3-5) makes, in a fairly apparent way, 
measurement points with small measurement error dominant.
The estimated parameter vector assuring the minimum in case 
of system equation (1.3-8) is (cf. Appendix 5.):

£. =[ |T(£>X)|-1 К м ) ] ' 1 |Т(л >£)|~1 2L =

(1.3-11)

This method is called Generalized Least Squares and denoted 
by GLS. The method GLS yields at the same time, by the choice 
of Z according to (1.3-3), an ML estimation. The method is 
dealt with more in detail in Appendix 5.

It can be realized (App.5.) that the parameter estimation

£ = [ g T(u,v) |(u,z)]-i G1(u,v)^ =-1 „Т,

(GT F )-1 G T у. 4=uv =uy' =uv ( 1.3-12 )
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has also satisfactory statistical properties. Here v denotes 
the vector of N elements constructed from the noiseless out
put v(t ) of the system, furthermore G(jü»v) = G • As this 
cannot be measured in reality, it is usually estimated by 
the assumed parameter values. The construction of G(u,v)=Guv 
can otherwise correspond with (l.3-10) but now v is used 
instead of y. This procedure is called method of Instrumental 
Variables and denoted by IV ^57, 14з]].

All of the above surveyed methods are applied for the deter 
mination of parameter estimation among the discrete time 
identification methods. These estimation methods yield, in 
case of the fulfilment of the necessary conditions, an 
asymptotically unbiased, consistent estimation. In case of 
a finite number of samples, the bias is much smaller than 
the deviation of the parameters which makes the methods 
completely suitable for practical purposes.

For the general SISO system equations (l.2-l) and ( 1.2-2) 
we have assumed that the source noise e(t) is a white noise 
with zero mean and has, in stationary case, a time-independ
ent Л deviation and a covariance matrix according to (1.3-6). 
In an analogue way in the MIMO system equation (1.2-26) the 
source noise vector e(t ) with zero mean is uncorrelated, and 
has constant covariance matrix A. (Note that A actually cor
responds to the generalization of ). If there are N num
bers of measurement vector values available, then the joint 
density function of the N numbers of e.(t) values calculated 
from the measured ones is [_4, 57, 108]:

Ï
d(e(t ) P)=(2i)

N
'2 Г 1 N

expl-f- l 
* t=l

eT(t)A_1e(t)],

(1.3-13)
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where

d(e(t)|p)=(2H)2 I A 2 exp(- j eT (t) A. ”*1 e(t ) )
1

(1.3-14)

is the conditional probability density function of e_(t ). Here 
P is the parameter matrix of the MIMO system and q is the 
dimension of e*(t ), i.e. the number of outputs. On the basis 
of (1.3-13 ) the likelihood function for the MIMO systems is:

L = - m  2H- ! In eT (t ) A (1.3-15)

According to the deduction presented in App.5. the maxi
mization of the likelihood function (1.3-15) is an equivalent 
task with the minimization of the loss function (i.e. deter
minant of a matrix) [^108]

Q(P) = min
P

Q(P)= min
P

e(t )eT (t )|. (1.3-16)
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In the sub-section 1.1 it was already mentioned that the lin
ear, dynamic, discrete-time process models investigated in 
this report are - according to the sampling principle - e- 
quivalent with the original continuous system in respect of 
the sampling times.

The discrete-time models obtained by identification methods 
can be directly utilized in the design of DDC circuits and in 
general in computer process control systems. In practice, 
however, it occurs more frequently that the identification is 
used as a preparatory step of the optimal design of classical 
control circuits and in this case even today the continuous
time system model resp. the transfer function description 
mode connected therewith is the most widespread. It is there
fore necessary to transform the discrete transfer function 
obtained by parametric identification (we shall revert to 
this terminology) to the conventional Laplace transfer func
tion. In this subsection we would like to draw attention in 
short to that the discrete-continuous transformation can be 
considered unambiguous for the approximation of a given type 
of the input signal.

Consider now the description of a continuous SISO system by 
state equations in the form

1.4 On the continuous-time correspondence of discrete-time
system models

x(t )= G x( T )+b, u( T )

У(т )= x( T)+b0 U (T )

(1.4-1)

(1.4-2)

The solution of continuous
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GT т G(t - v )
х(т)= e x_(0 )+ I e bu(v ) dv

0
(1,4-3)

where T is the continuous time of the system. Let т= a t , 
then

G A T  AT G(A T-v)
X ( AT) = e x(°)f / e u(v) d v b  =

0

G a t
= e- x(0 )+a[u(0),G,b, AT]. (1.4-4)

By comparing this latter result with equation (1.2-17), 
taking the noiseless case £ = 0. and evaluating the so-called 
input integral for the approximation of a given type of the 
input signal u(v) between т =0 and т = AT, i.e. determining 
a [u (0 ),G,b_,At], we obtain unambiguous relations between the 
continuous and discrete state equations, by the comparison 
of the coefficient matrices. On the basis of the equation 
(I.4-4), by taking advantage of the time-independence of the 
system, we can write for any two states following each other 
by AT that

GAT
x_(t+l)= e x(i; )+a[u (t ),G,b, ATJ . (1.4-6)

If suitable canonical equations are chosen for comparison, 
then the utilization of common notations applied in (1.4-2), 
resp. (l.2-ie) is justified. Otherwise, the change-over to 
such a form can be carried out by simple transformations
M .

By assuming u(v)= u(0) = const, in the whole sampling period, 
it can be deduced that the coefficient matrices of the con
tinuous state equation equivalent for the given approximation 
can be obtained from the P and g in the following way:
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g - f e ln(£) ( 1.4-7 )
and

b l n d M F - l ) -1 £ . (1.4-8)

If we need the transfer function of the SISO system, then we 
transform the state equations on the basis of the obtained 
G and Jb to a canonical form where the coefficients of the 
numerator and denominator can be directly read out f42j.

Note that some authors prefer to carry out the retrans
formation by decomposition to subsystems (separately for 
every eigenvalue of the system), however the numerical tech
nique required by the relations (1.4—7) and (1.4-8) - loga
rithm and inversion of the matrix, etc. - can be considered 
nowadays as elaborated.

In case of another type of approximation of the input signal 
the formula (1.4-7) remains unchanged, on the other hand 
(1.4-8) changes. We wish to emphasize again that in case of 
a given approximation the discrete-continuous change-over, 
often called "z -> s" transformation is unambiguous.

These considerations make understandable why we prefer to 
speak, maybe with more exactness, of discrete transfer func
tions. The pulse transfer function assumes namely an approxi
mation u(v) = u( 0 ) 6 ( o\ i.e. a pulse of magnitude u(o) occur
ring in the moment v =0, but this approximation is only a 
subcase of the possible approximation of the input signal.
The higher-order quadrature is used for the approximation 
of the input signal, the more exact transformation will be 
obtained for the coefficients in the numerator, the conver
sion of the denominator is performed in an exact way. In 
practice, due to the appropriate choice of the sampling



period it is usually sufficient to consider the input signal 
to be constant for every sampling (i.e. to imagine a zero- 
-order hold element at the transformation).

-  37 -
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II. OFF-LINE IDENTIFICATION METHODS FOR SINGLE OUTPUT 
SYSTEMS

In the introduction we have indicated that in the description 
forms the basic differences are caused by the number of out
puts. Therefore, we classify also the off-line identification 
methods according to the number of the outputs of the process 
or the model. This section deals with the identification meth
ods of single output systems. The methods will be discussed 
mainly for SISO systems but the way of direct generalization 
for multiple input case will be given, too. Similarly the is
sue of deadtime will also be dealt with. Detailed investiga
tions will be made with respect to the case d=0 and the pos
sibility of generalization will also be pointed out. Issues 
related to deadtime will be discussed in the greatest detail 
with the LS method which is otherwise the simplest with re
gard to identification.

At the discussion of off-line methods, simultaneous presence 
of the related values of N number of the input signals and 
the output signal is assumed. The task is to minimize a 
criterion constructed from these signals and corresponding to 
a loss function of subsection 1.3 in the space of parameters. 
For this reason the off-line identification methods mean de
terministic extremum seeking problems which can be solved by 
one of the methods of mathematical programming. They are 
called deterministic because the loss function yields always 
the same value for a given measurement situation at a given 
parameter vector.

The most of the off-line identification methods require mat
rix inversion, furthermore the intermediate iteration steps 
or the explicit solution have usually the form

£  = M ^ V (2.1)



where M is a square matrix, v a vector of appropriate dimen
sion. If we now do not wish to estimate the i-th p^ element 
of parameter vector jd or in another formulation we wish to 
estimate under restriction p. s 0, then it can be achieved 
the following way. The i-th column and row of matrix M will 
be made equal to zero and e.g. 1. is chosen for the element 
M . . at their intersection. Thereafter thei-th element of vec-li
tor v is made equal to zero. So we obtain definitely zero for

Pi

R = Pi
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0

(2.2)

This technique is called masking. In practical applications 
we used to give a mask vector whose elements have value 1 if 
we wish to estimate the coefficient concerned and value zero 
if we wish to exclude it from the estimation.
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2.1 Least squares method

General information about the least square method for SISO 
systems is given in App.5. The condition of the asymtotically 
unbiased parameter estimation (App.5-6) is fulfilled by the 
assumption C(z_d)^l and D(z~^)e A(z-1) from the general sys
tem equation (1.2-3), in addition it should be required from 
the input signal that it should be uncorrelated with the 
source noise and fulfils the CESARO condition of persistently 
exciting (cf.App.6) [l2, 88J .

The system equation can now be written in the form of the 
following difference equation:

A(z_1)y(t)= z“d B(z_1)u(t)+ e(t). (2.1-1)

By assuming d=0 and utilizing the meaning of A(z-1) and 
В (z-1 ) :

y(t )= E b.u(t-i)- E a.y(t-i) + e(t)= fT (u,y,t)£ba+e(t), 
i=0 i=l

( 2.1-2)

where

f (u,y,t)= [u(t ), u (t-1 ),..., u (t-n ) ; -y(t-l) ,...,-y(t-n)] T

(2.1-3)

and

£.ba b0»bi> • • • >ъп ? ai ’***»an] ’ (2.1-4)

as it follows also from (1.2-16).

In case of zero initial condition (which does not reduce
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substantially the generality) [j7, 8], the vector equation 
simultaneously valid for N samples can be obatined from re
lations (1.2-38) and (l.2-40):

y = b lu + b. Su + ... + b Snu - a,Sy — ... — a Snv + e =JL о =—  1=*” n= —  1- n= —

■ E(a.i)aba + *  -r£uy ^ ba + s. (2.1-5)

where

|uy = |(ü»z)* [ü»Su,...,Snu; -Sy,... ,-SnJ  =

fT(u,y,l)

— •

fT (u,y,N)

(2.1-6)

We have deduced in App. 5 that the LS estimation of the pa
rameters of the above system equation is given by

iba = (Euy luy)'1 £uy *  = [ïT (a.2)S(n.x)]"1 |T (n.ï.) 1 ■
(2.1-7)

This relation is also called - after the classical regression 
analysis - the solution of the GAUSSIAN normal equation sys
tem, and in case of the discrete-time identification the 
KALMAN estimation. [57, 77, 8o].

(2.1-8)

By taking into account the relations

FT F =uy =uy
N
E f( U,y,t)fT (u,y,t) 

t=l
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N
E f(u,y,t)y(t) (2.I-9)

t=l

the solution (2.1-7) can be made easier with respect to the 
computations.

Estimation properties are discussed in App.5. more in detail, 
here only some remarks are made on the conditions (App. 5-6) 
of asymptotic unbiasedness. Of the two conditions the second 
is more important. This means in case of an estimation line
ar in parameters that in the expression on the right side of 
(2.I-2) the vector of the function components in the scalar 
product (now f(u,y,t)) and the additive disturbing term, the 
so-called equation error (now e(t)) can not be in correlation. 
This uncorrelatedness can be easily understood in our case.
The input signal has been assumed to be uncorrelated with 
e(t); on the other hand, £(u,y,t) contains only the values 
of the output signal of a preceeding time- and through them - 
source noise values of a preceding time. Hence the uncorre- 
latedness of f(u,y,t) and e(t) already follows. The more ex
act proof is given in App. 7.

With respect to equation (2.1-6) we note that although the 
description mode applied there with the shift matrices re
quires the zero initial conditions (that is the start with 
the zero f vector in the sums (2.1-8) and (2.1-9)), we have 
no problem in changing over to the non-zero initial condi
tions on the basis of the right side of the equation. Here 
it is easy to be seen that this change-over means only that 
at t=l (at the beginning of the investigations) the measure
ments u(o), y(o ),..., u(—n+1), y(-n+1) have also to be avail
able in order to construct f (u,y,l) which needs N+n samples 
altogether. This problem can be of interest for small N, as 
the effect of the initial conditions on the estimation dis
appears asymptotically [б, 7].

and



Our further statements refer to the coefficient b and dead-o
time d. In case d=0 the coefficient b has an increased role.о
Then the non-zero value of bQ means that either a proportion
al "channel” without dynamics is also represented in the 
process or the process has a differentiating character. Those 
systems have bQ in whose transient function there is a jump 
at zero moment. In the identification programs written by 
the various research workshops, two kinds of conceptions can 
be discovered [8, 60, 117]. According to one, the estimation 
procedure is suitable fitted, as a matter of course, also
for the estimation of b and if one does not wish to esti-o
mate i1̂  then it is excluded from the approximation model by 
the masking technique described above. According to the ot
her, the estimation of bQ is not built in the program (the 
parameter vector begins by b^) and the effect corresponding
to b is obtained by the choice d=-l. Then b, will be b andо 1 о
so on bn will be bfi . If the program has been originally 
written for the estimation of polynomials of the order n, 
then in this case B(z~'*') will always be of one degree less 
than A(z~^). (By special masking it can be achieved to make 
the order of B(z 1)> a (z_1) equal.)

The consideration of the given deadtime d can be attained on 
the one hand by the adequate ccntruction of the function com
ponent vectors (special programming demand), on the other by 
the suitable shift of the input and output signals with re
spect to each other. The latter possibility covers a far 
more general possibility than the former. For it is not dif
ficult to write a computer program which performs the shifts 
corresponding to the deadtimes by inputs even for a multiple 
input system so that it determines at the same time the num
ber of sampling elements available for identification, too. . 
(The shifts caused by the deadtimes reduce namely the number 
of the usable related values). On the basis of the shifted • 
samples we can already perform the identification with a 
program written for the case d=0 and after all, in the final
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result we take the deadtime again into account according to 
the operation applied.

In connection with the special issues, also not that opin
ions differ also with regard to the order of the polynomials 
B(z“^) and a (z"^). According to one approach, both orders 
can be considered identical (programming is simpler because 
of cycles of same effect) and use, if necessary, masking. 
With the second approach different orders are also allowed 
(more complicated cycles) . The first solution proved more 
reasonable in the practice.

We would like also to advert to the extension of the LS meth
od to multiple input, i.e. MISO systems. Por these systems 
the LS method can be formally used according to the same 
equations (2.1-6) and (2.1-7), only f(u,y,t) will be modi
fied according to (1.2-24) and obviously £ ba to (1.2-25).
The system equation will now have the form:

y(t) =
m В (z X) 

j=l A (z X )
+

A ( z 1)
e(t )=

.u ,y,t)E. b a+ e(t) 
1 m

(2.1-10)

where

f.̂  (u^ > • • • »um »y >^) = [” » • • • »u]_( ̂ *“̂ 2.— n ) 5 • • • 5um (b“bm

,um (t-dm-n);-y(t-l) ,... ,-y(t-n)] (2.1-1Í)

and

= [b10’* * *,bln’* * * »bmo * * * * *bm n ’ al ’***,an]
T (2.1-12)
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2.2 Maximum likelihood method

ÄSTRÖM and his co-workers worked out the method of maximum 
likelihood first for the general SISO system equation (1.2-3) 
and prepared programs for this task for the firm 1Вм[в_]. 
Later, in the course of practical applications, it became 
completely clear that the use of the model (1.2-5) is suffi
cient for identification tasks [ 9]. Meanwhile the ÄSTRÖM or 
ÄSTRÖM-BOHLIN and the maximum likelihood method resp. ML 
structure have practically merged.

The ML method is discussed by assuming d = 0 and bQ = 0 as 
already mentioned in the introduction of this chapter and 
their estimation is going to be performed via shifting of 
the input and output signals with respect to each other.

In case of zero initial conditions the system equation for N 
samples is now

X  = A"1 g u + A"1 g e, (2.2-I)

can be obtained from (1.2-38) by the assumption = £  and 
D = A. As e(t") is uncorrelated and

E { e eT } = X 2 I, (2.2-2)

we obtain the maximum likelihood estimation on basis of 
(1.З-5) resp. (1.3-7”) by solving the extremum problem

Q(jd) = min ^eT e, . (2.2-3)
£

The parameters of the SISO system are contained now by the 
parameter vector

T•^bao = [ bi, —  ,bn ; ax .... an, »1 .....o„] (2 .2-4)
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as we can write on basis of (1.2-16) that

y('t)* iT (u,y,t)jDba + C( z""1) e( t )= fT (u,y,e,t)£bac + e(t),

(2.2-5)

where f(u,y,e,t) is according to (2.2-14). Here e (t ) is not 
measurable but can be calculated at a given £ bac* Both the 
equation

( t >  A b S r f t ) -  B U - 4 y ( t ). y (t)- fT (u,y,e,t)£bao (2.2-6)
c(z ; Dac

or the vector equation

e = С_1(А1 - Bu ) (2.2-7)

are equally suitable for its calculation. Prom the scalar 
equation (2.2-6) by the cross-resolution we can get a state 
equation much simpler from the point of view of computational 
aspect for the calculation of e(t) which is the following:

rH1—101 0 ...0 1 а1 -Ь1

1 о го о 1 .. .0 0 а2 -Ъ2
• • • • • • •
• • • • x(t-l) + • • •
• • • • • • •ог—1 1д

01 0 .. .1 0 а т п-1 Л -i

1 о а о 0 ...0 0 ап -ъп

y('t)

y(-t-i)

u (t-1 )

(2.2-8)

_e(t )= [ l,0,...,0,0]x(t); t=l,2 ,... ,N (2.2-9)

(These equations do not mean that the coefficient matrices 
have to be constructed in the computer, they only refer to 
a simple computational algorithm.)
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As neither the parameters are known, it would he more exact 
to use the symbol л to denote the estimated value both for 
e(t) and the coefficients, for the sake of simplicity, how
ever disregard from this.

The ML estimation requires essentially the solution of a 
nonlinear extremum problem. The nonlinearity is caused by 
the fact that in f(u,y,e,t) in (2.2-5) e(t) can be generated 
as a function of the parameters.

For the minimum seeking of Q(p.) one can choose between many 
methods of mathematical programming. Pure seeking procedures 
are generally net applied as the first and second derivatives 
of Q are relatively easy to be calculated. This latter fact 
encourages us to have recourse to methods using derivatives. 
Although already several authors have reported the use of a 
first-order method or of what asymptotically converges to 
the second order ones (POWELL, FLETSCHER-POWELL, gradient, 
etc.) but in the practice mostly the NEWTON-RAPHSON second- 
order seeking method is used, with certain modifications [8, 
15, 60, 14 J. The canonical form of this latter algorithm:

i b a o L +1J = £ b a o M " “H l M
^ Û b a c M )

db b a c W
(2.2-10)

Here j refers to the iteration cycle and л denotes the esti
mated value. The optimum choice of R[j[

S D >  ï U b a c M )
-1 (2.2-11)

is the Hessian matrix of the second dériva-
Awhere T(ibao[j])

tives of Q calculated by £.̂ ac^J* Modifications differing 
from the original algorithm are implied in factor a£jj. The 
computer realization of the method is somewhat different 
[60, 145]]. After the presentation of the computational pos-
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sibility of the derivatives, we are going to describe the 
applied seeking strategy.

Consider the following for the construction of the gradient

dQ№bao) _ d£T g 
^ b a c  ^ b a c

N
- 4 e ( Ç - y  e = - E f (uF ,yF ,eF ,t) e(t ), 
“uye - t=l

(2.2-12)
where

=uye “ * * ** § Ü» —§y,j • • • » -S Xj Se,..., S e, J -

%
IT (u,y,e,l)

fT(u,y,e,N)

(2.2-13)

further

f (u,y,e,t)=[u (t-l), • • • ,u( t —n ) ;-y(t-l),...,—y(t—n );

e(t-l),...,e(t-n)]T (2.2-14)

and

l(uF ,yF , eF , t) =[uF (t-l) ,... ,uF (t-n);-yF (t-l) ,... ,-yF (t-n);

eF (t-l),...,eF (t-n)]T . (2 .2-15)

Here

uF(-t)= — гг;— )»C(z
(2.2-16)
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y‘ (t)= Ü v  y(t), 
G (z x )

(2.2-17)

eP (t)= h  e(t)
C(z x)

(2,2-18)

i.e. auxiliary parameters obtained by autoregressive fil
tering (indicated by the upper script F: "filtered")* § 
denotes the shift matrix.

To justify (2.2-12) we show the calculation of the deriva
tives of e, by coefficients b^, a^ and c . By utilizing the 
equation (2.2-7), as well as (l.2-40),

Эе
Ç 1 (Â r - Bu)= _ Ç

3bi 9bl

Э e. 9

9a.l 9a,;

Э e 9

9ci 9c i

In the last

-1 3±_
3b.

u = -Ç 1 S1 u,

(2.2-19)

C 1(à£ - gu) = C-1
Э A

Э a .l
Z  = Ç“1 S1

G 1{Ai - Bu)= -C

(2.2-20 )

-\ Э G _-j -i" Ç 1(Адг - Bu)= -G 1 § e.
3ci

,-l

(2.2-21)
,-l „-1

is used. These equations enable us to construct the complete 
gradient vector according to (2.2-12).

The partial derivatives constructed for one element e(t) of 
_e, are in complete analogy with Eqs. (2.2-19) - (2.2-2l):
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(2.2-22)

(2.2-23)

(2.2-24)

At the end of the ’60s, the calculations were still based on 
these relations, considering that (2.2-12) can be written 
also in the form of

= s 1Ч.Ы e(t). (2.2-25)
dp, t=l Эр■Чэас -̂ bac

The programming of these calculations required, however, a 
large-size memory, while f(u^,y^,eF ,t) = f^(t ) in (2.2-12) 
can be got by a very simple calculation. This can be achieved 
by the following state equation:

f^(t)= f^(t-l)+ w1(t)=



uF(t-l) 1
~C1 ~°2 **• -Cn-1 ~Cn!

UF (t-2) 1 0 ... 0 0 11•
•

.
: ! 2

UF (t-n) 0 0 ... 1 0 ]
1

-yF (t-l) j~Cl ~C2 ••• ~°n-lCM11 11 0 ... 0
• = 0 1 * = 1 *

-yF(t-n)
1 *
1 0 0 ... t
1

eF(t-l)
1
11

eF (t-2) 111•
• 10 1 0

eF (t-n)
111

Oll

0

u F (t-2)

u P (t-3)
•
•
•

U F (t-n-l)

u(t-l)

0
•
•
•

0

r  “

1 ~yF (t -2 ) -y (t-l)

- / ( t - 3 ) 0

g
•
•
•

+
•
•
•

-yF (t-n-]) 0
1

1 1 2 n-1 n e (t-2) e (t-l)

1 1 0 ... 0 0 
•

e (t-3) 
•

0
•

1 •

1 0 0 ... 1 0

•

e (t-n-l )

•

0

I
V_T!

(2.2-26)
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The Hessian matrix consists of two parts:

T = 4 4(Ebac> deT de

^■bac d^bac
= il + h  = +

djDbac dR bac

de'
+[Т"т  ̂“

■E-bac -E-bac
)] e. (2.2-27)

Here

N
il - l í y e í r ) 1 Ç-'luye = ^  l(u »У »e ,t)f(u ,y ,e , t ) \

(2.2-28)

i.e. can be formed from quantities already known as we have
i1/ \already given the recursive calculation of f-^t ;.

The construction of deserves more attention

0 0 T,=bc
0 0 T=ac
T , T T=cb =ca =cc

(2.2-29 )

In this matrix T , = T?\ and T _ = TT , further T is=cb =bc =ca =ac =cc
symmetric (T itself is also symmetric!). Only the first row
and last column of the matrices T, , T and T contain in-=bc’ =ac =cc
formative new element. For the other elements it is valid 
that t ^ - t ^ j

is sufficient to construct T2 • The construction of this 
vector

(3+1)'
Thus a (3-2n-l) dimensional vector
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FF
E l (t )=[uP P (t-l)

2eP P (t-l)

,uPi? (t-2n+l) ;-y1,P(t-l) ,... ,-yPP (t-2n+l) ; 

,2eP P (t-2n+l)]T , (2.2-З0)

where

FFu (t) = UF (t )
C(z_1)

(2.2-31)

FFУ ( t)=- vP (t )
C(z Г)

eP(t)
G(z l)

(2.2-32)

(2.2-ЗЗ)

PF/ sIn order to form recursively g (t) we could also now con
struct a state equation similar to ( 2.2-26), but as it would 
differ only in size, we do not go now into details of its 
construction. T2 can be formed from the vector

PP ? FF/, \ / . \ г .1 r -1= Ä  (t)e(t)=[abc, a ac, £ cc ]T -|T 
cc (2.2-34)

since this contains the elements of different from 0.
T can be constructed from cr , containing the first 2n-l -DC pj! DC
elements of £ , in the following way:

01=bc (2.2-35)
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where the repetition of identical elements was denoted by- 
arrows. A similar regularity is valid also for the other 
submatrices.

The above special structural relations follow from the 
scalar form

N .2 
■t, • = I Э*" e( t )
ij t=l Эр. Э р .

i(t) (2.2-36)

deduced from the elements of matrix where the value of
the second derivatives of e(t):

Э2 e(t)_ 0; Э2 e (t ) = 0 . Э2 e(t) = Q
3b. 3b . 1 J Э b .Э а . 1 J Эа.Эе .1 J

Э2 e(t ) _ - (i+j ) u(t ) _ uF (t-i-.i) .
ЭЬ.Э c . 1 J

3e- e( t )
Эа • Эс . "*• «J

2 , ( t )

о2 (г-1)

-(i+.i) y(t)
P ?*)

c (iF )
} (2.2-37)

„ _ yh-t-i-j) .
о ( Л )

Э__ e'
Э C . Эс . 1 J

= 2z-(i+.j) e(t) _ 2 eF (t-i-.i )
c ÏÏT 1) C(z~)

Note that in case of N +°° ^  becomes a zero matrix. This is 
a simple consequence of the fact that of is formed from 
vector £  according to (2.2-34), which is, however, asymptoti
cally equal with the zero vector, as it contains the corre
lations of e(t) formed by quantities uncorrelated with it.
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Alike the gradient, we use today already for the calculation 
of the Hessian matrix, too, the recursive relations presented 
above, and not the difference equations represented by the 
scalar equations according to (2.2-37) . We acknowledge, how
ever, that without these we would be unable to perform the 
detailed analysis for the deduction of the simpler algorithms. 
As in the Newton-Raphson technique, the calculation of in
verse matrix, the gradient and the second derivatives require 
the greater part of the calculation time by so the described 
relations can form a basis for fast computer programs.

The algorithm (2.2-10) ensures, of course, only local ex
tremum values.The result of the LS estimation is considered 
- in the absence of other information - as the starting point 
of the seeking under condition c^ = 0. The computer programs 
can usually start also from other starting points given in 
advance. By this operation mode we can check also the glo- 
bality of the local minimum obtained. The extremum seeking 
is further complicated by the fact that the roots of the 
polynomial zn c(z must fall inside of the unit circle 
(the noise model is now of "minimum phase") because of the 
autoregressive filtering by 1/C(z-1) required for the calcu
lation of the auxiliary quantities.

Our seeking strategy is as follows. The search can start 
from the LS estimation or external starting point. We use 
the T = T-̂  approximation in some of the first steps. The 
calculation of T-, is much more simple and the speed of the 
search fairly great. But in the vicinity of the optimum 
has already to be taken into consideration. During the 
search, the positive definiteness of T~^ has to be checked.
If this is not fulfilled, then the convergence of the search 
is no more ensured (in this case the step would have been 
made in the direction of the gradient, although the right 
direction in searching for the minimum is the other way 
round). Therefore, in every step of the search we investi-



gate the non-negativeness of the main diagonal elements of 
T and T-"*-. If any of them is negative, then we use the T = T^ 
approximation, as is by definition a positive definite 
matrix. (The investigation of the main diagonal yields a not 
sufficient only necessary condition, but as computation this 
is the simplest and in practice completely satisfactory so
lution). The stability of C (z*~d) is ensured by a simple 
strategy.In every iteration step we check for zn C(z~^)giv
en by the new parameter estimation by a numerical method 
whether the roots fall into the permitted domain. If yes, 
then we accept the new point, if not, then we consider the 
arithmetic mean of the old and new points as a new point.
The halving was, of course, meant only for the part of the 
parameter vector containing the c^-s. (With this method we 
get again in a permissibly domain, if the old point was also 
there). In consequence of the numerical errors of inversion, 
on the one hand, and complexity of the surface, on the other 
hand, a situation can arise in which the value of the loss 
function Q is greater in the new point than in the old one.
In this case we change over to the suboptimal minimum search 
in an opposite direction to the gradient. This can be ensured 
by the choice of

dt*(£ b a c M )  ^(- Ь ь а с И )
db b a o M  dH b a o M

аЧ(ЕьасИ) г■ T \ dl-i(bbaoM>
, T г.-l =(-^bac ' , г .1
d£-bac Ы  d£t>a Д

(See rf. [̂ 8l] .)

If here, too, the value of the loss function appears to be 
greater, then we can again pass over to the halving strat
egy (now for the complete Л Ъас vector) for it is sure that 
after some steps Q will again be smaller than its value in

aDüsfr] . I

( 2.2-38)
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the preceding step. According to our experiences this is the 
combined strategy which has proved the best with both our 
simulation and industrial identification tasks. We always 
had various problems with other solutions suggested in the 
literature.

The extension of the algorithm discussed just now to the 
MISO system (l.2-2l) is very simple as the role of the 
polynomials B-iz-'*') regarding the particular input signals 
u.(t) completely coincides. So the consideration of m inputs 
can be simply realized for the calculation of e(t), the gra
dient and the Hessian matrix. Thanks to this the computer 
program working according to the ML method can at present 
consider simultaneously several inputs, too.

For the calculation of both the gradient vector and the 
Hessian matrix the output signal of the autoregressive fil
ter 1/C(z~"*') has to be calculated for various input signals. 
On the other hand, the '’memory" of these filters has to be 
known at the start of the calculations. As we, in general, 
do not know this, we assume the output signal of the filter 
to be zero for the moments before the beginning of the cal
culations. Experience shows that this approximation has no 
relevant influence on the exactness of the calculation and 
its effect can be neglected asymptotically.
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2.3 The generalized least squares method

For the case of the system equation containing C(z-1) = 1 and 
DÎz-^) = a (z-'*')x HÍz-'1’), CLARKE suggested an estimation tech
nique [ЗЗ]. This structure is called the generalized least 
squares structure (GLS) because the estimation method ob
tained this way agrees asymptotically with the GLS method of 
AITKEN [57].

So the equation of the SISO system is now (by assuming d=o);

y(t) = B ;z_-rj- )
A (z X) A(z”1)h (z X)

! ( t ) (2.3-1)

where

H (z ■*")= 1+h-^z x+ ... + h-1 -s (2.3-2)

By multiplying the Eq. (2.3-1) by h (z 1), we obtain the 
form

1F, , N B (z-1) ,,F/ j. \
At,'1)

; ( t ) (2.3-3)

which exactly corresponds to the LS structure. Here

yF (t)= HÍz'^ít) and uF(t)= H(z 1)u(t). (2 .З-4 )

The analogous version of the eq. (2 .I-2) is now

F
У (t )= 2 biuF (t-i)- £ a.yF (t-i)+ e(t )= 

i=l i=l

fT (uF F 
»У ,t) дЬа e (t ), (2.З-5)
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where

£  (uF ,yF ,t)=[uF (t-l),.. ,,uF (t-n); -yF (t-l),...,-yF (t-n)]T .

<2.3-6)

The vector equation corresponding to (2.1-5) is now

p p n P P n P^ = Ъ-̂ Su + ... + b^S u - a-̂ Ŝ  - ... - a^S + e_ =

= l(uF ,ïi )üba + e = H |(u,j;)B.ba + e =

= I Fuy дЬа + e , (2.3-7)

where the commutativity of the TOEPLITZ matrices have been 
utilized. Here in consequence of (2.3-4)

(2.3-8)

where

H = I + h-J + ... + hgSs = I + H • (2.3-9)

P
1 = u and Pu = H u

Purther

J(uF ,XF )=
P

KJ U. Щ
on P 

» § £  : P-S 2L ,

>y

( 2.3-Ю)

As the equation error in Eq. (2.3-7) is also now white noise, 
by minimizing the loss function

% (  bba ) =[ (ap ,/) Êba] T[ / - £  (a|ТГ P p (2 .3-11)
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an asymptotically unbiased parameter estimation can be ob
tained.

In accordance with (2.1-7) this will now be

(2.3-I2)

But here we have to consider that the solution is obtained 
as a function of

%  “ [ W - - - ths]T • (2.3-13)

As we do not know this also has to be estimated.

We obtain from Eq. (2.3-l) after some arrangement that

[y(t )- fT(u,y,t)jDba J = r(t )= -£T (r,t)£h + e(t), (2.3-14)

where

&(r»t) = [r (t-1), ... ,r (t-s)]T . (2.3-I5)

Here r(t) is the so-called residual

r(t)= y(t)-fT (u,y,t)2ba . (2.3-16)

As (2 .З-14) is linear in the parameters tb and the equation 
error is white noise, we can use again the LS method. The 
vector equation for N samples is now

* - luД а  = = "hli£ - • • • - hs !S £ + S. •

= -g(£)bh + £  - -gr b h + e. (2.3-17)
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Here r contains the N values of r(t ) in a form similar to _u, 
% and e,. The loss function to be minimized is

a2(bh,£ba)=(£ + irbh)T(£ + Sr %i) (2.3-18 )

and the parameter estimation ensuring the minimum will be

£ h = - ( S r S r f 1 S r £  = ih(bba>- (2.3-19)

Thus the parameter estimation is the function of £ba* So 
in order to carry out a complete parameter estimation, we 
can use a successive approximation method, recommended in 
the literature first by CLARKE [ЗЗ^. This estimation tech
nique consists of the following steps:

1. By assuming £ = Ç) a simple LS estimation is carried out
according to (2.1-7) for

2. Thereafter on the basis of (2.3-16) the residuals r(t), 
i.e. г is calculated.

3. In the next step an estimation for is made according 
to (2.3-19).

4. With the help of the obtained Z and u ,i.e. the val
ues of the input and output signal filtered by H(z ^) are 
calculated.

5. The procedure is continued by an estimation according to 
(2.3-12), thereafter the particular steps of the itera
tion will be repeated beginning with point 2. until the 
achievement of the required accuracy.

The CLARKE’s iteration method means essentially the mini
mization of the loss function according to the relaxa
tion (or GAUSS-SEIDELL) method to be used in the space ofET T пТJ2_ba» £^3 • I.e. the mi
nimization proceeds in the subspace corresponding to para
meters £ ba» resp. step by step.
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There is a nonlinear estimation with respect to the parameter 
vector £bah of the process model (2.3-1) and the CLARKE meth
od decomposes this task to two estimation problems linear in 
parameters by iteration steps. It is also possible, of course, 
to minimize £ b a »£h )= ^lU-bah) directly according to £ bah
with the NEWTON—RAPHSON technique (2.2-lo). Alike to those 
discussed with the ML structure, here the relations to be 
used for the calculation of the gradient vector and the 
Hessian matrix for the system equation (2.3-l) are also giv
en .

Prom the vector equation (2.3-7)

e_ = H (A ^ - В u ) = A ^ - B u ^  = H r (2.3-20)

hence the derivatives of e. by parameters are

Э e
lb”i

l L  Ol F
эь. - ~ ~= —  ’1

(2.3-21)

9ai
9- P i P 
—  * = § * ’ (2 .3-22)

Эе, 9H i
75Г = IT  <£* -  Sä) -  i  £ (2.3-2з)

On basis of the above equations as well as (2.2-12) now

dQ№bah) d£
dp_•bah

T

d]Dbah
e = -F*T HT e = - =uye = -

N
= - E f (u ,у* ,r,t)e(t ), 

t=l
(2.3-24)
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where

та* - та* / F. Го on _ _П отт-2 ~Птт-2=uye _ = )— • • • » § Ü»— • • • »—§ 2Li —§§ • • • »” S H

=fSu,...,Snu,-S^,...,-Snx,-S H 1 r,...,-Sn H"1 r]

(2.3-25)

further

f (uí’,yF ,r,t)=[uF (t-l) ,... ,u.P (t-n);-yP (t-l),... ,-yF(t-n );

-r (t-l) ,... ,-r (t-n)]T , (2.3-26J

where uP (t ) and yP(t) are according to (2.3-4), and r(tj can 
be calculated from (2.3-16). e(t) is still necessary to 
(2.3-24) which can be obtained from (2.3-5). (it is impor- 
tant to note that r(t) = y(t) - f_ (u,y,t ) ^ a and e(t) = y (t) 
- f,̂ (uP ,yP ,t )_2_ba. ) The f (uP ,yP ,r,t )= £P (t ) required for the 
gradient vector can, of course, be formed even now in a 
simple recursive way, as with the ML structure:

fp(t)= £2 §(t-i)£,h + ü2(t)=



uF (t-l)

uP (t-2)

uF (t-n )

•y (t-i)
■yF (t-2)

-yF (t-n)

-r (t-l) 

-r (t-2)

-r (t-n)

0 0...0 0
1 0...0 0

0 0...1 0

0 0,

1 0

0

0

0

.0 0

.0 0

0 0...1 0

0

0

0

0 0...0 0
1 0...0 0

0 0.. .1 0

uF (t-2)

uF (t-3)

uF (t-n-l)

■yP ( t—2 ) 

-yF (t-3) +

-yF (t-n-])

-r(t-2) 

-r (t—3 )

-r (t-n-l)

u (t-2) ... u (t-s-l) u (t-l)

0 0 0

-y (t-2).. .-y (t-s-l) -У (.t-l)

0 0 0

0 0 0

CT\
I

0 ............  0

0 ............  0
•  •

•  •

•  •

0 ............  0

—г (t-l)

0

0

(2.3-27)
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Alike (2.2-27) the Hessian matrix consists here, too, of two 
parts. Now

T-. = fïT h t h f*=1 =uye = = =uye
N
£ f (uP ,yi ,r,t)fx (u* ,y , 

t=l
Д/ F F r,t),

(2.3-28)

the construction of Tg is the following:

0 0 T=bh

0 0 T U =ah

=hb T.=ha 0

(2.3-29 )

Here ibh ■ ïhb and iah - 
column of the matrices

T-ha* Only "̂lie row and last
and T , contain informative new =ab

elements. For the other elements it is valid that
t.. = t/. , V . . ,V . So a 2(2n-l)dimensional vector is suffi- 
i«J (i-1)»(J+1)

cient for storing the elements of The construction of 
can be understood on the basis of the second derivatives of 
e by parameters, as

2Э e
b .

0;
2

Э £
3b. За . 1 J

o;
За. За .J- J

23 e
-------- = 0
3h. 3h .1 J

e
3h.3b. J 1

(2.3-30)

3 h .За. J 1 3h. J
2L
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and t ̂  is calculated according to (2.2-36). On the basis of 
the latter equations the construction of the 2(2n-l) dimen
sional vector facilitating the calculation of T2 is:

&(t)=[u(t-2),...,u(t-2n);-y (t-2),...,-y(t-2n)]T (2.3-31)

and the filling of T2 is carried out on basis of the vector 

N
a  - - Ï s(t)e(t)=[a ^h , a £ h] T (2.3-32)

X—X

according to the procedure presented with (2.2-35). With the 
help of the above relations also in case of the GLS structure 
the NEWTON-RAPHSON extremum seeking method can be realized. 
This yields faster convergence than the original CLARKE pro
cedure, but at the price of much more work of computation.
It may be reasonable to reduce the calculations by the ap
proximation T = T^ as T2 disappears asymptotically, thus in 
case of sufficiently large number of samples our approxima
tion will already be justified.

If we do not need separately the parameters and our aim 
is only the determination of an equivalent model, then we 
can proceeed in a much simpler way. The system equation 
(2.3-l) can be reduced by simple transformation to the form

\ b ( z X) h ( z X) f ^ \y(*)= . -IV u(t ) +
A(z )H (z ) A (z_1)H(z X )

i(t )=

P(z-1)
Q(z_1)

e ( t ) (2.3-33)

i.e. to a system equation corresponding to the LS structure 
Therefore, in case of increased order, also the simple LS 
estimation yields an equivalent system model with the GLS
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structure. The P(z~'1')/Q(z~^ ) - which contains now common fac
tors in the numerator and denominator - can be reduced by ap
propriate numerical methods to the minimum number of para
meters .

Thus the GLS structure uses instead of the autoregressive 
noise model 1/a ( z"'*') of the LS structure a more complex, but 
likewise autoregressive noise model 1/A( z~^).H (z~^). The only 
advantage of this expansion can be to achieve with this lat
ter noise model, by choosing the order of H(z~^)for suffi
ciently large, a good approximation of the general noise 
model C(z- 1 )/d (z-1).

We have to mention the second CLARKE’s method by which he 
recommends in the particular iteration steps not the fil
tering of the original data according to (2.3-4), but always 
the renewed filtering of the previously already filtered val
ues. This method corresponds to the autoregressive noise mod
el of the type

c(z~^) _________1________
d (z_1)~ A(z_1) H (z“1) 

i=l 1

In many cases this model approximates better the general 
noise model and its application is more practical.

The conditions of the convergence of the GLS method were 
dealt in detail by SÖDERSTRÖM [123].

(2.3-34)



2.4 The extended matrix methods. Quasilinearization

In subsection 1.2 the linearity of the models in parameter 
was underlined several times. SMETS [^120j and later TALMON 
£l30, 131] have utilized this advantage in developing the 
extended matrix methods.

SMETS elaborated the so-called "First Extended Matrix Method 
(hereinafter FEXM) for the system equation (2.3-1) of the 
GLS structure. On the basis of the vector equation (2.3-7) 
it can be written that

^  = i  ïu y  bba -  1  Ï  + £  = ï uy bba -  B ^ - I u y  ^ba  ̂ + — =

- luy £ba " S £ + - “buy* - SrKah + £ ■
- Suyr £bah + —  “ Kü.i.E) £ bah + e (2.4-1)

where

I(u,z.£) =ïuyr “ [iuy’_SrJ- (2.4-2)

The definition of H 
in subsection 2.3, 
several times.

, G , as well as г and p, , can be found ’ =r ’ —  -^bah
the other notations have occurred already

The system equation linear in parameters (2.4-1) formally 
exactly corresponds to the form applicable for LS estimation 
so that is the LS estimation of the joint parameter vec
tor.

^•bah
TFsuyr Z- (2.4-3)
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In F=uyr the value г is required which, of course, is not
known in advance, therefore г can only be calculated, i.e. 
estimated. This leads necessarily to an iterative solution. 
A possible construction of the iterative solution is the 
following:

1. For vector a LS estimation is performed on the basis 
of the relation (2.1-7)

2. On the basis of (2.3-14) by taking the obtained rj, , theA / * A Da Avalues rvt ) and thus r, too are calculated* By using г 
the auxiliary quantities necessary for (2.4-3) are also 
computed.

3. On the basis of (2.4-3) the estimation , is deter
mined thereafter by utilizing the subvector of £b a h ,
the iteration is continued from 2. until the achievement 
of the required accuracy.

SMETS has compared in details the methods of CLARKE’s GLS 
and his FEXM. The basic difference between the two methods 
is that CLARKE’s method asymptotically converges to the 
classical GLS method of AITKEN, while SMETS’ method tends 
towards a non optimal instrumental variables method here
inafter (IV ).

The principle of the FEXM method was used by ТАLMON for the 
system equation (1.2-5) applied with the ML method. He called 
this method "Second Extended Matrix" method (hereinafter 
SEXM).

The system equation ( 2.2-1 ) can be arranged into the follow
ing form:

(2.4-4)
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As this system equation is also linear in parameters with a 
white noise equation error, we can again use the LS estima
tion according to which

£b = ( FT F Г 1 FT x« (2.4-5)■̂ bac =uye =uye ' =uye ^  '

Alike FEXM, here also an iterative solution is only possible, 
as .e had to be known to form F(u,X».e)* A possible iteration 
scheme is the following.
1. LS estimation is made for the vector £ ba according to 

(2.I-7). £.ba is put in the corresponding part of £ bacj "the 
values of the c^-s are still zeros.

2. The e(t) i.e. _e values belonging to the given £.bac> are 
calculated by Eq. (2.2-6). Let us form the auxiliary 
quantities required for (2.4-5).

3. The estimation £.ba0 is calculated according to (2.4-5), 
thereafter the iteration is continued from point 2. until 
the attainment of a given accuracy.

The detailed analysis of the method can be found in [ 131].

TALMON has applied the principle of matrix extension, i.e. 
the consideration of linearity in parameters also for the 
general SISO system equations (l.2-l) - (1.2-2). This method 
is called "Third Extended Matrix" method (hereinafter TEXM). 
This report will not advert to it, as the ML estimation of 
the general form (l.2-l) has not been discussed either.

In the following we intend to represent another method con
nected with those discussed in this subsection in the sense 
that it takes advantage of the linearity in parameters, resp. 
carries out in a certain sense quasilinearization. Already 
^STRÖM [12, 13j pointed at the possibility of quasilinear
ization, but the following method was suggested by FURHT
[49].
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It is well known that while we perform the ML identification 
of the system (l.2-5), we minimize a prediction error rela
ting to a fictitious output signal

Vf(t) =
В (z ^)u(t)-[A(z "*')-C(z )̂] v(t)
--------------- W * )

(See rf. ^49].)

(2.4-6)

Although FURHT carried out the deduction of his method, in 
another way, we are applying now a train of thoughts enab
ling us to further generalizations. Let us write the system 
equation (2.2-l) in the form

e = Ç - H &  - Bu) = A Q“1 X  - § C_1u = - guF (2.4-7)

where the fact has been considered that the multiplication 
by Ç"1 consisting of the sum of shift matrices is inter
changeable (cf. App. 2-20 ), further that now

and u . (2.4-8)

The scalar autoregressive filtering corresponding to these 
latter equations means the signal formation according to

yF(t)= — 1 y(t ) and uF (t) = — — — JT u(t). (2.4-9)
C(z x) C (z x)

By an additional formation of (2.4-7), we obtain

Л Pe, = Â ; 1 If fe
d IS
►d

F „ P= Ay1 - Bu

P : f= X + Ax

= (* - V + V'

F

1?. P

:c_1 U-v) =

p p
lx. + Q.X =

p p/ F F\ p 
X - X - Ç(i —V )+ V

P p P \ T (2.4-10)
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where v is an arbitrary (ital) vector.

From (2.4-10*) we obtain the equation

Xf = Z  - X  + = guF - AyF + g(xF “ X.F ) + £  =

= |(üF >iF »iF“Z P ) Ebac + e (2 .4-II)

where Xf is a (Nxl) vector containing values of not a real
ly measured output signal. The construction of the matrix
| ( u f i V - v F ) is

l(üi'>II'.ïi'-ïP ) = [ SuF ,...,|nu1'; -§£P ,...,-Sn£ P ; S(ïP-vF ),

0n / F F\ n..., S (x -X ) J =

1 (u ,y ,y -v ,i;

„T / F F F F ,T\f (u »y »y -v ,n ; (2 .4-12)

where

f (uF ,yF ,yF-vF ,t)* (V (t-l),.. . ,и* (t-n );-y* (t-l),... ,-y* (t-n );F F, F,

rF (t-l)-VF (t-l) , . . . ,yF (t-n)-VF (t-n)J11'.

(2.4-13)

As in (2.4-11 ) the equation error is white noise, we can 
again apply the LS estimation, whose result is

ibao *

* |T( / , Z F . / - v F )£f - (2.4-14)
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In (2.4-14) FURHT has chosen for v the fictive model output

vf = C-1[Bu - (A-C)x] (2.4-15)

which can be calsulated on the basis of (2.4-6). Starting 
from the LS estimation, we can - alike the extended matrix 
methods - construct here also an iterative estimation scheme, 
where the calculated values of v have to be updated step by 
step.

We have chosen an arbitrary v in the deduction in order to 
indicate that the solution proposed by FURHT is not the only 
one, but a lot of other approaches can also be formed. An
other possible approach is e.g. to take the noiseless output 
of the process for v, for it can be obtained in a simpler 
form than v^, in the form of

v = A“1 Bu (2.4-16)

i .e.

v(t )= 2 k _ l  u(t) (2.4-17)
A (z X )

We obtain an even more simple possibility of quasilineari
zation on the basis of E q . (2.4-7):

£ F = + £  = R(uF ,XF )£ba + e, (2.4-18)

P R  / >where now ^  and u are according to 12.4-8;. As the equation
error is also here white noise, the LS estimation can be
applied:

£ba = fiT(uP, / ) / . (2.4-19)
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P FOn the other hand, the calculation of the u and % con
taining the filtered values, requires also the c. parameters. 
We are presenting now a simple method for the estimation of 
the coefficients of the polynomial C(z- 1 ). We can write the 
equation (2.4-7) also in the form of

(Ay - Bu) = r = Ce = Ge + e= G(£)£.c + £  = Ge£ c + e,

(2.4-20)

where

£.c = [ c2» • • • 1 cnJ (2.4-21)

and

G(.e )-[§£,... ,S —
& T (e,l)

ÊT (e,N)

Here

&(e,t)=[e(t-l) ,..., e (t-n ) ]T

(2.4-22)

(2 .4-23)

The calculation of the signals r(t ) and e(t) with a given
Л Л / чp, , resp. (known from a previous iterative step) is
performed on the basis of Eqs. (2.3-14) and (2.2-6). The 
iterative procedure agrees, according to the meaning, with 
what was discussed in respect of the extended matrix methods. 
(In the practice the values approved to be fairly good initial 
values for the coefficients c. as in this case C(z~^) =a (z~^), 
which corresponds to a white noise output error. The C(z ) 
corresponding to the real noise transfer function can be 
easier derived, hence than from the much more gross C(z~'*")e 1 
approximation, since this latter supposes a special noise
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spectrum as a start).

Among the methods of quasilinearization have to be mentioned 
those of STIEGLITZ and McBRIDE Ql29 Д which also take advan
tage of the linearity in parameters of the system equation 
and perform LS estimation by iterations. Their method was 
elaborated for the white noise output error, i.e. when the 
system equation has the form

y(t) = u (t ) + е^ )- (2.4-24)
A (z )

Por N samples

X. = Bu + e = Bu - Ay + Ae =

= |(«.y) b ba + Ae =Iuy % a  + 4^- (2.4-25)

This latter equation is linear in parameters, with a moving 
average equation error. By a simple transformationwe get the 
equation

- I F  _i ~ -1 F ~ FA X = X  = 14 u - AA X  + e = Bu - Â . + e =
#

= |(üF ,iF )E.ba + e (2.4-26)

where the equation error is already white noise. Here the 
equations

^  = A_1x and uF = A-1 u (2.4-27)

mean the filtering, and the corresponding scalar equations

A (z -1)
y(t ) andyF(t ) = u(t ). (2.4-28)
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On the basis of (2.4-26) the LS equation can be got in the 
form

£Ъ а =[1Т(/>/> F^,/)]-1 f t / , / ) /  (2.4-29)

for the parameters of the system. It is now very simple to 
obtain an iterative scheme:
1. An LS estimation is made for with the assumption

^  =£ and u =u, i.e. A(z )=i in the filtering equations.

2. The filtered values or other auxiliary quantities are 
calculated.

3. The estimation according to (2.4-29) is performed, there 
after from point 2. the procedure is contained until the 
attainment of the given accuracy.

The authors proposed two more procedures which accelerate 
the convergence near the minimum point. The necessity of 
such a correction can be understood in the following way. 
Let us write the derivatives of

e. = X. ~ A  ̂ Bu (2.4-30)

by the particular parameters:

Д  ,-1 ,i F
9bi -A"1 ||- u = -A 1 ^ u  = -S1 A“Xu = - | V '  (2.4-31)

9£

3=4
9 A _1 эА A_1 -1 i i FBu = A -r=- A x Bu = A x S V  = S V .9a. =—l 9a. =

(2.4-32)

Here

V = A  ̂В u (2.4-33)
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contains the values of the noiseless output signal and 

/  = A ^ V. (2.4-34)

The derivative of the loss function of the ML method is 
therefore

JH/ P F\ e_ = - P Vu ,v /e, =aQtaba) _
^•ba ^ b a

= ”lT(üI'»ZF )[x1' “ l(üF »XF)£.ba^ (2 .4-З5 )

where we have considered the equation (2.4-26) further

£(/,/)=[§ £F,...,SY; -SvF,...,-SDvFJ (2.4-36)

and

T,/ F P \ г O ,p 0n F 0 i?’ „n F 1^(— ) - L = — »•••»§ Ü 5 »•••»— S X. J •n F P ,n F (2.4-37)

(This latter has already been mentioned several times above.) 

By making the gradient (2.4-35) equal to zero vector, we get

-ba
г WT/ P F\W „F P\ "I—1 таТ/ P F\ P= L I (ü »X )I\Ü »X )J I ( u  |I /1 , (2.4-38)

which corresponds formally to an IV estimation, as it is 
easy to see. The estimation (2.4-38) makes the gradient 
(under given A(z~^)) equal to zero in every step, but it 
can be applied only if we have got a fairly good estimation 
for V, i.e. in the vicinity of the optimum.

As we can express e, on the basis of (2.4-25) , also in the 
following way:
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-X - g(ü»v) ^ ba, (2.4-39)

so substituting this into (2.4-35), we get the IS estimation

(2.4-40)

While the solution (2.4-29) is an asymptotically GLS estima
tion, the relations (2.4-38) and (2-4.4o) mean an IV estima
tion each.

Experiences shows that these procedures are preferably to be 
applied sequentially, in order to achieve more an more exact 
results. For changes in order heuristic strategies can be 
designed.
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2.5 The method of instrumental variables

According to the method of '’Instrumental Variables” (herein
after IV) in case of a system equation linear in parameters 
the equation

i = [gT(u,v) iCu,*)]-1 QT(u,v)^ =

= (GT F )_1 GT X  (2.5-1)v=uv =uy' =UV

yields an asymptotically unbiased parameter estimation if 
the conditions

plim (i &?. g„)= S з<» and p l i m ( | g i r  ) = 0  (2.5-2)
if -VOO " “ If

are fulfilled where N subscript indicates the number of the 
samples. In (2.5-2) the notation r^ whose value is

= 1 “ 1(ü »z )e » (2.5-3)

emphasizes still more that the asymptotic unbiasedness de
pends on the fact whether the elements of G are uncorrelated 
with the equation error or not.

The IV method was dealt with in detail by POLLAK and WONG, 
who deduced a great number of theorems on estimation pro
perties. Equations for the identification of discrete-time 
SISO systems were transformed by YOUNG [^14зЦ to a form easy 
to be used.

The general SISO system equation (l.2-l) can be also written 
in the following form linear in parameters

y(t )= fT (u,y,t) *ba A U - b w i t ) (2.5-4)
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or for N samples

The IV estimation of £ ba is yielded by

£ba = |(ü »i )]_1 &T(ü>x) Z (2.5-6)

where

G(u,v)=[Su,...,Snu; -Sv,...,-Sn v], (2.5-7)

(cf. Appendix P.5.)

Here

v = A~^ Bu = Bu - Av = G(u,v)£ba, (2.5-8)

i.e. contains the values of the noiseless output signal of 
the system. As the equation error A(z*"^)w(t) depends only 
on the uncorrelated e(t ) source noise, the elements of 
ÇKü»X»)= will l>e uncorrelated with the equation
error because they are only the functions or u(t) uncorre
lated with e(t). Bote that the described IV estimation 
yields the asymptotically unbiased estimation of the process 
parameters for every noise model of Table 1.2-1.

The quasilinearization of the equation (l.2-2) of the ge
neral noise model enables an iterative scheme to be designed 
also for the estimation of the noise parameters. This noise 
model type, however, - alike the third extended matrix meth
od - will not be discussed in this paper.

The IV estimation (2.5-6) can, of course, be realized only 
by an iteration technique as v can not be produced without 
knowing the parameters. A possible iterative solution is the 
following :

Z = |(£»x) E ba + è"1 (2.5-5)
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1.
2 .

3.

Simple LS estimation for £^а
Calculate v with the help of ]э̂ а and for the auxiliary 
quantities required for (2.5-6)
Perform the IV estimation according to (2.5-6), thereupon 
return to 2 and continue the iteration until the achieve
ment of the given accuracy.

Note that also with the IV algorithm such a convergence ac
celerating process can be designed, as with the STIEGLITZ - 
McBRIDE method, when we make the gradient zero in every step.
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2.6 The priori knowledge fitting method

Apart from the LS method, all other ones until now contained 
iterative procedures. By using only those assumptions had 
been applied heretofore, PETERKA and his co-workers elabo
rated an explicit method [102, 103, 104] which yields the es
timation of the process parameters in a single step. The proc 
ess model applied is

y(t)= B ^z— Д  u(t ) + w(t) (2.6-1)
A(z )

so that it formally agrees with the previous models. But it 
is sufficient to assume that w(t) is a stationary random sig
nal series, having zero mean and uncorrelated with the input 
signal. On the other hand, it yields a substantial ease in 
the assumptions regarding the noise that the type of the dis
tribution is indifferent and there is no need to assume a giv 
en structure for the noise model.

The method elaborated by PETERKA uses the uncorrelatedness 
of the input signal and the output noise. The name of the 
method comes from the fact that the fitting of the model 
strongly depends upon the prior knowledge. ("Priori Knowledge 
Pitting", hereinafter PKP ). Thus we used to speak of a method 
using prior knowledge, after its English abbreviation PKP 
method, or a method based on the principle of tallying the 
uncorrelatedness of the input signal and output noise.
("Tally Principle" = TP) [юз].

The vector form of Eq. (2.6—l) for N samples:

2  = B u + w = B u - A i + A w =  |(u,i)£ba + r, (2.6-2)

when the notations used heretofore were applied and r, the 
vector of the residuals
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г = £ w = X  - |(u,i)£ba = 1 - |uy 2 ba . (2.6-3)

As w(t) and u(t) are assumed to be uncorrelated, it follows 
from (2.6-З) that r(t) and u(t) are uncorrelated, too. Assume 
the opposite i.e. that in the difference ^-|иуЕ.Ъа yielding 
the residuals terms dependent on u or yielding correlation 
with u occur. This dependence is assumed to be linear, then 
according to our latter statement the relations

Z £ ba = £ + íLü = г + iL (2.6-4)

should have to be fulfilled. Let here be
V

К ~ l S1 к 
i=l " 1

k = [ [ k b ,...,kvJ ,

= [Su,...,Svu], (2.6-7)

where

m (u,t )=£u (t-1) ,... ,u (t-v)J1 . (2.6-8)

If, on the other hand, the uncorrelatedness exists in fact, 
then we must get such a estimation, for which к = 0 or
at least

Q U ba) = \ -T £ (2.6-9)

M(u )eMu =

mT(u,N)

(2.6-5)

(2.6-6)

is minimum
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On the basis of (2.6-4) we can write formally in a simple 
way the LS estimation of к

к =(MT M )_1 —  '=u =u (2.6-10)

By substituting the obtained к into 
it according to д, (cf. Appendix 8

(2.6-9) and minimizing 
) we get

Rba = [ FT M (m t M )_1(lT M )-1 TM FL =uy =u =u = U 7 's=U' =u =u =uy

T* F M (m t M )-1(m ^ m  )-1 TM„ i-=uy =u ' =u =u =u =u' =u

-1

(2.6-11)

The obtained solution gives an explicit expression for the 
estimation of without any iterative process. The asymp
totic properties of the estimation were studied in detail in 
JjLOßJ (otherwise the estimation is asymptotically unbiased 
which is not proved here because of lack of space.)

The formula (2.6-11 ) can be considered as a least squares 
estimation weighted by the weighting matrix

but also as an IV estimation where the auxiliary matrix is

Many authors are keen on using the PKF method although its 
accuracy is somewhat behind that of the ML method £б2_]. 
However, the method is credited with the extraordinary ad
vantage of yielding an explicit solution. As one of its 
heaviset drawbacks has been considered, its failure to give 
an estimation for the parameters of the noise model. Here- 
below an iteration method enabling also an ÄSTRÖM noise
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Лmodel to be determined on the basis of the parameter es
timation obtained by the explicit PKF method will be pres
ented. Accordingly assume for w(t) the existence of the re
lation

w(t) = C /Z-"i4 e(t) (2.6-12)
A(z“x )

where the notations on the right side of the equation are 
already known. This means that on the basis of (2.6-2) the 
equation error will be according to

r(t ) = C(z_1)e(t) = cCz-1)e(t)+ e(t) (2.6-13)

where

C (z_1 ) = 1 + c^z-1 +...+ cnz"n = 1 + C(z-1). (2.6-14)

On the basis of u and % containing the measurements, as well 
as on the basis of the estimation according to (2.6-11 )
the estimation of r can be determined from (2.6-3):

r = X  - F=uy -̂ -ba (2 .6-I5)

By taking the values r(t ) on the basis of the equation 
(2.6-13 ) an iteration procedure consisting of repeated LS 
estimations can be formed for the estimation of the noise 
parameters

cl ,c2 , . . . , (2.6-16)

in the form

ioM (2,6-rl?)'
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Here

íj = £  - £ ( i j - i ) b 0 W

and

SUi)

4 ( l )

s > )

where

fii(t ) = [ e (t-1 ),...,e (t-n )]T. d d d

(2.6-18)

(2.6-19 )

(2.6-20)
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2.7 The KOOPMANS-LEVIH method

With the methods discussed heretofore, the condition of 
getting asymptotically unbiased estimation was to assume the 
input signal to be measured without error. There are fairly 
divergent opinions in the literature, as to the identifi- 
ability in the case of input noise. Several authors assert 
that the elimination of input noises by measurement tech - 
niques is much more efficient than the construction of such 
a statistical (sometimes very artificial) estimation which 
is usually inefficient because of the "a priori” information 
required for its proper application.

The methods applied in the regression analysis for the elim
ination of the input noise are essentially various trends of 
the FRISCH confluent analysis. From the identification meth
ods of linear dynamic systems applicable in case of noisy 
inputs, the method of KOOPMANS and LEVIN can be considered 
as best founded in theory. In the following this method is 
presented and its modified version developed by us is also 
given [26].

For the study of this method consider Fig. 2.7-1. Denote 
here u (t) and y (t ) the noiseless input and output of the
process, w (t ) and w (t ) the measurement noises at the input,^ У /and the output, respectively. ^As this method has a logic to
tally different from those mentioned heretofore, the noise
less output will be denoted here by у instead of v). Let 
further be b (z ) and A(z~ ) according to the relation (2.1-4)# 
Considering that the differece equation of the noiseless 
system is determined by the polynomials b (z_1) and A(z_1)the 
system equation can also be written in a form linear in pa
rameters (arranged for o) not discussed until now, viz.

Ebla = °> (2.7-I)
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where

» • • •»u0(t-n );-y0( t )»-y0 (t“1) >

...,-y (t-n)]T (2.7-2)

and

■E-bla " t bo,bl ’* * *,bn ,1,al ,a2 ’* * * ,aJ T .

By writing (2.7—l) in detail:

n n
Z biuo(b-i)-yo(t )- s a iyQ(t-i)= 0. 

i=0 i=0

(2.7-3.)

(2.7-4)

If we introduce the vector

w(t )=[wu (t ),wu(t-l) ,...,wu(t-n);-wy (t ),-w (t-1) ,... ,-w^(t-n)]T

(2.7-5)

representing the input and output noises, then for the vec
tor containing measurements corresponding to the noisy meas
urement situation

£(u,'y,t)=[u(t ), u(t-l) ,... ,u(t-n);-y(t),-y (t-l),

...,-y (t—n)]T * (2.7-6)

the equation

w(t)= £(u,y,t)-£o(uQ,yo,t) (2.7-7)

holds
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Pig. 2.7-1

Fig.2.7-2
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It is assumed that the disturbances in w(t ) have normal dis
tribution, zero mean and their covariance matrix

E { w ( t )wT ( t ) } = Z (2.7-8)

is known. Here the stationarity of the disturbances has also 
been assumed as Z is a time-independent constant. The 
covariance matrix Z can be logically decomposed to the fol
lowing four submatrices:

Z

Z Z=uu =uy

Z Z=yu =yy

(2.7-9)

Here Z contains the values of the autocorrelation series =uu
of the input noise w (t), Z those of the output noise, inn У У
a way shown in Pig. 2.7-2. Likewise Z and Z contain the=uy =yu
values of the cross-correlation products. Prom the special 
cases the assumptions

1.

2 .
z = 6 2I, Z Z = 0,=uu =uy =yu

Z = <s2I, Z Z = 0=uu =uy =yu

= *2T;

hold several times in the practice and make the calculations 
as well as the preliminary determination (estimation) of Z 
easier.

Generally the probability density function of the vector 
w(t ) of dimension q=2(n+l)

_ £  _ I
d(w|fi0) = (2ir) 2 |z| 2 exp ( - I wT(t )г-1 w(t )} , (2.7-10)

as we have seen e.g. in (1.3-2).



The joint density function for IJ independent samplings

N
2 1 N exp { - r? Z

d t=l
wT(t)Z-1 w(t )} (2.7-11)

Let us write the likelihood function for the application of 
the ML estimation method, i.e. the natural logarithm of 
(2.7-11)

L ^ b l a ^ = ™ l n (2tr)“ f  ln
1
2 Z wT (t )Z 1 w(t) 

t=l
(2.7-12)

The ML estimation of the jd, ̂  parameter vector is obtained 
by the maximization of this term in according to The
task is further complicated by the fact that the maximiza
tion has to be performed under constraint (2.7-1), so that

m

( uQ ,yQ a = 0 , for t=l,2,...,N-bla (2.7-13)

should be fulfilled. This constraint means that simultaneous
ly with the estimation of the parameters noiseless
inputs and outputs & 0 (и0 »У0»^) have also to be estimated 
from the noisy measurement data.

The maximization task with this constraint can be solved in 
a well-known way with the method of Lagrange multipliers [4lJ 
tracing back it to the minimization of the following term:

^ b l a
N
Z

t=l
w(t )+ 2f (t)£o

(2.7-I4)

In point A.9 of the Appendix it is deduced that the minimum 
according to £ (uQ,y »^) of "the term (2.7-14) can be achieved 
by the minimization of the quantity
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i*(bbla)
1_ ^ Ы а  =-bla 
2 T

2-bla =£ bla
(2 .7-1 5 )

by ^bla’ Where

N T
G = z &(u,y,t )g, (u,y,t ). 

t=l
(2.7-16)

It is known from linear algebra that the greatest lower 
bound of the generalized quadratic form (2.7-15) is yielded 
by the smallest eigenvalue of the generalized eigenvalue 
problem

S £bla * v 2 bbla (2.7-17)

and the £bia yielding the minimum is the eigenvector belong
ing to the smallest eigenvalue.

Although there are known numerical methods [94] to solve 
the generalized eigenvalue problems, because of their com
plexity we reduce the problem (2.7-17) in Appendix 10 to 
a simple eigenvalue problem, viz. to a solution requiring 
only the determination of the eigenvalue of the symmetric 
matrix. The finding of the real eigenvalues of a symmetric 
matrix is already considered nowadays a routine task in nu
merical analysis.

Assume that £  is obtained for the eigenvalue belonging to 
the least eigenvalue of the eigenvalue problem (2.7-17). 
Since £.̂ 2a a special construction in the sense that
the value of its (n+2)nd component has to be 1 under any 
circumstances. This can be simple ensured by dividing the 
elements of vector ja* by the (n+2)nd element of the vector,
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^bla
1 х

R • (2.7-18)

It can be demonstrated [l07] that the estimation (2.7-18) is 
consistent and generally biased for finite N. If the standard 
deviation of the input noises are substantially less than 
that of the input signals, this bias is less than the stand
ard derivation of the parameters.

The basic principle of the method can be demonstrated as the 
deduction of the covariance matrix representing the statisti
cal property of the noises from the covariance matrix formed 
from observations. This latter one is approximately the sum 
of the covariance matrices of the useful signals and the per
turbing noises, the deduction will therefore be in case of 
infinitely large samples asymptotically perfect. If our know
ledges about the covariance matrix of the noises are not sure 
the estimation is generally biased, because the deduction of 
the covariance matrix of the noises does not occur even 
asymptotically. (The above explanation means, of course, 
only a very rough demonstration of the correct statistical 
investigations).

Prom the point of view of computational techniques the 
KOOPMANS-LEVIN method is a relatively simple procedure, on 
the other hand, the demand of priori information, the require 
ment of the knowledge of Z seems to be quite considerable.

In practical cases the submatrix Z of Z is estimated but 
for the other part of Z only assumptions can be taken. Be
cause of these difficulties, we have elaborated a method for
the case Z = 0, Z = 0 in order to update Z and got the=uu = =uy = =yy °
iterative version of the K00PMNS-LEVTN method.
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In accordance with our previous assumptions now 

w(t ) =[0,0,... ,0; -wy (t ),-wy(t-l),...,-wy (t-n)]T (2.7-19)

and also further on

wy( t)= y (t ) - yQ( t). (2 .7-20)

Here y(t ) is the measured value, and у ( t)can be calculated л о
by the given (previously estimated) i.e.

n n
(t)= E b. u (t-i) - £ a. у (t-i) .

i=0 i=l 1“ о (2.7-21)

By calculating the values of yQ(t), wy (t) for t=l,2,...,N 
and constructing w(tj, an estimation of Z can be obtained
by the expression

N
E

t=l
Z = I  E w ( t )wT (t ). (2.7-22)

Of course, it is enough to estimate only the part Z of Z,У У
for the rest is zero.

On the basis of the above, we can from an iterative process 
for the estimation of the process parameters by using the 
modified KOOPMANS-LEVIN method. The iterative method can be 
constructed in the following way:
1. Determine the preliminary estimation of the process para

meters by the simple LS estimation.

2. Calculate w (t), thereafter Z through w(t ).У
3. Determine the parameter estimation yielding the mi

nimum of (2 .7-I5).
4. Return to point 2. and continue the iteration until the 

attainment of a given accuracy.
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The application of the iterative method is made easier by- 
being independent from ]э̂ ]_а with the decomposition of G, s 
that it has to be calculated only once. Compared with the 
iteration methods published in other chapters of this report, 
here therefore not inversion, but eigenvalue search has to 
be performed by iterations.

ПИ I о
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2.8 Identification in closed loop

As already indicated in the Introduction, this report deals 
with the identification methods applicable in open loop, 
when the input signal of the process is independent from the 
output signal and the output noise. The discussion of identi
fication methods applicable in closed loop, would demand an 
another way of approach, on the one hand, the estimation tech
niques applicable there are also very different from those 
applied in this report on the other hand. Methods, computer 
procedures elaborated for open loop can be applied, however, 
directly or only with slight modification for some particu
lar cases of the identification in closed loops. These pos
sibilities will be illustrated in this subsection [б5, 73, 
145].

Let us investigate the identification in the closed loop 
system shown in Fig. 2.8-1. Beside the notations used here
tofore, here u (t ) is the reference value and ц (t ) the ar-ci. Z
tifical disturbance independent from e(t), further the 
P ( z ~'*')/q (z ~'*') is the transfer function, where

P(z_1)= po + p1z_1 + ... + Pkz~k (2.8-1)

-Q(z ) = 1 + q-̂ z + ... + q^z • (2.8—2)

By taking advantage of the rules of determination of the 
resultant transfer functions for the closed loop, we obtain 
that

y(t )= ________P(z~"^) В (z ^ )_______
A(z~^).Q(z“'*') + B(z-^)P(z~^)

_________ q (z x) b U  1)______  u
A(z_1)Q(z“1)+B(z_1)p(z“1) Uz



-  ы  -

Pig.2.8-1
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______û(z ~*~)g Cz _________
A (z~" ) Q (Z"1)+P(z_1) В (z-1 )

(2 .8-3)

If any of u (t) or u (t) is stationary, then by considering9 Z
either the

P.B
AQ+B.P ua (t) - 3 b -  e(t )

AQ+PB

or

— a s _  U (t)+ 4C e(t) 
AQ+B.P z AQ+PB

(2.8-4)

(2.8-5)

error terms as "output" noise, we can apply one of the meth
ods worked out for the SISO systems, by taking the u (t ) orz
u (t ) variables as input signals. Regarding the structure,9
the ML method seems to be here the best fitting for the pa
rameter estimation. The estimation of the parameters of the 
denominator AQ+BP can be an intermediary objective, hence in 
the knowledge of P and Q,A and В can already be determined 
(see below).

Assume that during the investigations the reference value 
u (t ) is zero (or it is constant and then we work with a 
model valid for changes;. In this case the closed system is 
described by the following two equations:

У (t ) = B u (t ) + G^Z_XT e('t ) (2 *8-6)
A (z -1) A (z ±)

and 

u(t ) p(z -1)
q U " 1 )

.y(t ). (2.8-7)



For this latter equation, we have assumed that the artifical 
distrubance u^(t) was also zero. By a simple substitution the 
two equations can be reduced to a single one

(2.8-8

i .e.

A (z )li (z ) A (z )

[a (z_1).q (z 1)+P(z“1)B(z~1)]y( t)= Q (z X) C (z-1) e( t ). (2.8-9)

This latter equation corresponds to a mixed autoregressive — 
moving average (ARMA) stochastic process, i.e.

R(z-1) y( t )= S(z-1) e( t ), (2.8-IO)

where by assuming bQsO the equations have the form

r (z_1)= 1+r^z“1 + ...+ rk+n z~(k+n) , (2.8-II)

and

S(z“])= l+s1z“1 +...+ sk+r] z-(k+n) . (2.8-12)

Assume that the coefficients r (z~^) could have been deter
mined by a certain identification method. If the parameters 
of the regulator are known, i.e. P(z~"^)and Q(z-^), then from 
the equation

Ats-bQU-b+BU-bpu-1)“ si2_1) (2-8-13>

A (z~^) and b (z~^) can be obtained. By performing the po
lynomial multiplications in (2.8-13), by comparing the 
cofficients we obtain that
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l ^ b a

) 0о

>1 po 
► •

’к-l pk-2

'к
0

0

k-1

pk

0

0

0

о

pk

1

qi

о

í

qk-l qk-2

Jk-1

0

0 bl 1—1
cr 11—1 
U

0 b2 r2~q2
• • ••• •• ••
1 bn

ql a l = rk'qk

q2
•

a2

•
rk+l

•••

qn

••

an

••

rk+n
_ _

(2.8-14)

The condition of the determination of д, is that either 
QÍz-"1) or P(z" ) is of the n-th degree as we have 2n unknown 
parameters and thus fi(z-1)has to be of 2n-th degree which is 
fulfilled only under condition k=n. In this case we obtain 
the estimation of the process parameters in the form

Льа = M  ̂£L • (2.8-15)

(Note that similar considerations can be made for the esti
mation of C(z-b) , too.)

Several methods have already been elaborated for the esti
mation of the parameters of the ARMA stochastic process 
(2.8-10)[2, 5, ЗЗ]. Here we would like to point out that by 
prohibiting the estimation of the coefficients relating to 
the input signals u(t ), i.e. by masking, the estimation of 
the coefficients of R (z-b) can be obtained either by the ML, 
or the SEXM method.

If u (t) is zero but u (t) net, then the equation (2.8-7)cl Z
will have the form
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By substituting this into (2.8-6), we obtain the system
equation

[а (z“1)q (z“1)+B (z“1 ) P (z-1)] y (t ) =

= A(z~1)q U _1)b U - 1)u J t ) +  (2.8-17)z

It is obvious that the ML structure according to (1.2—5) 
was formally achieved, so that either the ML, or the SEXM 
or any other identification method valid for similar models 
can be applied. Now, of course, here is no need of masking
and ur,(t ) has to be considered as input signal. The decom-z
position of the obtained denominator can be performed also 
according to (2.8-15).

If the u (t ) and u (t) signals are neither of zero value, a z '
nor are they stationary, then the closed loop or the denomi
nator AQ+BP can be identified on the basis of the system 
equation (2.8-31) as a two-input (u , u ) and single output 
(y ) system.Thus, e.g. the application of the ML procedure 
worked out for the MISO systems can be thought of.

It is not our intention to examine now thoroughly the vari
ous possible cases (which transfer is known, which signal 
can be measured, which preliminary conditions are true, etc.), 
we have pointed out that the identification methods elabo
rated for open loops can be applied to closed loops, too, if 
the system is analyzed in detail and certain supplementary 
calculations are made in a given case.

u( t ) = - F Ẑ Д- y(t ) + u (t ). (2 .8-16)
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III. OFF-LINE IDENTIFICATION METHODS FOR MULTIPLE OUTPUT 
SYSTEMS

As seen in the preceding chapter, the number of the inputs 
of a system does not influence substantially the identifica
tion technique. Despite the multiple inputs a MISO system e- 
quation does not require, compared with the SISO system e- 
quation, any form of description different in kind, only the 
sizes of the featuring memory resp. the parameter vectors, 
increase. Likewise the loss functions to be minimized retain 
their character unchanged.

On the other hand, turning to the examination of the MIMO 
systems by the increase of the number of outputs there is a 
change in dimension: the memory vector becomes memory matrix, 
the parameter vector parameter matrix, etc. This could be 
recognized in subsection 1.2, where also the MIMO system e- 
quations were discussed. Accordingly, the loss functions al
so depend in a substantially more complex way from the para
meters .

Methods used for single output systems were discussed for 
the case of d=0 as a given d value can always be set by 
shifting the series of input and output values with respect 
to each other. This can be achieved, of course, also in the 
case of a MISO system by considering the deadtimes by inputs 
in their mutual dependence, only the algorithm will be some
what more sophisticated. With MIMO systems we are unable to 
forsn a deadtime given for all inputs by shifting input and 
output signals with regard to each other. Therefore, it will 
now be required to denote the deadtimes by zero symbols of 
certain coefficients of the matrix polynomial B(z- "̂). (For 
that matter this is possible also with single output systems 
but there the shifting technique has proved to be more sim
ple. )
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Here, among the introductory remarks referring to the MIMO 
systems, we will present the technique for the masking (pro
hibition) of the parameters not included in the estimation 
and not wanted. (The same was shown for the SISO systems at 
the beginning of Chapter 2.) Most of the off-line identifi
cation methods of the multiple output systems require matrix 
inversion. The place of the inversion, either an explicit 
solution or an iterative method is considered,can be demon
strated as follows:

p = V M“1 (3-1)

where M is a symmetric square matrix, V a matrix of suitable 
dimension. With MIMO systems only one column of the parame
ter matrix P can be prohibited at a time, the single elements 
not. This, however, is completely suitable from the theoret
ical point of view, since the conditions of uniqueness [ Ю в ]  
refer to the columns of P. If we now do not wish to estimate 
the i-th column of the parameter matrix or, with other words, 
we wish to prescribe a zero constraint for the coefficients 
in the i-th column, then we can achieve this in the follow
ing way. We make the i-th row and column of matrix M equal 
to zero, thereafter we choose e.g. 1 for the M ^  element at 
their intersection. Thereupon we make the i-th column of ma
trix V equal to zero. Thus we obtain absolutely zero for the

(З-2)

i-th column of P:

0 0 -1 0
P = •• • •  • •  • • • 0 ... 0 i 0 ... 0 • = • •  •  •  •  •  •  •

0 0 0
—  —

Por the practical use (programming) a mask matrix used to be 
given whose dimensions are identical with P, and it contains 
value 1 where we wish to estimate the element and 0 where wè 
do not. The expounding of simple examples can convince us 
that this technique can in fact be applied only to the pro
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hibition of columns and not to elements occurring in any 
places.

Also for the off-line identification methods of the I0II4C sys
tem is valid the statement that if the parameter matrix P 
has to be estimated on the basis of N conjugate u( t ) and _̂(t ) 
vectors by simultaneous processing, then we face even now 
deterministic extremum seeking problem where the correspond
ing loss function has to be minimized as a criterion in the 
space of the numerous parameters of the MIMO system.

Hereinafter we will give a survey of the parametric identifi
cation methods of the MIMO systems, all those which can be 
considered as direct generalizations of procedures well-known 
for SISO systems.
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3.1 Least squares method

We get an uncorrelated equation error vector term 1’rom the 
general equation (1.2-26) of the discrete-time klMO system 
models under the condition c ( z ~ ^ I ,  i.e. possibility to use 
the simple LS method. In this case the system equation is

n n
y.(t) = Z В u(t-i)- z A 2.0t—i)+£(t ) (3.1-1)

i=0 -1 i=l -1'

where the deadtime was not stated separately, but implied in 
the parameter matrices B. . This form is linear in the para
meter matrices, i.e. it can be written also in the form

x(t ) = PM  l(u,Z»t )+ e(t) (3.I-2)

where

P-DA =ГВ «В ,... ,B ,A, ,... ,A ]=BA L= o = l  ’=n’=l7 ’=nJ

and

i r(ü>X»t) =[üX (t ), ... ,uT (t-n);-^T (t-l) , ..., —yT (t-n)]= fT (t ).

(3.1-4)

If we wish to estimate the parameters on the basis of N con
jugate u(t), _̂( t ) values, then it is reasonable to use also 
here the system equation relating to N samples, similarly 
to the 5IS0 systems.

Let us introduce the notations

(3.1-3)

I  =[̂ .(! )» • • • >x(N )]» (3.1-5)
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I =[f(l),...,f(N)] 
and
E = !)>•••» £  ( N ) J •

(3.1-6)

(3.1-7)

The joint system matrix equation

I = Sba I + I • (3.1-8)

With the help of the operation vec (...) (see Appendix 3 ), 
we obtain from (3.1-8) that

vec(ï) = vec( P ßA | + E ) = vec(PRÛ P) + vec(E) -=BA =

= ( A I _ )  vec(p .) +vec (E ),= =q =BA' (3.1-9)

where we have used the advantage of the identity (A.4-3) 
and I is a (qxq) unit matrix, where q is the number of 
outputs. By applying the notations of (i .2-4b ) and (l.2-43), 
according to which

= vec(Y) (3.1-Ю)

and

eM = vec(E)—M (3.1-11)

further u^, too, has a similar meaning, the equation (3.1-9) 
will take the form

%  “ = % A  + -M* (3.1-12)

Here we have used the notations

g - ITaIq - g(üM.iM) (3.1-13)
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and

% A  ■ Ve0 (=BA^ ’ (3.1-14)

Note that the detailed analysis of (1.2-44) leads to the sys 
tern equation (3.1-12) also under the assumption of Ç (z- )̂ = 
i.e. in consequence of the above

%  Ín ^ ^ í J - m  ~C In Í1 )®4i]% + %1 — vj 1 = _L

* S ^ ’V ^ B A  + %■M* (3.1-15)

It is deduced in Appendix 11 that even starting from vari
ous modes of approaches the LS estimation of the system para 
meters can be obtained in the forms

л Ф Ф 1
| BA = ï  I  ( I  t) (3.1-16)

or

i„A 4(2 2T)-1 ï.îJ a-BA qJ jtM (3.1-17)
ni—
I
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3.2 Maximum likelihood method

Alike the SISO systems the ML parameter estimation of the 
MIMO systems has conceptually been incorporated to a certain 
structure and this corresponds to the generalization of the 
single output ÄSTRÖM model, thus according to (1,2-30)[l08]

n n n
^(t )= £ B. u(t-i)- I А. E 2- e(t-i)+ _e(t ).

i=0 _1 i=l _1 i=l _1

(3.2-1)

This system equation can be written also in the form 

z(t) = gBAG l(ü»Xie,t)+ e(t) (3.2-2)

where

£bAC = [ i o ’i l ’***,in;=l,***,=n;=l’***,= J “ [=B’£a ;£c J

(3.2-3)

and

£(и>^>е^) =[uT ( t.),... ,uT (t-n );-хГ (t-1) ,... ,-yT (t-n );

_eT (t-1 ),...,e1' (t-n)jx. (3.2-4)

It is deduced in App.5 that for MIMO systems the maximiza
tion of the likelihood function is equivalent with the solu
tion of the minimization problem

q (£b a c )= “in 
=BAC

) = min
£b a c

N m

£ e_( t )_e (t ) •
t=l

min
PêBAG

1
N (3.2-5)



Here A is the ML estimation of the A covarience matrix of 
the source noise vector e_(t ). The calculation of Л is given 
by (App.5-25):

(3.2-6)

Herebelow we shall use the forms ordered in vectors of P 
and its submatrices:

VeC (£bA(P £BAC ; (3.2-7)

vec(PB )= £B > (3.2-8)

ved(PA)= £ a  ) (3.2-9)

<5 CD О II i-cf
 

0
II (3.2-10)

The minimization of the loss function (3.2-5) is a compli
cated nonlinear extremum seeking task. As the cost function 
is a more complex formation than a quadratic one in the pa
rameters, so explicit solution can not be given for the mi
nimum, only iterative processes can be chosen. As it yields 
the fastest convergence speed in the quadratic sense, being 
at the same time the most widespread method for the ML es
timation of the SISO systems, we suggest now again the ap
plication of the HEWTON-RAPHSOK procedure for the extremum 
seeking. The canonical form of the algorithm is:

R (Í+1) = fi( i >]dd 4 ( Í r  ’ (3.2-10

i.e. the gradient of Q and the Hessian matrix T are required 
in every iterative step. Although the loss function (3,.2-5)- 
has a physical meaning which can be well interpreted, it is 
more practical to consider for minimization the cost function
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(3.2-12)

whose handling 
more convenient 
the minimum of 
tonous function 
take the form

for numerical calculations and deductions is 
, at the same time, its extremum is equal to 
Q(Pb a q ) as 'the logarithm function is a mono- 
. Thus our iterative algorithm will finally

1 dQÍn( j )]
ü(i+l)- £(j)- £ l i ( j ) ] -----—  • (3.2-13)

d £ U  )

(Here, of course, £ = £M C  = vec (gM C  D

Let us examine the generation of the first and second deriv
atives. The deduction is given in App.12 that the gradient 
of the loss function can be calculated according to the fol
lowing relation:

d^ B A C ^  ? 9£T (t) a _!
- h л e \ t ;. (3.2-14)

d£-BAG t=1 3£BAC

By introducing the notations

lu ("t ), uT (t-i),..., uT (t-n)]T , (З.2-15)

^ ( t  )=[iT (t-l) ,X T (t-2 ) , .. ., /  (t-n )JT , (3.2-16)

le(t )=[Z  (t-l) , eT (t-2 ),..., eT (t-n) ]T .(3.2-17)

the system equation can be written also in the form of 

0(z-1)e(t)= i(t)+ JA f^(t)- PB f^t). (3.2-18)
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Hence a formal derivation yields that

,T/, Э e( t )
G(Z X)----7fT--- = - f£(t)®Jq,Г T

3£B

, -1\ (^ ) T / \G(z L)---= f M t  )®I I
ЭДА ^

c (z-1)— ^
Э^с

ae(t )
- fT(t)®I -e ' =q

(3.2-19) 

(3.2-20)

(3.2-21)

These moving-average filter equations already yield the mode 
of calculation of the partial derivatives of the e.(t ). By tak
ing into account the relation (3.2-4), the three equations 
can be reduced to solve one equation:

_1 9,®.( "k ) ф
C(Z x)— 2--- = -  f- (u,£,e,t) ® I .

Э£ВАС
(3.2-22 )

In order to interprète the filter equations, further to fa
cilitate computer programming, it is worth expanding the 
relations by the particular elements of parameter matrices. 
By expanding the particular components we get that

0

(
9.e ( t )

i-th row , (3.2-23)

0
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u -1) !* ÍÜ
ЭА, . .ki j

О

z“k y Л  "t )

0

i-th row (3.2-24)

Çiz"1)
9e,(t )

Эс, . .kij
-z k e . ( t )

O

i-th row (3.2-25)

Неге В, . ., A, . С, . . are the i, j-th elements of the corres- K1<j -Üli) si J
ponding B, A, G matrices. It is obvious from the relations 
that

3e_(t) ae_(t-k+l)

Э B, . . kij ЭВ, . . lij
(3.2-26)

which saves substantial calculation. The same holds also for
the derivatives according to A, .. and C, ... This means thatmi j mij
alike with the single output systems, it is also here pos
sible to form recursively partial derivatives. The relations 
in this respect are also presented in App. 12.

As the calculation of both A and the gradient requires the 
error vector _e(t ), it is reasonable to calculate it by a 
recursive model with state vectors:
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-Ç]_ I  о . . .  о
- C 2 0 I . . .  0

A, I  -  В, В =1 = =1 =0

A'2 Q -  Bp Q

X. ( t - i )

x ( t  )

x ( t )  =
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X, ( t - 1 )  +
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • •

â n - 1  9 -  l n - 1  9

ân 9 -  i n  9

u ( t - l )

u ( t  )

(3 .2 - 2 7 )

and

e(t )= [l,0, ... ,Q,o]x(t ) . (3.2-28)

This latter equation pair can be considered as the generali
zation of the equations (2.2-в) and (2.2-9).

An i, j-th element of the matrix of the second order deriva
tives is obtained by the derivation of the i-th element of 
the gradient vector according to the j-th coefficient

w 3£x(t) 3 e(t)
Z -------  A -----

t=l 3pi - эр^

+
N
Z

t = l
Te

2
Э e(t )
Эр.Эр .

(3.2-29)

Here the first term makes the always positive T-̂  part of the 
Hessian matrix, while the second one, the part which some
times changes even its definiteness. (Here the assumption 
T = T-̂  + T^ was used.) The T^ matrix can be expressed also . 
in a concise form;
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N deT (t ) а п d e ( t )
T = I -----  A-1 — j—  • (3.2-30)

t=1 d£-BAG dRBAQ

As the construction of T^ is very complicated with the MIMO 
systems, it is reasonable to use the approximation T = T-̂  
which yields in the majority of the cases a satisfactory 
result. Although the relations of the calculation of , are 
given in App.12., we did not use them in the practice because 
of their complexity. This means that our minimization process 
is an approximative NEWT0N-RAPHS0N technique. This version 
ensures, far from the minimum, practically the same conver
gence speed slows down with small samples, on the other hand 
the requirement of the investigation of the definiteness does 
not arise. Por a large number of samples, the two versions of 
the method are practically equivalent with each other, be
cause by increasing N, becomes asymptotically zero. (This 
has been already pointed out with the SISO systems.) Note 
furthermore that with the computer program written for the 
method, the NEWT0N-RAPHS0N searching technique is also com
bined with the determination of a suboptimal step as with 
the ML method of the SISO systems but, this part of the al
gorithm, will not be discussed here in detail.
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The GLS method of CLARKE worked out for the SISO systems [ЗЗ] 
can be generalized also for MIMO systems, although this can
not be performed by simple formal tricks, e.g. by the appro
priate extensions of the dimensions. The main reason for 
this is that the ''whitening" filtration for the MIMO systems 
is more complicated than for the SISO systems.

In the system equation (1.2-26) we obtain the GLS structure 
of the MIMO system by introducing the matrix polynomial 
h (z-1) which formally satisfies the equality c(z_1)= H_1( z-1)

^(t)= A 1 (z 1) В (z- )̂ u( t )+A-1 (z 1)H  ̂(z ^)^(t). (3-. 3-1)

The system equation can be written also in the rearranged 
form

H(z"1)i (t)= H(z“1)B(z“1)u(t.)-ö(z-1)4(z"1)i(t )+ e(t).(3.3-2)

As the multiplication by H(z-'1') cannot be transposed in a
""—1 7 —1general case either by B(z ), or by A(z ), thus we cannot 

construct the filtered values of u(t) and _̂(t ) in the way 
usual and permissible with the SISO systems.

Let us write the equation (3.3-2) more in detail:

H(z_1)^(t)= H(z_1)|o u(t )+...+ H(z-1)Bn u (t-n) -

- H(z“1)41 x(t-l)-...- H(z-1)An -x(t-n)+ e(t).

(3.3-3)

ф

By utilizing vec(A В C) = (C ®A)vec(B), the terms in 
(3.3—3) can be written also in the following way:

3.3 The generalized least squares method
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H (z =[ Z T (t-i) ® H(z 1)]vec(Ai)

i=l,2,...,n (3.3-4)

namely

vec[H(z"1 )Ai ^(t-i)] = H(z“1)4i (3.3-5)

as the vec(...) of a vector is itself.

In a similar way we obtain that

Н(г-1)В^ u (t-i) = [ u1 (t-i)®H(z-1)J vec (Bi) (3.3-6)

and

H(z-1)̂ ,(t ) = [ ̂ T(t ) ® H(z-1)J vec( Iq) . (3.3-7)

Let H(z- )̂ be of the following structure:

H (z-1) = I + H ^ - 1 +...+ Hkz~k , (3.3-8)

then, e.g.

£ T (t-i)®H(z-1) =[y2 (t-i) Iq + ...+ y1 (t-i-k)Hk ,

•••.yq (t-i)Iq +•••+ y.q(t-i-k)HkJ. (3.3-9)

It is easy to see that the matrix elements can be calculated 
without difficulty. Let us apply the following notations for 
the matrices of the filtered values
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Yp <t-i) = z T (t-i)®H(z Х), (З.З-Ю)

Up(t-i)= uT (t-i)eg (z_1)-j (3.3-11)

X p (t-i)= [ / ( t ) ® H  (z"1)]vec(Iq) . (3.3-12)

The system equation can be reduced by these notations to the 
form

X p ^ )  = UF (t ) vec(BG) +...+ Up (t-n )vec(Bn ) -

- YF (t-l)vec(A1)-...-YF (t-n) v«ec( Ap) + e( t ) (3.3-13)

or still more briefly

£lJ(t) - XF (t)£M  + e(t). (3.3-14)

Here = vecÍP^) holds also hereinafter, as well as

Xp (t )=[up (t ),...,yp (t-n); -Yp (t-1 ),...,-Yp(t-n)] . (3.3-15) 

If N measurements are available, then by using the notations 

= £ Xp( 1 )» • • • »XjH ̂ ) J (3.3—16 )

Pp =[X^(l),2^(2),...,X^(N)]T (3.3-17)

à = [eT (1 ), eT( 2 ), ..., eT (N )]T ( 3.3-18)

the joint system equation will be

XF = IF % A + 1 • (3.3-19)
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As in (3.3-14) - in consequence of the filtering - the equa
tion error is white noise, we can use the LS method, which 
leads on the basis of the equation (3.3-19) to the well-known 
explicit solution

J2.BA = ( Ip Sp ) —p  ̂3.3-20 )

The filtering equations (З.З-Ю) - (3.3-12) require by all 
means the knowledge of H(z-^), therefore let us examine the 
estimation possibility of the parameter matrices H^. Assume 
the knowledge of Рдд.

Rewrite the system equation (З.З-l) into the form 

H (z-1)[A(z-1)i(t )-B(z_1).u( t )] = H(z-1)r(t) = e(t) (3.3-21)

where

r(t) = A(z_1).x( t)-B(z-1) u( t ) = i(t)- |M  f(u,£,t) (3.3-22)

denotes the equation error vector (cf. also the notations in 
( 3.1-2) î). Considering the construction of H(z~"1'), the auto
regressive ,r(t ) will be as follows:

r(t ) = -Нх r ( t - l ) . .-Цк r(t-k)+e(t). (3.3-2 3)

This is a system equation linear in parameter matrices with 
white noise equation error, thus the LS estimation of the 
form (3.1-16) can be employed here too, i.e.:

|H = R GT(S S1')“1 (3.3-24)

where
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Sh = L =1 1 =2 * * * * » =k 1 1 (3.3-25)

Й =[r(l),r(2),...,r(M)]) (3.3-26)

G =[д( 1 ) ,£,( 2 ),... ,g( N ) J j (3.3-27)

and

£(t') =[-rr (t-l),..., -JT (t^k)J • (3.3-28)

As according to (3.3-22) r(t ) depends directly only on PßA 
and not on Ppj, we can also now develop the well-known 
iteration (successive approximation) technique of the GLS 
method elaborated for the SISO systems. This means that 
first the equality h (z_1) = I is assumed and thus (resp.
P_A ) is estimated. That is a simple LS estimation. Thereupon=1jA
the r(t ) vectors are calculated, the matrices R and G are
constructed, thereafter the estimation Prj is determined.

-1 =riWith the obtained H(z ) the filtering is carried out and 
the estimation is updated.

It should now be stressed again that the basic difference 
from the GLS method worked out for SISO systems consisted 
now in that the multiplication by h(z ^), that is the fil
tering, could not be replaced by other matrix polynomials. 
This accounted for the need of the introduction of the spe
cial filter equations (3.3-10) - (3.3-12 ).
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3.4 Extended matrix methods

The extended matrix methods are virtually based on LS tech
nique, so that their generalization for MIMO systems can be 
simply achieved. As the method to be presented now can be 
employed for every extended matrix method elaborated for the 
SISO systems, therefore the generalization for MIMO systems 
of only the SEXM method, as entitled to the most widespread 
application, will be shown in detail.

The equation (1.2-30) of the MIMO system can be written also 
in the form of

^(t )= gBAG ±.(u,x,e,t)+ e.(t) (3.4-1)

where

=BAC ~[So’ Sl’***’Sn’ àl’***»ân’ Sl’***’=rJ (3.4-2)

and

£(ü»X>e,t) =[uT( t) ,... ,uX (t-n); (t-l) ,...,T /. \ T

-£T (t-n) ;ex (t-l) ,. .. ,ах (t-n)] 1 = f(t). (3.4-3)T /, \ -I T

The joint matrix equation relating to the N samples is

= = Ibag Su y e  + = ’ (3.4-4)

Here

ËUYE = U (  (3.4-5)

furthermore the definitions of Y and E are according to 
subsection 3.1.
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Formally (3.4-4) is equivalent with (3.1-8), so that we can 
employ also now the LS estimation of the form (3.1-16) ac
cording to which

p = Y FT (F FT ) -1 =BAC = ==UYE '=UYE =UYE > ( 3.4-6)

As f(u,i,e,t ) and so F^-g also contain the values ^(t), 
which we do not know in advance, only an iterative solution 
can be applied. In order to use (3.4-6) an _e(t ) series (e.g. 
zeros corresponding to the LS estimate) have to be assumed 
at the start, thereafter with the help of the estimated pa-

л

rameter matrix P_.n , a new estimation can be made for the=BAC 1
e_(t)-s in the form of

i(t) = x(t )~ £bac f(u,X»e,t). (3.4-7)

The iterative process will be carried until the attainment 
of a given accuracy as with the SISO systems.
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3.5 The priori knowledge fitting method

As the PKF method worked out for SISO systems actually uses 
the LS technique with certain constraints, it is much 
easier to be extended to MIMO systems than the GLS or ML 
methods, where the generalization of the autoregressive or 
moving average filtering caused difficulties [136].

The MIMO generalization of the SISO system equation (2.6-1) 
is :

x(t ) = A“1 (z“1)B(z~1)u(t )+ w(t ) (3.5-1)

i.e. coincides with the MIMO models presented until now, 
only it does not assume a separate noise model for the out
put noise w(t ). This system equation can be written also in 
the form

n n
£(t) = I в u{t—i)- E A x(t-i)+£(t) = 

i=0 _1 i=l _1

= K ü » ^ )  + r(t ) (3.5-2)

where

n
r(t ) = w(t) + Z A. w(t-i) . (3.5-3)

i=l

According to the PKF method, the parameters of the model 
have to be fitted to the measured values, so as to fulfil 
at the same time (as a constraint) the uncorrelatedness of 
the output noise vector (as a calculated value) and the in
put signal vector. Assume of the w(t ) output noise, simi
larly to the SISO systems, that it is ergodic, has zero 
mean and is a random stochastic vector variable uncorrelated 
with the input vector [^103, 136].
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It is easy to see that the uncorrelatedness of r(t ) and u( t ) 
follows from the uncorrelatedness of w (t ) and u(t ) as r(t ) 
is the linear combination of the values w(t) of preceding 
instants. Assume the contrary, i.e. the occurrence of terms 
dependent from or correlated with u in the difference ^(t)- 
- jd yielding the residuals. Assume this depen
dence to be linear, then according to our latter statement 
the relation

x (i )-£b a ^  = ü(t )+ Ik fife»*)“

s
= r (t ) + E K, u(t-i)

i=0

had to be fulfilled. Here

Ik =[ So>
and

ü ( ú , t )  = [ u T ( t  ) , U T ( t - 1 )  , . . .  ,UT ( t - s ) J T . (3. 5- 6J

A
As a result of the identification we have to get a Р^д es
timation for which = 0 or at least

и Щ  - |[''eo(Pk)]T[veo(Ek)]= J tr(P* Pfc) (3.5-7)

is minimal.

On the basis of (3.5-4), the joint matrix equation for N 
samples

Ï - PBA £ = Pk G + 1 (3.5-8) ■

(3.5-5)

(3.5-4)
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1 = [ z(l )» • • • >x(N )] ) (3.5-9)

R =[ r(l),...,r(N)], (3.5-Ю)

1 =[ f(l),...,f (N )], (3.5-11)

and

G = [â(l),...,£(N)J - (3.5-12)

By formal comparison of the equations (3.1-8) and (3.5-8), 
we can simply set the LS estimation according to (3.1-l6)for 
the auxiliary parameter matrix

Ik = (Ï - £b a V  iT (i 2T)_1- (3.5-13)

Substitute now Pk into (3.5-7) and perform 
according to PgA * We get according to App.

the minimization 
13. that

А  ф  ф

EM  - 1 g(g g ) (g
Ф —1 ФG ) G P X

i[F GT (G G T )_ 1 (G GT)-1 G PT ]-1 *) (3.5-14)

which is an explicit expression for the est imáted parameter
matrix [13б].
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As already mentioned above, off-line and on-line identifica
tions have to be distinguished with respect to data proces
sing. We speak of off-line identification if the method is 
based on the simultaneous presence of data. From the point 
of view of loss function minimization this is a determinis
tic problem (for the same parameter vector the loss function 
has always the same value for a given measurement data set). 
On the other hand, the on-line method, by means of direct 
contact with the process, updates the previous results of 
the estimation according to the new measurements. With the 
on-line strategies beside the estimated parameters belonging 
to the preceding samples, there are also required such aux
iliary quantities, concentrating in themselves the informa
tion of the preceding measurements and renewable by new meas 
urements, by means of which the parameter estimates can be 
corrected. From the point of view of the loss function mini
mization the on-line methods are stochastic processes as in 
the case of the same parameter vector the loss function can 
have different values depending on the new data. The on-line 
method is called recursive if a procedure is obtained which 
yields, after processing N related input-output data pairs 
the same result as the off-line evaluation of N samples.

As the on-line methods minimize loss functions, where the 
value of the function is disturbed by stochastic disturb
ances, these procedures can be discussed uniformly by the 
stochastic approximation. From the various approaches £l2, 
37, 38, 47, 113, 119, 126] the TZYPKIN approach will be used 
as being the best applicable for identification tasks and 
nearest to the engineering concept [37, 38J. One of the 
possible general forms of the step-by-step solution formula' 
of the stochastic approximation is the following:

IV. ON-LINE IDENTIFICATION METHODS FOR SINGLE OUTPUT SYSTEMS
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£.(t ) = £.(t-l)+ kt[x(t ),^(t-l)] . (4-1)

Here t, the subscript of the steps of stochastic approxima
tion continues to denote discrete time with the on-line meth
ods. £ denotes the parameters to be determined, x the vector 
of the stochastic observations, k^ means the correction func-■***
tion.

According to TZYPKIN [37[], if the general step-by-step for
mula (4-l) can be transformed to the canonical relation

£(t) = jo(t-l) - g(t )fi[x(t ),£(t-i)] ; (4-2)

this latter can be attributed with an expressive meaning.
If namely we are facing the task

J(£*)= min Ex { Q[x (t ),£.( t )] } (4-3)
R -

then the algorithm (4-2) ensures to find the minimum if Q 
is unimodal [90J and the convergence or weighting matrix 
ß(t ) meets certain conditions. This requires the coincidence 
of £ with the gradient of Q, as a realization, by jd. Here 
E (...) denotes the expectation according to x- The train

-A.

of thought can be followed also if it is converted the so
lution of the stochastic extremum seeking problem (4-3) can 
be obtained by iteration algorithms of form (4-2) .

In this report the analysis of the necessary and sufficient 
conditions of the convergence is not discussed, we refer 
only to [37, 38, 90], according to which the maximum eigen
value of fi(t ) has to tend to zero in a prescribed extent. 
Although the stochastic approximation and its mathematical 
background are covered by an extensive literature, only very 
few authors deal with its identification applications, with 
special regard to the convergence behaviours [90, 102, II3J.
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In this subsection the applicability of the canonical algo
rithm (4-2) for identification methods will be presented on 
the one hand, and in some cases new algorithms also elabora
ted by the use of formal analogies, on the other.

With the methods of the stochastic approximation (hereinaft
er STA) the loss function to be minimized has the form

j[]l(t )] = Ex W[x(t ),£(t )]} (4-4)

i.e. it is the expected value of the stochastic function 
Q[x(t ).£(t )J. In the majority of the practical cases, by as
suming the stationary х(^ ) random process rather the loss 
function

J[£.(t )]= MY { <*[*(* )»£.(* )] } (4-5 )

is applied. Here Mi...) denotes the average value in time, 
according to x*

The canonical form of the algorithm yielding the solution
[37]

£ (t)= £ (t-i)-ii(t)
d<4[x( t ), £.( t-l)]

dj3 (t-l)

or in another way

A£.(t-l)= £.( t )-£.(t-l) =-ß(t )
dQ[x(t ),£ (t-l)] 

dp. (t-l)

(4-6)

(4-7)

It is easy to see that the preceding equations are formally- 
completely identical with those of the methods employing the 
gradient applicable for deterministic minimization tasks. As
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to their content, the meaning of the equations is, on the 
other hand, of much greater importance. The equation (4-6) 
means that although the loss function to be minimized is 
stochastic and (4 is now a stochastic variable, it is suffi
cient, to utilize the gradient of a realization of Q (with 
a given x(f ) ) for the minimum seeking. The conditions of 
convergence have already been mentioned [37, 9о].

In App.14 it is deduced that the seeking method optimal in 
quadratic sense can be ensured by the convergence matrix

t -,
g(t)=[ I H(Q[x( j ),£(t-l)]}J " . (4-8)

’ j=l

Here H means the Hessian matrix formed from the second de
rivatives of <4 by £.(t-l) so that

}= ------- -— ------- - (4-
d£ (t-l) d д 1' (t-l)

§{Q[x( j ),£.(t-l)]

Note that in R(t) the argument of jd does not depend on the 
running subscript j.

In the following the on-line algorithms relating to the vari
ous models and basic identification methods will be discus
sed on the basis of the algorithm (4-6). This approach can, 
in our opinion, be considered more general than the trans
formation of the off-line methods into recursive form by 
using various identities. If namely there exists a recursive 
solution, then STA with the optimal fî(t ) yields likewise the 
recursive on-line algorithm (cf.e.g. the recursive on-line 
LS method).
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It is important to remark that for the purpose of identifica
tion not only the optimal STA algorithm, but also a conver
gence matrix or scalar convergence coefficient of another 
construction can be used. In these cases the convergence can

Note further that a procedure completely identical with the 
STA algorithm can be used also for solving off-line identi
fication problems, but the task is here basically determi
nistic and therefore the method, too, can be considered as a 
version of the gradient methods.

also be assured but with different convergence speed
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4.1 The on-line least squares method

We have seen in subsection 2.1 that the system equation for 
the LS method has the form

y(t )= £T(u,y,t) £ba + e(t )= fT(t)£ba + e(t). (4.1-1)

Thus choose for Q the quantity

Q = U[x(t ),£.( t )]= I e2 (t)= |[y(t)- iT (t)£bJ 2 (4.1-2)

which corresponds to the least squares principle. Now

x(t )=[u(t ),y (t )]T, (4.1-3)

which is of common construction for the SISO system with 
the on-line algorithms [7?J.

Determine the quantities required for the algorithm (4-6). 
Form first the gradient vector:

<щ[*(* )>£ba (t~1)]

d£ba (t-1)
-l(t )[y(t)- fT(t)£ba(t-l)] . (4.1-4)

By deriving again the expression (4.1-4), we obtain that

d2Q[j£( j )>£.ba(t-1)] 
d£ba (t-1) d ^ a (t-1)

)IT( j )= f(u,y, j)fri(u,y, j). (4.1-5)

Thus on the basis of (4—8) the optimal convergence matrix 
is

ß(t) =[ z f( j )fri’( j)J_1 .
j=l

(4.1-6)
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«Ve deduce in App.15 that R(t) can in this case be recur
sively formed

R(t ) R (t-l)f(t )fT(t)g(t-l) 
l+fT(t )R(t-l)f(t ) (4.1-7)

where it must not be forgotten that R(t ) is,on the basis of 
(4.1-6)) a symmetric matrix.

The on-line least squares method requires therefore the 
step-by-step updating of R(t ) according to (4.1-?), further
more the form of the relation ( 4-6) is now by considering 
(4.1-4)

■̂ ■bâ  ̂  ̂ -̂ -ba

The off-line 
the relation

£ba<M K ï u y

(t-l)+ fi(t )f(t )[y(t )-fT(t)£ba(t-l)J . (4.1-8)

LS estimation for N data pairs is yielded by 
(2.1-7) in the form

(“ iluyt“ )]'1 SuyWiM • (4.1-9)

The number of the processed samples was denoted here by N.
Assume now that the solution according to (4.1-9) is avail-/
able. The equation yielding the LS estimation for the (N+l)- 
th measurements u(N+l), y(N+l) can be given by using ,f(N+l) 
formed according to (2.1-3),

u, (n+i) = Г FT (N+l)F (iJ+l)]"1 pT (N+l) у . =•̂ ba L =uyv =uy4 'J =uy ' /jLN+l

r
£uy(Ni

T
S u y W r l u y >

T
%

fT (N+l) fT (N+l) fT (N+Í У (N+l)
L 3 _ _ _

=[ïuy (“ Ë Uy (N b í  (N+l) fT (N+l)] _1[j^y(N)iN +f (N+l) y (N+l)].

(4.1-10)
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On the basis of the Eqs. (2.1-8), (4.1-6), (АЛЬ-!) and 
(.A.15-6) we can write that

[fiuy 4 +1> Euy (N+1>] 

= Гр Т (n )f (rj)J-1t =uy ' -uy '
[£цТ ( и 4 u v ( 1 i_ (w+14  Env(N teUY( ")]

l+fT (N4-l)[|^(N)|uy(N)]_1 f(H+l)

(4.1-11)

Hence we obtain by the notation

g(N ) = [ ET (n )p =uy' J=uy
-1 (4.1-12)

the direct relation between the recursive least squares 
method and the stochastic approximation.

It is deduced in App.16 that the recursive form of (4.1-10)

JLba(H+l)= £ ba ( N b [ | ay(N+l)|uy(N+l)] 1 Í (K+l)[y(H+l)-fT (fI+l)£ba(-1 N

(4.1-13)

formally exactly corresponds to the Eq. (4.1-8) obtained by 
STA using the notation (4.1-12) if the R(t) convergence 
matrix is optimized.

The following should be noted of the choice of the initial 
values R(o) and £^a (0). The numerical examination of many 
authors [ 37, 81J has found that the convergence of the on- 
-line LS estimation is practically independent from the 
starting point Льа (о)* On one hand we can choose a ma
trix calculated from a preliminary off-line estimate or 
stored data according to the relation (4.1-12), on the other 
hand, we achieve a satisfactory result also with a suffi-
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ciently large matrix й(0 ) = const.I-

The above presented equivalence of the recursive LS method 
and the optimal STA algorithm means that by starting from 
identical initial conditions £ba( 0) and R(o) the two methods 
yield the same result.

In discussing the on-line LS estimation algorithm, we have 
to mention the application of the forgetting factor, resp. 
the various forgetting strategies [_15, 47j. If, namely in
stead of the matrix

(N+l) =
fT (N+l)

(4.1-14)

the expansion of the matrix guy( t ) 
relation

is formed according to the

(N+l)»
p(N+l) Fuy( N) 

fT (N+l)
(4.1-15)

then it will be possible to take the previous measurement 
results into account with a weight less than 1 by applying 
the forgetting factor 0 £  p(t)^ 1. If p(t) is independent of 
time (p = const), then we have the so-called exponential for
getting [130J. The appropriate choice of the time function 
p(t) can yield, of course, manifold forgetting strategies.
The application of a constant p corresponds to a weighted 
LS estimation achieved by the weight matrix

Z^1 = diag < P1, 1 , pt _ 2 , . . . , p ,  1> . (4.1-16)

(Here subscript t refers to the size of Z.)
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In case of p = const it is easy to see [l30] that in on-line 
LS algorithms only the relation with the purpose to update 
R(t ) is modified

p2 ■Q R (t—!) -
R(t-l) f(t )fT(t )R (t-1) 

p2+ fT( t)R(t-l) f (t ) ]• (4.I-I7)

The application of the forgetting factor - by forgetting the 
previous measurements - makes the on-line LS method in fact 
adaptive, i.e. enables the changes having occurred in the 
process parameters to be followed up.
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4.2 The on-line maximum likelihood method

On the basis of the loss function (2.2-3) of the off-line ML 
method the momentary loss function to be applied for the on- 
-line STA algorithms is *

Qit )= I e2(t ). (4.2-1)

The STA algorithm optimal in quadratic sense requires the 
gradient of C*(t ) and the Hessian matrix. On the basis of the 
relation (2.2-12) and the respective equations

de(t ) _ 
^•bac

-f(uF ,yF

where

(4.2-2)

,/ P F F , s ,y ,e ,t) =

=[uF (t-l),...,uF(t-n);-yF (t-l),...,-yF (t-n);

eF (t-l),...,eF (t-n)]T . (4,2-3)

Here

Fu (t)= - 1_1" u( t ) ;yF( t )= — -ii " - y(t);eF(t)= e(t ),
C(z C (z X) C(z 1)

(4.2-4)

Thus

Ф *  = e(t) -
•^bac -Чэас

(4.2-5.)
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where

e(t) = y(t)- iT (u,y,e,t)£bac (A.2-6)

and the structure of f(u,y,e,t) is according to (2.2-14).

According to the canonical algorithm (4-6) of the STA the 
quantities according to the relations (4.2-5) and (4.2-6) are 
to be computed on the basis of the newest (at the moment t) 
observations and the preceding (i.e. known heretofore as 
best) parameter estimates £.bac(t-l). The on-line verison of 
the above discussed off-line methods of the discrete-time 
models can - apart from the LS method - be elaborated only 
by certain approximations just by reason of this prior fact. 
The problem is caused by the occurrence of the parameter-de
pendent time function in the momentary gradient (and the same 
way, of course, with the Hessian matrix). Then namely beside 
the current parameter vector, the complete realization of 
the given variable had to be calculated by starting from the 
initial conditions of the system in order to obtain the theo
retically exact values. In the present case the values 
u*(t ),yi<( t),e±<( t) and e(t) had also to be calculated by the 
parameter vector £.̂ ас ( t—l) . This, on the other hand, would 
require the storing of all previous measurements which is 
obviously impossible in the on-line procedure. As an approxi
mate solution a method can be chosen according to which the 
above-mentioned auxiliary quantities are generated recursi
vely (this can always be done, for they can be written with 
linear difference equations) and in every step the parameter
values p, (t—l) will be considered only in such parts of • b̂ac
the recursive equations which relates to the updating. If 
the on-line procedure is really convergent, then this type 
of approach will be asymptotically perfect and the algorithm 
tends toward the canonical algorithm of STA.
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The algorithm of the on-line ML method takes the following 
form according to our assumptions up till now

Д Ьас(* bE-bac^”1^ ^  »e1'»t)[ у ( t )-£T (u У ’^ Ч а с ^ “ 1̂

(4.2-7)

here the updating of the auxiliary quantities is made as fol
lows (cf. the equations in subsection 2.2):

i(
F Fu ,у F»t)= ^ [ £ bac (■t-l)]l(uJÍ,yF Fe t-1 )+ w-^t ) (4.2-8)

which can be detailed after (2.2-26). The e(t) can be cal
culated recursively on the basis of (2.2-8) and (2.2-9). 
Also in these relations £.bac(^“l) ^as use(l.

Thereafter let us investigate the formation of the matrix of 
the second derivatives. It can be established from (2.2-27) 
that here the generation of the parameter-dependent auxili
ary quantities is also needed. Therefore we have to use the 
same approximations discussed with the formation of the 
gradient, i.e. only the updating of the auxiliary quantities 
is made by the last estimated parameter values.

New difficulties are met when forming R(t) on the basis of 
the second derivatives. The Hessian matrix according to 
(2.2-27) cannot be formed recursively, only its first part, 
the T-̂  determined by a diadic sum. When calculating the mo
mentary second derivatives, it is therefore reasonable to 
take advantage of the approximation

g {Q(t )>= -----  s d e i l l _ d e U i  =
^■bac ^bac ^-bac ^bac

= f(iXu , N \ „Т/ P F F î ,t;f lu ,y ,e ,t) . (4.2-9)
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Thus

B(t)-[ i Ku'.y'.e'.Oi'U',, ,
i=l

Т/ P F P e (4.2-10)

which can already be formed recursively if the vector 
is considered only for the updating of the recursive equation. 
Thus, on the basis of the formal analogy with (4.1-7)

R( t )= R(t-l)
R (it—l) f (uP ,yP ,eP ,t)fT(u* ,yP ,eP ,t)R (t-1) 

l+fT(uP ,yP ,eF ,t)R(t-l)f (uF ,yP ,eí’,t)

(4.2-II)

As in this relation only the dependence of f(u ,y ,e ,t) on 
■2-bac (t-l) is assumed, here also the equation (4.2-8) is used.

Our approximate assumption relating to the Hessian matrix 
holds also asymptotically as for infinitely large samples 
T2 tends with the real parameters toward zero, as it was 
already mentioned. In spite of this it is possible, to form 
the convergence matrix (4.2-11) according to the principle 
described in 4.3 in connection with on-line GLS method in 
order to approximate better the exact Hessian matrix (cf. 
equation (4.3-20)), the required calculations are, however, 
much more complex here. The main difference comes, of course, 
from the calculation of W(t ). With the on-line GLS method 
only e(t) is needed to form w(t), since u(t) and y(t) are 
available. On the other hand, with the ML method in conse- 
quence of the construction of , values u (t),y ( t) and
ePP(t ) according to (2.2-31) -(2.2-33) have also to be gener
ated.

To our best knowledge, we have been the first to publish the 
detailed discussion of the approximations needed for the re
alization of the on-line ML method in £l7j in Hungarian.
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4.3 The on-line version of the generalized least squares 
method

The GLS structure assuming the special autoregressive noise 
model and the related CLARKE* off-line estimation method 
were discussed in subsection 2.3. The on-line identification 
algorithm for the GLS structure was elaborated by HASTINGS- 
-JAMES and SAGE 68, 12з1. The system equation (2,3-l)can be 
written in two equations linear in parameters:

yF(t)= f V F ,/,t)£ba + e(t) (4.3-1)

and

r(t)« -gT (r,t)j3h + e(t) (4.3-2)

(cf. the relations (2.3-5) and (2.3-14) with the related 
notations and definitions.)
Here

r(t)= y(t)-fT (u,y,t)£b a . (4,3-3)

The equations (4.3-1) and (4.3-2) are linear in parameters 
and correspond formally to the system equation (4.1-1) ap
plied with the LS method. Thus, considering the loss func
tions

Qi(t)= K yF(t)- iT(uP»yF»t)iba^2 (4.3-4)

and

Q2(t)= |[r(t)+ gT (r,t)£h]2 (4.3-5)

which can be formed now also according to the LS principle, 
the optimal canonical algorithm of the STA can be applied, 
namely
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£ ba( t)= + £í1(t )l(u* ,t)[ yA<(t )-fï(uP ,yPt)£>ba(t-l)];

(4.3-6)

Í! (•t-ll £  (uP , УР , t) f T ( uP , yP , t) R± (t-1)

1+fT ( uP , yP , t ) ̂  (t-1 ) f ( uP , yP , t )
fi1(t)= (-t-1) -

(4.3-7)

as well es

£h(t)= i2( )+^T (r »t)£h^t~1^ i  • (4 *3-8)

g2U ) =
H2 (-'t”i)&(r »t)&i (r »t)ä2 (t-1)

l+ä1 (r,t)gp (t—l)&(r,t)
(4.3-9)

These equations are to be used together with the relations 
(2 .З-4) resp. (4.З-З) applied for the formation of y1(t ), 
u1’ ( t ) and r(t). The sequence of the application of the e- 
quations follows accordingly.

The on-line GLS method uses the outputs of a moving-average 
filter which is more advantageous than the autoregressive 
filter of the LuL structure in the sense that after the col
lection of data in a required quantity these filter equations 
can be started without the uncertainty of the initial state 
as the memories of the filters can be filled up. On the oth
er hand, with the autoregressive filter the initial state is 
usually not known. The moving-average filter is more advan
tageous also from the consideration that in case of missing, 
data the on-line parameter estimation can be continued by 
the filling up of memory vectors and restarting the filtering.
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For the on-line GLS method - as in general for methods where 
additional auxiliary quantities have to be calculated - it is 
especially important by which time the estimated parameters 
get in an acceptably close neighbourhood of their real values. 
In itself the on-line LS algorithm is practically convergent 
independently from the initial value. On the other hand, the 
on-line GLS method given by the equations (4.3-6) - (4.3-9 ) 
is very sensitive for the start of the algorithms, viz. in 
the following sense. The relation between the on-line updating 
of the estimation £ ba and £^ is actually given by the filter 
equations (2.3-4) and the relation (2.3-14J. Hence it follows 
that if the estimated values of £ba and £h are not sufficient
ly exact then the error can accumulate easily through r(t),

j j ’t " p  f
the filtered y (t) and u (t), i.e. we get a divergent proce
dure. In the practice this problem can usually be eliminated 
only by using - after the start of the algorithms for a given 
time - the simple on-line LS method instead of (3.4-6_), i.e. 
the values y(t ) and u(t) instead of y^(t) and u^t^). During 
this, of course, r(t) and the estimation of £h is calculated.
At a given moment, on the other hand, the LS method is al
ready replaced by the GLS method, by taking advantage of the 
values of the filtered variables. In the majority of cases a 
convergent algorithm is obtained this way, but for the time 
of the LS-GLS replacement any statement can be made only on 
the basis of experience. Another useful advice is to delay 
the start of the estimation of £^ wi'th respect to the LS es
timation of £ ba in order to obtain r(t)-s with sufficient 
exactness. Therefore the on-line estimation of £j, i-s practi
cally situated between the LS start and the GLS start.

In particular very noisy systems it can be useful if for the 
calculation of r(t) at any time not directly £ b ( t) but its 
averaged value, i.e. filtered by a first-class filter is used. 
By this, the disturbing fluctuations in the parameter estima
tion can be reduced to a great extent. The equation of such

Fa filter for the input £  and output £ of the filter is
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l-“)fiba( t b  “Дьа Н-1). (4.3-10)

(o <_ a ^ l)

Here the "time constant" of the smoothing can be set by a.

The Eqs. (4.3-6) - (4.3-9) minimizing the average value of 
the two functionals in the separated subspaces of ]э̂ а and 
could have been set on the basis of the properties of Q-^(t) 
and ("t ) that for a fixed Q-^(t) is linear in parameters
_2_ьа) and ^2^ )  -2-h ^or a ^̂ -xec  ̂-2-ba* 6'ttierwise» Q^(t) and
Q^(t) represent actually the same loss, only with respect to 
the two subspaces.

It has to be mentioned that there is possibility for mini
mizing the loss function 4i^(t) in the space of the joint pa
rameter vector, too:

*bah = [ « ] " •  (*-3-11)

Since the on-line solution of HASTINGS-JAMES performed the 
minimization with optimal steps realized by subspaces £123^» 
it is obvious that the optimal steps feasible in the whole 
parameter space yield greater convergence speed.

In discussing the on-line ML method, it was already explained 
that because of practical considerations it is impossible to 
update the auxiliary quantities in the gradient and Hessian 
matrices beginning from the starting point of the observa
tions, accordingly both now and later on the parameters es
timated at last will be taken into account for the updating
of the recursive relations. This circumstance makes no great

Р/ \ Р/ \problem with the GLS structure as for the values u (t ;, y (t) 
formed by moving-average filtering, there is no need of re
calculation, the above bound has to be observed only with 
the calculation of r(t), resp. e(t).
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On the basis of the Eqs. (2.3-21) - (2.3-23), resp. (2.3-24)

dQx(t)
= - 1(иЬ ,yJ ,r,t)e(t ),

djD
(4.3-12)

bah

Fwhere the construction of f(u ,y ,r,t) is according to 
(2.3-26) and e(t) can be obtained by the following equivalent 
calculation methods:

e(t )= y*(t)-f (uF ,y ,t)jDba =

= r(t)+ £T (r »t)£h = У (t У I T( u,y,r)цbah (4.3-13)

(cf. relations (2.3-5), (2.3-14) and (2.4-l)). The on-line 
estimation of £.bah can therefore be carried out on the basis 
of (4-6) according to the equation:

E b a h ^ b  £bah(t-1)+ )1(и* »У*'»1'»* )e (t ) • (4.3-14)

In connection with the Eqs. (2.3-28), (2.3-29) and (2.3-30), 
on the basis of which the second order derivatives can be 
calculated, we get the following result (by using the no
tation (4-1 )), i.e. the Hessian matrix belonging to the t-th 
sample can be formed according to £53.]

HiQ-^ t ) } = f(u"' ,yx< ,r,t)f1(ui! ,у* ,r,t )+ W(t ) . (4 .З-1 5 )
Here W(t ) is of structure of T^ in (2.3-30) and consists of 
elements of types -u(t-i-j)e(tj and y(t-i-j)e(t) in the non
zero submatrix places according to the Eqs. (2.З-З0) - (2.3-32). 
The construction of W(t ) or T2 means that the seeking in the 
subspaces j3ba and ja independently from each other is per
formed optimally according to the Eqs. (4.3-6) - (4.3-9), 
while in the joint £ bah parameter space the steps done in 
the two subspacesare already in interaction.

,T/ F F
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Unfortunately, the formula (4.3-15) of the instantaneous 
Hessian matrix has the consequence that the convergence ma
trix R(t ) can no more be formed recursively. Following (4-8) 
let us think of that now

R-1(t) = R”1 (t-l)+f(uF,yi',r,t)fT (uïl,yF ,r,t)+ W(t ), (4.3-16)

which is already not the customary diadic sum.

The problem is caused by the presence of W(t ) and the recur- 
sivity can be achieved only by certain approximation. (Al
though it must not be forgotten that the particular construc
tion of w(t ) reduces the calculations through its diadic re
solution compared with a matrix of general construction.)

Let

R—1 ( t )= R ^ t  )+ W(t), (4.3-17)

then R^(t)can be updated according to the relation already 
known :

R ( t - l )  f  (и 1" , y J , r , t ) f 1 (u*  У  , r , t  ) R ( t —1 ).T / F F
R*(t)= У  t-l)- =x =x

l+f^u^ ,yj ,r,tjR (t-l) f (u* ,yJ ,r,t )F F
=x

(4.3-]8)

Then we obtain from (4.3-1?) that

S(t K £ 1(t )+ I(t )]“1 = I*(t )[£ + £(t )i*(tJ]"1 . (^->19)

Approximate now the second term of the right side by its 
first order matrix serie:

R(t)= Rx(t)[l - ïï(t)Rx(t}]= У  tJ- У  t)w(t ) y  t). (4.3-20)
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The applied approximation enabled us to obtain not very com
plicated relations, while the recursivity still holds.

With respect to the application of the equation (4.3-2,) it 
has to be remarked that this relation - because of its 
strongly approximating character - can change the positive 
definiteness of ii(t ) which on its turn entails the loss of 
convergence. Therefore the relevant investigations (e.g. the 
signs of the elements in the main diagonal) have to be made 
in every step and if a negative definiteness arises, then 
only li (t) has to be used as R(t ). This is feasible also be- 
cause - as already pointed out in the preceding chapters, 
while discussing the off-line methods - as the number of the 
processed samples grows the effect of on the identifica
tion diminishes. This follows also from (4.3-20), since si
multaneously with the transition H (t)->-0, R (t) -*• R( t ) also 
comes about. This is the fact why the approximate first part 
of the Hessian matrix is used - in particular with the ex
tended matrix methods - for the formation of the convergence 
matrix, the error due tc the approximation is decreasing 
asymptotically, on the other hand the part corresponding to 
T^ can always be constructed recursively, being a diadic sum.
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The extended matrix methods discussed in subsection 2.4 are 
based on the observation that the system equations assuming 
various noise models can be written in a form linear in pa
rameters. This fact enabled the off-line LS method to be 
used almost exclusively although because of the application 
of variables which cannot be directly measured (only estima
ted or calculated) only iterative solutions could be chosen. 
Over and above the preceding remarks the on-line versions of 
the extended matrix methods also utilize the fact that the 
Hessian matrix of the loss function asymptotically agrees 
with its first part, the matrix T^. This matrix is, on the 
other hand, a diadic sum making the recursivity, discussed 
with the LS method, possible. This, of course, does not ex
clude that we count also here, alike the solution investiga
ted at the on-line GLS method, with the exact second deriva
tives, but in this case we will lose the advantages of the 
recursivity.

The first extended matrix method (PEXIv'i) related to the GLS 
structure was elaborated for the system equation

y(t )= fT(u,y,r,t)£bah + e(t) (4.4-1)

obtainable from the Eqs. (2.3-1), (2.3-3), (2.3—5) and 
(2.3-14) [l20]. Here

f (u,y,r,t)=[u(t-l) , ...,u(t-n );-y(t-l), ... ,-y (t-n) ;

-r(t-l) ,... ,-r (t—n)]T , (4.4-2)

where r( t J is according to (2.3-14J. The algorithm of the 
on-line FEXM method (following the on-line LS method) is

4.4 On-line extended matrix methods
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-E-bah ̂ -1)+ Ji. (u,y,r,t)[ у ( t )~ £  (u,y ,r, t)^bah (t-l)J.

(4.4— 3)

fí(t_) is updated by £(u,y,r,t) using the relation (4.1-7). By 
comparing (4.3-14) and (4.4-3), it is easy to see that the 
two methods lead to not identical results. The difference 
comes from the fact that there is ,f(u ,y ,...)instead of 
f(u,y,...) in the real gradient of the loss function

4 = |[y(t b  IT (u,y,r,t)£bah]2 (4.4-4)

as we have already seen with (4.3-12). Beside the approxima
tion of the second derivatives the FEXM method applies also 
an approximation of the first derivative making the calculation 
easier as we can get the Eq. (4.4-3) only by neglecting the■ 
dependence of r on £bab ^ according to (4.4-4).
The above idea has to be followed essentially also in pre
senting the on-line version of the SEXM method fl30, 13l] .
The SEXM method refers to the Eq. (2.2-5) which gives the ML 
structure in a form linear in parameters:

y(tj= fT (u,y,e,t)^bac + e(t). (4.4-5)

Thus the equation of the on-line algorithm is now:

E baC(t3= E bac +§(t £ ( Ц »У ,e,t)[y(t )-£ (u,y , e , t )£bac ( t-l) J,

(4.4-6)

where R(t) is updated by f(u,y,e,t) according to the relation 
(4.1-7). e(t) is, of course, not measured but it is now only 
an estimated resp. calculated value:

e(tj= y( tJ-f T( u , у , ë, t )Ebac( t ). (4.4-7J
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Неге р, is taken at the t-th moment because it is the new- ■̂ bac
est estimate and gives also for e(t) the most accurate result. 
The same approximations are valid for the on-line version of 
the SEXM method, as refer to the on-line FEXIw method. Thus on 
the one hand the relation (4.4-6) does not use the real gra
dient because we disregard the dependence of e(t) on £ bac» on 
the other hand, only the T-̂  part of the Hessian matrix is 
taken to form fí(t).

On the basis of completely similar considerations, the on- 
-line estimation algorithm can be given also for other, qua- 
silinearised structures discussed in subsection 2.4, since 
every method could be formally reduced to the LS estimation 
by the linearisation in parameters. The approxima. lions hold, 
of course, also hereinafter.

Although this report does not deal with a more detailed ana
lysis of the above methods, we note that the preceding app
roximations relate to the algorithm of STA optimal in second 
order sense as a successive approximative solution to the 
gradient technique.



4.5 The on-line version of the instrumental variable method

The on-line version of the instrumental variable (iv) method 
can be practically derived from the off-line solution (2.5-6) 
By following the deduction of the recursive version of the 
LS method [l43], we get the algorithm:

£ ba(i0= 2 ba(t“1)+ h(t )f (u,v,t)[y(t )- fT(u,y,t)£ba(t-l)] ,

(4.5-1)

where

f (u,y,t)=[u (t-l) , ...,u(t-n) ; -y (t-l ) ,... ,-y (t-n)]T (4.5-2)

has the usual form and

f (u,v,t) =[u (t-l) , ... ,u(t-n);-V (t-l) , .. . ,-v( t-n)]T . (4 .5-З)

Here v(t) is the calculated (estimated) value of the output 
of the noiseless system:

v( t)= l 1(u >v ?t)i.ba( г ) • ( 4.5-4)

As following from (2.5-6) now:

)=[ £ i(u,v,i) f1 (u,y ,i)]_1 (4.5-5)
i=l

therefore the recursive relation updating B(t) will have the 
form:

fi(t )= R (t—l)
R(t-l).f (u,v,t)f x (u,y,t)R(t-l) 

1+f (u,v,t )R (t-l)fj(u,y,t)
(4'. 5-6)

In consequence, R(t) here is not symmetric!
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V. ON-LINE IDENTIFICATION METHODS FOR MULTIPLE OUTPUT 
SYSTEMS

The proportions of the preceding sections indicate our stand 
point already mentioned according to which in the Introduc
tion under the present technical conditions, we attribute a 
much greater practical importance to the off-line identifi
cation methods than to the on-line ones. All this holds in 
particular for the multiple output systems.

As also with the estimation methods of multiple output sys
tems, a scalar loss function has to be minimized, in dis
cussing their on-line versions we could apply also now the 
canonical algorithm of the S T A , but as the well applicable 
on-line identification algorithms of the М Ш 0  systems cor
respond to the recursive solutions of the LS-type methods, 
hereinafter we, too, will follow this approach.

,s.
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5.1 The on-line least squares method

The generalization of the LS method valid for the MIMO sys
tems has been discussed in detail in subsection 3.1. The ex
plicit estimation obtained for the parameter matrix of 
the system equation (3-2) is according to (3.1-16)

fai - I £T (| I1') (5.1-1)

where

I = [ x U  )> • • • )] (5.1-2)

and

I =[f(l ),...,f(N)] . (5.1-3)

The definition of f,(t) corresponds to ( 3.1-4).

By analyzing the relation (5.l-l) in detail, we can obtain a 
recursive solution. Let us write the off-line LS estimation 
for the case of containing N and N+l samples:

(P J?T ) -N all ‘
-1 (5.1-4)

(W+l) = £N+1 =N+1 N+l(Sm. (5.1-5)

Consider further that

p=N+1 f (N+l)] ,

as well as

bj+1 =L h ’ x(w+i)] ,

(5.1-6)

(5.1-7)
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thus

£n+i III - In In + I ( w ) i T lw), (5.1-8 )

and

=n+i In+i = In In + x(N+i) í.-(n+iJ . ■ (5 .1-9 )

Under the diadic extension according to (5.1-8) the recursive 
equation is

= (P FT )  ̂'=N =N'
(In In)-1 f f1' (w-.ij (p k р^ Г 1
i+fT (N+i) (|M gjj)-1 f(N+l)

(5.1-10)
as it was deduced in App. 15.

On the basis of all these, the recursive form of

S b a (n+1) = I n + i I n +1 (In +1 I n +1^

= [ I N Ü  + X (N+l)fT (N+l)][(|N Ц)]-1 -

= BA (N+l) is

(gN ф  1 f(N+l)fT (N+l) gl) 1

l+fT (N+l) (|N il)'1 f(N+l) (5.1-11)

Hence with the notation

R = ( p p̂  )=N+1 v =N+1 =N+1; (5.1-12)
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we obtain

2bA(S+1)‘ IbA (N)+ i(N+l) fT(M+l)HN+1 - ?M (K)f(N+l)iT(u+l)gN+1

= £b a(m )+W k+1)- |m ( h)î (м+1)]£т (н+1)1н+1-

(5.1-1з;

The great formal similarity with the algorithm of the on-line 
LS method applied for the single output systems can be recog
nized easily. The updating of the convergence matrix =
= R(N+l) can be performed by the recursive relation (5.1-10) 
in the same way as for the on-line methods of the single out
put systems, [l09] .

The above presented on-line LS algorithm of the multiple out
put systems can be applied without any particular change to 
the realization of the on-line version of the GLS or extended 
matrix methods. As also these methods refer to the system 
equations linear in parameter matrices, the formal general
ization is very simple to be achieved, so that we will not 
deal with their detailed discussion.
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Appendix 1.

ln this section our statements concerning the structural 
problems of the MIMO system equations are summarized from 
identification point of views.

The inner construction and structural problems of the state- 
-space description of multiple input multiple output dis
crete-time, linear dynamic systems have already been dealt 
whith a great number of authors who achieved valuable, basic 
theoretical results [_ 42] . Thus the most important canonical 
forms of tiie state equations of the MI MO systems, the condi
tions of description in state-space of minimal dimension, 
the requirements of controllability and observability are 
already well-known.

While with the methods of control or state estimation (fore
casting and filtering) the authors usually prefer the state 
space description form, with the identification methods, the 
models given by ordinary or vector difference equations are 
much more frequent. This certainly can be explained by the 
simpler form of the dependence of the output signals from 
the parameter vector (or matrix). The procedures which 
transform a state space description to a vector difference 
equation and vice versa are well-known in the literature.
[42, ice].

Prom the aspect of identification, the rules of observabi
lity and ident ifiability of the MIMO systems are the most 
important regarding the theory. Prom the point of view of 
the practical identification technique, however, the con
struction of the 01 observability index and the theorems 
relating to them, are considered as most essential. Here 
we refer to the theorem - most clearly presented by fiowe - 
according to which necessary and sufficient condition of
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the unambiguous identification of the coefficient matrices 
of a vector difference equation is to have at least 01 num-

This involves from the point of view of the identification 
technique that in the case of matrix elements estimated as 
non-significant, the omission of the whole columns is prac
tically or theoretically justified.

As the above can be considered known from the literature, 
hereinafter we make such independently formed statements 
about MIMO systems’ structures suitable for identification 
which have a direct relevance to the computer processing of 
measurements.

Consider in Pig. A.1-1 the discrete-time, linear, dynamic, 
MIMO system with an m-dimensional input vector u_ and a q 
dimensional output vector _v. Disregard first the interaction 
of the outputs, i.e. every input signal should have an ef
fect upon every output, but the latter ones not upon each 
other. In this case the dynamic property of the process can 
be described by a discrete transfer function matrix W(z*"̂ J 
whose W.. (z- 1 )-th element represents the effect of the j-th 
input signal upon the i-th output signal. In a general case
also the numerators and denominators of the W..-s are dif-•*" J

ber of nonzero columns among (in the)

ferent:

w(z 1

(A.1-1)
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By allowing certain redundancy in the particular elements, 
after reduction to a common denominator, we obtain that

where B. . (z -s are polynomials (without denominator). On 
the basis of this latter expression the vector difference 
equation of the system can be written as:

n n
v(t) = £ B. u(t-i)- z A. v(t-i) =

i=0 _1 i=l

= B(z-1)u(tJ- A(z”1)y(tJ. (a .1-3J

Here

a (z _1) = I + A^z-1 + ••• + An z-n = I + A (z-1) } (a .1-4)

В (z-1 )= Bo + Bx z_1 + ... + gnz“n , (A.1-5)

where

(A. 1—6)

namely

A(z-1)= 1 + a-ĵ z ■*"+...+anz (A.l-7)
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The above train of thought serves to demonstrate that if we 
can neglect in advance the interaction of the outputs, the 
vector difference equation of the system can always be sought 
in the form of (A.1-3) by assuming special diagonal co
efficient matrices. In this case the transfer functions re
ferring to the dependence result directly in the form

in the elements of the transition matrix, their further exam
ination for possible reducibility is advisable. This form is 
particularly advantageous for the estimation of structure 
(order of the system) because practically only n has to be 
changed. Under the preceding assumption, these same assump
tions refer to the noise model, too, of which we can easily be 
convinced, for also there A(z-"*") is the denominator. This is 
similarly true for the whole noisy system, as according to 
the Eq. (1.2-26) the measured noisy output signal vector re
sults from the superposition of the process and the noise mod 
el.

Consider now Pig. A.1-2, where the interaction of the output 
signals is taken into consideration by a <*(z-'1') transfer func 
tion matrix. On the basis of the Pigure

i.e. by comparing with Pig. A.1-1 the system can be substi
tuted by the equivalent function matrix

v(t )= P(z 1)n(t)+ Cj(z 1)v(t) (A.1-8J

whence

(A.. 1-9)

(A. 1-10)
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Pig. A.1-1

Pig. A.1-2
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Let be

I - s U “1) = --- ----  g (z_1) (A.1-11)
H z “1 )

and

P(z_1) = -------  k U “1 )- (A.l-12)
h ( z“1)

The transformations according to these two assumpitons, can 
always be carried out. By these notations we obtain from the 
Eq. (a .1-9) that

— ~rr S(z-1)z(t ) = -~~17 ^(2'1)u(t) • (A.1-13)F(z ) H (z )

By introducing the notations

H(z-1)G(z-1) = Liz“1) = i^L-j^z“1 + ... * LQ[l + L (z“1̂ ]

(A, 1-14)

and

E(z“1)K(z“1)= M( z“1) = M + M-lz“1 + ... (A.1-15)

and assuming that Lq is regular, we get the form

v(t)= L”1 m (z _1) u ( t)-L(z-1)y( t )= B*( z-1) u( t )-A’ (z-1) v( t J

(A.1-16)

for the system equation. It is easy to see that this equa
tion shows a complete formal identity with the E q . (А.1-3). 
The deduction shows that in this case the matrices A^ have 
no special construction (no form a^l), further that the
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P(z-1) and ^(z-1) matrices can not be reset from the vector 
difference equation (A.1-16) and the equivalent (A.l-io) cor
responds formally to the general equation

w(z-1)= A ’-1(z-1)B’(z_1) (A.1-17)

and not to (A.1-2).

The reduct ion to a common denominator can be, of course,
achieved also with the (a .1-16), resp. (A.1-17) transfer
function matrices and then again we get A. matrices of spe-— 1 —1
cial construction, but the memory represented by B ’(z~ ) 
increases. Our statements can be extended to the noise mod
el, too, and as a result of similar considerations we get 
there a general form A ’~^(z ^)C’(z "*") .

The above can be summarized as follows. Either, the outputs 
have an interaction or not, a MIMO system in a general case 
can be written by a vector difference equation of general 
construction from whose coefficient matrices the original 
(real) structure cannot be unambiguously reset, (let us think 
of that in the i-th output signal a given dynamic change can 
be ensured in a direct channel from the j—th input signal, 
moreover via the interaction of the output signals there are 
a lot of other ways, too. This question is closely related to 
the fact that the state space description of a system and 
thus its inner construction also is determined only to the 
extent of a linear transformation ). In both cases there ex
ists also a vector difference equation with special con
struction (with diagonal A^ matrices), (perhaps with a great
er memory, i.e. model order), which, on the other hand, does 
not contain the interaction of the outputs.

The identification therefore ensures essentially an input- • 
-output equivalent model without clearing the relations of 
the outputs. On the other hand, we can mention as its advan-
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tage that the prescription concerning the observability in
dex can be simply respected by special /L matrices. This in
volves that the search of structure in n contains the search 
in observability index, too.
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Appendix 2. £б, 7, 145]

Definition :

The following matrix operator is called a generalized 
TOEPLITZ matrix:

(A. 2-1)

О 0 . . . 0  A 0 . . . 0

i blocks

N blocks

and §J(A) = 0, if i > N.

If the size of matrix ^ is mxn, then the size of S^(A) is 
K.m*N.n. The generalized TOEPLITZ matrix is easy to de defined 
also by the KRONECKER matrix product (cf. A.3).

(a .2-i ) can be rewritten in the form as:
j

ÎN(â> - íffd) 4  ■ (A.2-2) ■
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Here S^(l) has a size of NaelM and is defined also by (A.2-1) 
so that units are only in its i-th row under the main diago 
nal, its othér elements are zeros. S^(l) is called on the 
basis of the following simple example a shift matrix and de 
noted only by S1 . Let namely be

§3(1 )= S1 = S

and

Û 0 0
1 0 0
0 1 0

X  - Од. y2 у зJ T

Then

(A.2-3)

(A.2-4)

§з( = S z * (A.2-5)

so that the meaning of "shifting" is easy to be followed.

The most important identities valid for the generalized 
TOEPLITZ matrices will be presented in brief. Let

nL
Im (í i>Sn l = z

i=0

and

(A.2-6)

nM

= i=o
(A.2-7)
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where

пт iL(z)= Z z L. 
/ i=0 =1

(A.2-8)

as well as

nM i
(A.2-9)m (z )= £ z M. .

i=0

Then we can declare the following rules:

1. If

nK
L(z)+ M(z)= K(z)= e z1 Ki 1

i=0

where

K. = L. + M. and nir = max (nT ,n„} j = i =i — =i K L ’ M

(A.2-10)

(A.2-11)

then the relation

ПК ,
=NL - =Nh = .Z ÍN d i )i=0

holds.

(A.2-12)

2. If

L( z )m ( z ) =
i=0

where

K.=i
i

iio =j =i-j Snd nK=nL + ПМ »

(A.2-13)

(A.2-14)
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then

Z
i=0

holds.

.'(A.2-15J

3. Let
n

1(2) - L + £ 21 L. ._0 i = 1  -1 (A.2-16J

If is quadratic and not singular, then

T ■*■ ==NL
N-l
■En §N (1=0

where

|(2)=

and 

К = b'1=o = 0

K. = - Й 1 il So=1

h  - Si

i=0

(A.2-17J

(a .2-18)

} (A.2-19)

In-1 = ~=o (£l =N-2 + =2 In-3 + *** + =N-1 =o ̂

L. = 0,of course, if i > nT .=i =7 7 L
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A very important property of the shift matrices S^(l) = S1 
is the interchangeability which means the following:

(A.2-20)
4*
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Appendix 3.

T-1er»
1__1

Definition:

Let A be an (mxn) matrix 
KRONECKER product of the 
expression:

and В an (rxs) matrix. The 
A an В matrices means the following

an S a12§ • * * aln!

a2lS a22Í • e * a2nS

A®B «s sr
•
•
•

(A.3-1)

aml2 am2Í • • • amn.

where the size of matrix A®B is (m.r)x(n.s).

The following operational identities are the most important 
for the KRONECKER matrix product:

1. If A and C, as well as В and D matrices are multipliahle, 
then

(A®B)(C®D)»(AC®BD). (A. 3-2}

2. If the inverses of the matrices A and В exist, then=s ss

(A*B)_1 = A -1®!"1 * (A.3-3)

3. The transposition rule of the KRONECKER products can be 
formulated as follows:

(4®|)T » 4T®gT • (A.3-4)



4. If the condition of the addition of matrices is fulfilled, 
then :

(А+В) 0 (Си-!)) = A»Q + AoD + B0Ç + B«p . (A.3-5)

5. The order of operations can be prescribed:

А®(В«С)= (A0B)®C • (a .3-6)

6. The trace of the KRONECKER products can be calculated as 
follows :

tr(A®B)= tr(A). tr(B). (A. 3-7)

The identities can be understood in the simplest way by the 
expansion of simple examples.
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Appendix 4. [97]

The generation rules of vectors from matrices can be defined 
by KRONECKER products.

Definition:

Let A be (mxn) matrix, then denote by vec(A) the following 
arrangement (arrangement into vectors) of the elements of 
the matrix:

vec(A ) = Ta £ ,

ân

TnTa 1 — nJ 5 (A. 4-1)

where a-̂ » a^ »... ,a_n are the column vectors of the matrix A.

The most important identities related to the arrangement into 
vectors are the following:

1. If 2 is a column vector, then

Tvec(^) = v e c )= ^ • (A.4-2)

2. The arrangement into vectors of the product matrices can 
be defined by KRONECKER products as:

vec(A B Ç) =(CT®A)vec(B) . (A.4-3)

3. If A is a (mxn) and В a (nxr) matrix, then from (A.4-3) 
it is obvious that
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vec(A B).= (BTsIm )vec( Aj)= (BTs^) vec (|n) = (lr®Ajvec( B),

(A. 4-4)

where the index of the unit matrices refers to their size. 
Here we have taken advantage of the trivial identities

vec(A B)= vec(lm A B) = vec(A I B) = vec(A В I ).

(A.4-5)

4. The following identities refer to the calculation of the 
trace of the product matrices:

(A.4-6)

(A. 4-7)

(A.4-8)

The identities can be understood in the most simple way 
by expanding simple examples.

tr(A B G)=[vec(AT)] T (I®B)vec(C)

tr (A B) =[vec( A^ )] ̂  vec(Bj

tr(£ ZT B Z Q)=[vec(Z )]T (AT £T®§Jvec(Z) =

=[vec(z)JT(g A®B^)vez(Z).
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Appendix 5.

In this section the estimation methods summarized in sub
section 1.3 and to be applied in this report are discussed in 
detail.

Consider first the least squares method. With the LS method 
the loss function of the form (1.3-7) has to be minimized, 
i.e. the extreme value problem

N
Q(£) = min Q(jdJ  = min j Z [y(t)- £ Г (u,y,t)jd]2 =

£ £ t=l

= min \ U  - iuy £)T U  - luy £) (A.5-1)

has to be solved. Here Q(£) is

«(fi)- I (£T £ - 2iT luy £ + Z Рцу !uy £) , (A.5-2)

where the notations according to subsections 1.3 and 2.1 
have been used and the joint vector equation valid for N 
samples of the equation (1.3-8) is applied in the form

X  = |(£»i)£ + e = F £  + £  • (A.5-3)

The loss function Q(£) is therefore quadratic in £ with the 
LS method for the (l.3-8) system equation linear in para
meters. This means at the same time that by making the gra
dient

d_
d£ Q(£) = -FT=uy X  + FT=uy £ (A.. 5-4)
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of the loss function by £  equal to zero vector an explicit 
solution is obtained for the parameter estimation £ [46, 57j .

i  = (gi, IUJ _1 Suv X - [ I xta<i)S(ü .x )]-1 (A.5-5)
-1

= uy auy =uy

The Hessian matrix of the second derivatives P F is auy —uy
Grammian matrix that is non-negative definite. Thus the so
lution (A.5-53 (the solution of the Gauss normal equation

Tsystem) gives a minimum point if pUyFUy is not singular 
(i.e. has a full rank). The necessary condition of the regu
larity is that the number of the rows of P (i.e. the meas- . =uy
urement pointsj be greater than or equal with the number of 
the columns (i.e. parameters), further that the elements of 
the vector of the function components _f(u,y,t) have a linear 
independence.

P contains also a stochastic variable with the models gen- 
erally dynamic used for discrete identification. In these 
cases only asymptotically unbiased estimation can be ob
tained for £ but it has to be assumed that [l5, 46, 57j

4

plim I (In In ) = =i<œ and plim I (In % )  = £  > (a ,5-6)N ->CO N -»-00

where the N subscript denotes now the number of the proc
essed samples. Then namely on the basis of (A.5-5) and 
(A.5-3)

piim = plim (fl Ijj)-1 = %  +
1M -> o o  PJ -> c o

+ plim (^ pj g J “1 plim(^ eN ) = R • (A.5-7)
U ->-00 N ~>0°

Here the identity has been used according to which the prob
ability limit of the product agrees with the product of the
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probability limits of the factors. Note that just now because 
of the statistical dependence of the two factors the formation 
of the expected value cannot be applied (with a given finite 
n ), only the probability limit can. This accounts for the es
timation being only asymptotically unbiased.

Under the conditions of (A.5-6) the LS estimation is asymp
totically unbiased and, as proven by several authors [80,125]♦ 
of all linear estimates it has the least standard deviation, 
is consistent and asymptotically efficient one. May we also 
remark at this point that the LS estimation can be applied 
not only in case of an error with normal distribution but 
agrees with the ML estimation in case of normal distribution.

With the generalized least squares method the detailed form 
of the loss function (l.3-5) to be minimized is by consider
ing (A.5-3) and an arbitrary symmetrical W weight matrix:

<J(^)= f  U  - £uy a)T w(i - |uy s.) =

= I ( /  » £ - 2yT 1 Iuy Ж + /  |цу » IUy a). (A.5-8)

By forming the gradient and making it equal to zero vector 
for the necessary condition required by the minimum, we ob
tain that [l5, 57]

£ = [lT(ü^)l Itibz)]-1 gT(ü>x)ïï 2L =

= (FT W F )_1 FT W y . (A.5-9)

This equation is the general solution of the GLS method and 
with the choice of W = Z“  ̂ it agrees with the ML estimate in 
case of normal distribution. For the asymptotically unbiased 
estimate now the conditions
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plim jj (Jjj Wjj Fjj) = §2 < 00 and plim ^ (=jsr 1ц —jj)~ —  (А.5-Ю)Jf -УОО —  —  —  JJ

have to be fulfilled [57]. The subsequent train of thought 
agrees already with that applied in the equation (A .5—7)•
The properties of the G-LS estimate agree with those of the 
LS estimate but the estimate with the minimum standard de
viation requires the condition W = Z ^ .

On the basis of the conditions (A.5-7) and (A.5-10) we can 
attain the instrumental variables method. If, namely such 
instrumental variables can be constructed which participate 
in a Gjj instrumental matrix, where the conditions ]57, 143_]

plim I  |N ) = S 3 <°° and Plim |  ( gJ % )  = 0 (A.5-11)
ff ->-00 ~  ff ->°°

are fulfilled, then also the estimate

£  = =N^ =N (A.5-12)

will be asymptotically unbiased. In order to construct G 
usually the noiseless output v(t), resp. in the practice 
its estimate is employed, therefore the notation G(u,v)= G— — U V
is justified. Thus (A.5-12) will have the form

i = [it(u ,ï )I(m )]_1 GT(ü»zk =

= (GT F )_1 GT y - (A.5-13)

By substituting % by (a .5-3) into (A.5-12) and considering 
(A.5-11), we obtain that

—1 T
plim = Plira( ^  |N ) Sn %  = £■ +
fj ->00 ff — CO

$lim <ï SÍ In)-1 Р-11ш <1 2f % > =->-00 fj ->oo+ (A. 5-14)
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The asymptotic properties o f  the I V  method agree with those 
of the methods LS and GLS discussed above and it is easy to
see Г 57, 143] that the optimal instrumental matrix G is

г T —1 T =- = L- = J ■that is it agrees with the ML estimate of ge
neral covariance matrix.

In what has gone before, the LS, GLS and IV methods were 
dealt with in detail in the case of a system model linear in 
parameters. The LS, GLS methods can, of course, be applied 
also in a case nonlinear in parameters, but the solution is 
much more complicated and usually obtained in a non-explicit 
form, but by some iterative minimization tehcnique. Actually, 
the same holds for the ML estimation nonlinear in parameters, 
too, since the relation to the methods LS, GLS have already 
been made clear. Let us now make some supplementary remarks 
on the maximum likelihood method.

2In case of Z = X I, i.e. an uncorrelated error, the detailed 
form of the likelihood function (1.3—4) is [öj :

* N  w  ?L(j3,A)=- § In 2П - I In л Te e ? (A.5-15)

where we have indicated that L is the function of both £ and 
A. We obtain the loss function (1.3-7) simply by assuming A 
known. It is shown now that (l.3-7) remains valid also in the 
case of an unknown A and we are enable to estimate A, too.
Let us form the partial derivative of (A.5-15) by A and make 
it equal to zero.

9L(£*a)
Э A (A.5-16)

whence the estimate of A^

£
(A.5-17)



Here it is denoted by p that the calculations have to be 
carried out with that p which ensures the maximum of L, i.e. 
with the estimated ML parameter vector. As now Л is a func
tion of £, let substitute it back into (A.5-15):

T
L(jd , X) = L(]3 )= - f In 21i-f In e “

* U )

= - I (in 2 A +1)- I In

N

Te e

1
2

N
Te e

e =

N (a .5t18)

Hence it is already easy to see that the maximum of L(jd) can 
be achieved by minimizing the loss function

Q(i)
1 Tmin Q(jd) = min — —

£ £
(A.5-19)

as we have stated it on the basis of simpler considerations.

In case of the likelihood function (1.3-15) set for the MIMO 
systems, the solution is no more so self- evident. By simply 
considering only that in case of a given A the maximum of L 
is obtained by minimizing the expression 
N T _x
S e_ (13 ~ e_(t), then we would get quite another result,
t=l

than by analyzing L in detail. Here the main problem is caus
ed by A being now a matrix. The likelihood function is now 
the function of P and A [l08j, i.e.

L(P. Î) = - qN -î о «T N , ^  In 2il - — In

(A.5-20)

In order to determine the extremum value of L according to A, 
for the simplicity let us make the matrix derivated by A- 
equal to zero matrix:
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3L(P,A)

3 A-1
1
2 Z e_( t )_ê ( t) = 0,

t=l
(A. 5-21)

whence the estimate of Д  is:

(A. 5-22

A
Неге P denotes that the calculations have to be carried out 
with that P which ensures the maximum of L, i.e. estimated 
ML parameter matrix. As now A is the function of P, let it 
be substituted back into (A.5-20).

, A*

Í = M P ) =  i z
t=l

e(t)ex(t)

ь(Р,л) = L(p) . - Sil (in 21 +1) - 1 In A(P)
£(£)

(A. 5-2 3)

This relation is obtained by the following way. Let be 

E = [ e(l ),..., e(M)]. (A.5-24)

By this notation

Л = I E ET (A.5-25)

as we can find out by a simple expansion. By taking advantage 
of the identities related to the trace of the matrix, the 
(A.5-2o ) can be written also in the following form by con
sidering the notation (A.5-24):

L(P,A) = - In 2V N
2 in |a 1

2

N
Z

t=l
tr[4 1 e(t)eT(t)] =

= - Щ  in 2H N
2 In 1

2 tr(ET A 1 e ). (A. 5-26)
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/N

Considering here A according to (A.5-25):

Ь ( Р , Л ) = L(
A.

P )  -  - f S  i n 2 H N
2 I n Л ( Р ) -

i ( P )

N
”  2 t r [ E T (ET e ) 1 E ] -

=  - I n  211 N
2 I n l(D

N
2 - t r f Í E 1. e ) ” 1 ET | 2

= - I n  2H N
2 I n ' î ( p )

Ж
2 t r ( í 4> ■

2
(In 2lf +1) - I In Л(Р) (A.5-27)

the unit matrix I is now an-q (qxq) matrix.

With the MIMO systems therefore the loss function to be mi
nimized ensuring the maximum of the likelihood function [l08] 
is

«(!) min
P

min
P

m m
P

1
N S e(t)eT(t), 

t=l
( A.5-28)

i.e. the determinant of a matrix (the covariance matrix of 
the source noise).
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Appendix 6.

Definition:

The bounded u(t ) signal is called persistently exciting with 
order q (CESAfiO condition) if

1 Nu = lim ^ Z u( t) ( A .6-l)
N+co 1 t=l

and

N
r(k) = lim 4 z [u(t )-u][u( t+k) -u] (A.6-2)

N̂ co ^ t»l

Quantities exist and the (qxq) covariance matrix

r(0) r(l) ... r( q-1)
r(l) r(0) ... r(q-2)

r ^ “ 1) r(q-2) ... r (0 ) (A.6-3)

is posivite definite [l2, 88].
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Appendix 7.

According to Appendix 5, the LS estimation of the parameters 
is given by the solution

■̂ ba [ Цт( ü»x) g (ü*x)] 1
(A.7-1)

As the system equation has the form for N measurements

i - £is-X>£ba + — E luy £ъа + S ,

substituting it into (A.?—l) we get

■̂ •ba FT F £ =uy=uy -̂ ba

= ~ba + e .

(A.7-2)

(A.7-3)

Form now the probability boundary value of both sides

plin> iba = £ ba + f
|\J -> o o  J_M ~>0°

F )uy =uy'
-1 E l i m ( N Suy S.) . (A.7-4)N

In case of the fulfilment of the conditions (a .5-6), the 
second term of the right side would be a zero vector and 
thus the estimation asymptotically unbiased. The condition 
related to the matrix S-̂  in (A.5-6) is fulfilled if the in
put signal is persistently exciting with order 2n [l2, 88j.

Therefore the question is whether the condition

plim(f eIL e)= 0 (A.7-5)

is fulfilled? Let us use the definition of F according to . . =uy
(2.1-6J. On this basis we can write that
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FT je = FT(.u,x)e, = FT(u,v)_e + gT(o,,A 1 _e)_e • (A.7-6)*иУ "* —

Here the equations (l .2-38) , (2.1-5) and (2.1-6) have been 
considered and

V » A-1 В u , (A.7-7)

i.e. V is an N dimensional vector containing the values of
the noiseless output of the process. Expand in detail the

T s T —1matrices F (£,v) and F (О,A eje.

UT(ST)°
•

ÜT(ST)°
•••

u^S1)"
••
uT(STi)n

-xT(§T)
•

-uT BT(A-1) T(ST) 
•••

-vT(|V
••
-uT |I(Ä-1)I(|I)n

(A. 7-8)

similarly

IT (£»A_1e) =

-eT(A-1)T (|T )

- e V Y i i V
(A.7-9)
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On the basis of the above equations the probability limits of 
the quadratic forms

plim uT (s1 )«3 el (a .7-10)
U ^ -o o  "  “  j

and

p l i m [ | e T (S1 )*3' e] (A.7-11)
N +°°

have to be formed in (A.7-5). The B, resp. A-1 TOEPLITZ 
matrices in (A.7-8) and (A.7-9) can always be written as the 
sums (linear combinations) of the S shift matrices, as it 
can be followed in App.2. In the formulas (A.7-10) and (a .7-11) 
the products of values of two signals shifted by j samples 
have to be added and averaged. This means therefore that

Pli» [| ÄT ( i V  fi] - гце(3) (A.7-12J

and

pliŒ [ i  eT (|T)3 a] = ree(Jj (A.7-13)JM ->oo

where г (j) is the value belonging to j shifts of the cross- 
-correlation series of the signals u(t) and e(t), as well as 
ree(j ) is "the value belonging to j shifts of the autocorre
lation series of e(t). According to our assumption for the 
uncorrelatedness of the input signal and the source noise, 
rue(j ) is zero for all j-s. Likewise rge(j) is also zero for 
the values 0 as e(t) is assumed to be a white noise. As j 
is never zero with the quadratic form (A.7-13), the condition 
(A.7-5) of the asymptotic unbiasedness is fulfilled.
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It is easy to see that if the equation error containsT in
stead of _e, components of any other form (generally e.g. Ce), 
i.e. Sxe too, then because of the occurrence of the quad- 
ratic-forms S^e the (A.7-5) is no more fulfilled.
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Appendix 8.

According to (2 .6-Ю) 

î - (Su 8u)_1 - ïuy bba)-

Substitute this into the term of the loss function

Q(дЬа) = I - T - U . a - 2 )

then

Q(fiba) - \(l - Iuy £ba)T lu(“u Su)'1 *

* M ^ ( i -  |uy £Ъ а ), (A.8-3J

Twhere it is used that Мц and thus its inverse, too, are 
symmetric matrices. The gradient of the loss function

dQ(£hJ
d]3.

■bâ  _ _
•ba

PT M (MT M ) 1 (m t M ) 1=uy =u =u =u =u =u

M^(y — F n, ) ,=uv"J- =uy - b̂a' ’ (A. 8-4)

and by making it equal to zero vector we get

= Г pT M (MT M )“1(MT M )_1 MT F ]-1 *■Чэа L =uy =u ' =u =uy 4=u =u' =u =uyJ

FT M (MT M T1 ( M1' M )~1 M1' X =uy =u =u =u =u =u =u
„Т 1/„T -1 (A.8-5)



Appendix 9.

The maximization of the likelihood function according to 
(2.7-12) - as referred to above several times - is a tas 
equivalent with the minimization of the loss function

The minimization has to be performed in such a way, that

should be fulfilled for t=l,2,...,N. The extremum value 
problem under this constraint can be solved in the simplest 
way by the introduction of LAG-RANGE multiplicators [_41, 141 
Let 24'(t) be the multiplicator, then the original task can 
be reduced to the minimization of the modified loss func
tion

(A, 9-1)

(A.9-2)

(A.9-3)

according to £ 0(u0»y0»t) and

(A. 9-4)

where the relation (2.7-7) is also taken into consideration
i.e. the dependence of w(t) from £  .•By making the gradient 
(A.9-4) equal to zero vector, we obtain that

w(t) = &(u,y,t)-£o(uo ,yo ,t) = Y(t)Z £ bla. (A.9-5)
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Hence multiplying by £̂ ]_а

bbla £bla = ̂  ̂ Ъ1а I ^bla ‘ (A.9-6)

If we consider that

£bla = ^ W ^ b l a  = °* t-l,2,...,N,
(A. 9-7)

then

J & .  *(»,*.*)- »(tbSia i*bla (A-9-8)

and finally 4*("t ) ensuring the minimum according to я (t)ï

ï(t)= £bia а(и >У^)
“T------------
^bla i £ bla

t-1,2,...,N (A.9-9)

On the other hand by expressing в0 (и0 »У0 »‘ь) from (A.9-5) 

£.0 (ио ,У0 ' ^ = ^ » У » * ) “ )Z E.bia (A.9-10)

and substituting it into (A.9-3), after the arrangement we 
obtain the expression

E v(t k T (u,y,t)£, ,
t=l Dla

(A. 9-11)

where the relation (A.9-8) is also taken account.As neither 
(A.9-9) nor (A.9-II) depend upon & Q(t ), thus by substituting 
the 4*(t) value belonging to the minimum according to (A.9-9) 
into (A.9-11) , we obtain the minimum value Q* according to 
£  (t) of Q* (and thus of Q, too, for we have considered the 
constraint). Therefore
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I—11 C
M
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Q* min Q* N £bla fi(u >y>t)£T (u »y>t)bi,la
=1 T z „

^bla = ^bla

N
£bla^tll &(u>y>-b)&T (u,y,t)]£bIa

^■bla = ^-bla

£bla £ £bla „я, \
-------------  - Q (̂ bla) 1
^■bla £ ^bla

(A. 9-12)

where
N

£ = z £(u,y,t)£T(u,y,t). (A.9-13)
t=l
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Appendix 10.

The KO0PMANS-LE VT N method leads to the minimization according 
to of the form

T
^•bla = ^-bla 

•^bla = ^-bla

as written in (2.7-15).

(A. 10-1)

It is well-known [jL05j that the solution of the extremum 
value problem

T£  G £m ~--- = min (A.10-2)
£  I £  £

is given by the eigenvector belonging to the least eigenvalue 
of the generalized eigenvalue problem

( g £ - p Z £ )  = 0 . (A.10-3)

G resolution:

Let the diagonal matrix formed from the eigenvalues of the 
symmetric matrix G be L, the matrix of its orthonormed eigen
vectors be A. On the basis of the well-known theorems of the 
main diagonal transformation of the quadratic forms [105] it 
can be written that

TГ  g i = L , (A.10-4)

where because of orthonormality
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AT A = I (A.10-5)s s —

i.e.'

4"1 = AT . (A. 10-6)

By expressing G from (A.10-4)

G = (A1)"1 L A-1 = (A“1)”1 L A“1 = A L AT =

- A l1/2 L1/2 AT = В DT , (A.10-7J8 S  X  8 8  S

where

D = A L1/2 . (A. 10-8)

1/2The calculation of the square root matrix L is now very 
simple because of the diagonality. By taking the resolution 
(A.IO-7) in the original equation (A.10-3) into account, we 
obtain

( i f  - p2k  - 0 . (a .10-9)

With a rearrangement:

£ l  - UD“1 Z(D”1)TjLT £  = 0 , __ (A.10-10)

whence with the substitution

£  = -DT д  (A .10-11)

we obtain that

[в-1 г(в_1)т - J i ] í = ( p  - M j k  = 0 . (A.10-12)
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THere already P = P so that the original general eigenvalue 
problem was reduced to the seeking of the eigenvalue of a 
symmetric matrix. The course of the solution is therefore 
the following:
1. Determine the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the sym

metric G matrix, thereupon form the L and A matrices,
2. Generate matrix D resulting from the resolution of G and= —1 T =

determine the symmetric matrix P = D 2(B~ ) •

3. As there is a reciprocal relation between y and v, we de
termine the eigenvector £* belonging to the greatest eigen
value V.

4. On the basis of (A.IO-ll) we retransform д*

Д* = -(s'1 )1 a*' (A.10-13)

5. As £* yields only an optimal direction in the parameter
space, we have to ensure also that the (n+2)-nd component 
of should be made equal to 1 according to the defi
nit ion (2.7-3) to obtain the appropriate normalization of 
the vector. Therefore the final parameter estimation will 
have the form

ibla = “Ï---  2* ’ (A.10-14)
рш-2

where p*+2
bove described scheme therefore requires the determina
tion of the eigenvalues, eigenvectors of only a symmetric 
matrix.

Z resolution:

denotes the (n+2_) nd component of £*. The a—

Similarly to the G resolution according to (A.10-7), the 2 
resolution can also be carried out. Also in this case we 
would get to the preceding five points, resp. their appli
cation according to sense. Now, of course, the eigenvalues
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and eigenvectors of Z have to be determined in the first step, 
The p-oblem of the Z resolution arises just with the above 
initit- step. In the practice it is a natural requirement to 
allow for certain "degeneration" of Z when in (2.7-9) Z or 
Z is a zero matrix, or at least partially is. If the input 
signal is measured without error, the Zuu = 0. The applica
tion of the Z resolution would cause a great problem for the 
performance of the main diagonal transformtion. The choice 
of the G resolution seems to be more reasonable because of 
such and similar problems.

Note that E q . (A.10-3) multiplied by the inverse of the in
vertible matrix can be reduced to a simple eigenvalue prob
lem but, of course, the eigenvalue of a non-symmetric matrix 
has to be found.
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Appendix 11.

Examine now the estimation of the parameter matrix of 
the system equation (3.1-8) according to the least squares 
method. The direct generalization of the LS estimation dis 
cussed with the SISO systems would be obtained by the mini 
mization of the loss function

N
W = E e(t)eT(t ) = E ET . (A.ll-l)
= t=l ---

where

I = I - i . (A.11-2)

Thus W is really proportional to the matrix of the moments 
of the calculated residuals e,(t). As W is a matrix, several 
kinds of scalar measures can really be used for minimization 
and this set of problems makes the essential difference com
pared to the SISO systems. After the choice of the appropri
ate scalar measure, it is usually intended with the MIMO 
systems that only the derivation of the scalar according to 
a vector should have to be used for minimization and the ap
plication of the derivative according to the matrix possibly 
avoided. Now the explicit solution of the LS parametric iden
tification of the MIMO systems is given also via various ap
proaches.

Choose as a scalar measure (loss function) the logarithm of 
the determinant of W [^37j. Then the condition

d lnJWl

d =BA

= 2(Y FT - JBA g |T ) W-1 0 (a .11-3)
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has to be ensured for minimization. By expressing P-^ from 
the matrix equation, we obtain the LS estimate of the para
meters of the MIMO systems

ÏBA - l IT (I S V 1 . (A.ll-4)

(in the relation(A.11-3) the rules of the derivation of the 
determinant according to the matrix have been used.)

We have shown in Appendix 5 that |л(р) | determinant is to be 
minimized with the ML parameter estimation of the MIMO sys
tems. It is easy to see from the comparison of (A.5-28) and 
(A.ll-l) that with the condition (A.ll-З) we essentially 
solve the minimization of (A.5-28J, too. This means that - 
alike the SISO systems - in case of e.(t) source noise of 
normal distribution the LS and ML estimations coincide also 
with the MIMO systems and lead to the explicit solution ac
cording to (A. 11-4).

Examine also another possible mode of approach. According to 
Eq. (3.I-I2 ), the joint (matrix) system equation (3.1-18) can be 
arranged also in a vectorial form:

X|1 “ 2 % A  + %  • (A.11-5)

As the measuring error appears now in the form of the vector 
е щ  the ML estimation technique discussed with the SISO sys
tems can be applied also now. The loss function formed in 
analogous way with the expression (1.3-5):

= \  4  (is® =-1)% • (A.11-6)

Here we have considered that the covariance matrix of an
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e(t) is Л, thus for the all set is I^ ® Л. The N subscript indi
cates the size of the unit matrix. By further rewriting of 
(A.ll-6), we obtain that

Q  ̂In " • ) £b a +

+ %  ST (IN ® Г 1 )« % AJ • (A.11-7)

Let us form the gradient of Q according to

= -gT(IN ® л-1)аи + gT (IN ® Û.-1)& Ь щ  . (A.11-8)
3% A

and making it equal to zero, we obtain:

=[gT ( ÍN ® Г 1 )fi]_1 ST (In^r1)^, • (a .11-9)

By taking the definition of G in (3.1-13) into account:

% A  =H<!4q> (ÏNe i_1) (lT ®iq)]'1 (£®Iq)(ÍNe i~1 )lM "

= (J gT ® r 1)'1( ï ® r 1)ïM " D l  I1)'1 •
( A .11—lO)
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Appendix 12.

Consider the loss function

^=BAC^= 2 ln I = =BAcl (a .12-1)

to he minimized. Form the scalar derivative according to the 
p^-th component:

f i n

q 3 lnJa j Л
3Xi3E

3=1 9 X. . 1J
(A.12-2)

where the rule of differentiation of the indirect function 
is applied, namely first the derivatives according to the
lements X. . of the matrix Л have been farmed. By utilizing 13

e-

that

3 ln X 

ЭХ
(A.12-3)

ii -1and denoting by X d the i,j-th element of matrix ^ , we
obtain the expression

эРк

q q 
z z 

i=l 3=1
‘13

эрк [| 2 e (t)e(tj] =
 ̂ t=l 1 л '

N
= z

t=l
/ ( t ) A - 1

3 e(t )

.Ч " 1
(A.12-4.)

which is only one element of the gradient
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On this basis the complete gradient vector £l08j is:

3q (W  . ® d4(tj
9^BAG t=1 d£BAC

Examine now the various expanded forms of the filter equa
tion (3.2-22) in order to construct a recursive formula for 
their easy computation.

Arrange the partial derivatives the following way into a 
vector (i , j=l,... ,q)

-1 e(t ) (A.12-5)

В г
t )==[“ I-----  ’

j 9Boid

Tde (t ) -, T« « » - - - - J )
9B ■ • ni j

1J L ЭАш

Эе (~b) T
5 ЭА • . 1nij

(A. 12—6)

(A.12-7)

(A.12-8)

By considering the relations (3,.2-23j - (3.2-26J, the fol
lowing recursive equations can be written:

(t-l)+ ,

(t-l)+ h^a(t) , 

(t-l)+ h-j(t) I

(A.12-9) 

(A.12-10) 

(A.12-11)

where
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furthermore

hB .(t)=[o ...-u (t)...0, 0T ,...,0T'1T ,

i-th

A / ^ \  r  rs s r, T̂-,Thf.(t)=[° ...yAt)... 0,0J*J eJ » • . . f° T ,
ti-th

h? . (t )=[ 0 .. ,-e .( t )... 0,0T , ... ,0T] T

i-th

(A.12-12)

(A.12-13)

(A. 12-14)

(A. 12-15)

Here it has to be noted that S in the equation (A.12-9) 
contains really by one more hypermatrices consisting of ze
ros under the fictive coefficient matrix Qn+]_ E 2* T^is has
to be taken into account because of the coeffient В . This=o
slight inaccuracy in the notation does not cause any partic
ular problem because we never perform in reality the multi
plication by S in its totality (let us think of the many ze
ro elements ) but we multiply only according to the first 
hyper row and set the other elements by shift. The relations 
presented now correspond to the generalization of the equa
tion (2.2-26) for MIMO systems.
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In order to facilite computer storage, for the storage of the-n 4
elements of £^.(t) we suggest to use the matrix

в . . r9e(t) ,e(tj
1 • • • t9 В • . ЭВ . .oij m 3

J

resp. the matrix constructed from these:

(A.12-16J

Л  t)=

ofi(t)

oB (t) (A.12-17}

The same can be carried out for the matrices G" (t) and (j (t) 
and all partial derivatives are contained in the matrix

(A.12-18)

By following the equations (A.12-16) - (A.12-18) , it oan\ ’ ‘ * ‘ . - - ... .’V C
be found that by the recursive formation of the elements if 
is also very easy to calculate the gradient vector and the

>
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since in the summation according to t the partial deriva
tions are available in an easily accessible form, only the 
programming solution of the arrangement into vector and ar
rangement back has to be skilfully achieved.
The calculation of the second order partial derivativesp
Э e_(t )/эр. Эр . is fairly complicated so their computer prog-  ̂ «)ramming can seldom occur. In spite of this, we give the re
lations. It is easy to see from the relations (3.2-23) -
(3.2-25) that the second derivatives according to the ele
ments of the coefficient matrices В and A have zero values, 
in consequence there is no interaction, while the second or
der derivatives formed by the elements of C are not zeroes. 
Thus, the construction of T2 similar to what was used with 
the SISO systems. The formation of the second order deriva
tives will be shown for the elements and Cf Derive
first both sides of the system equation ^3.2-18) according 
to C,kij 
9Ç ( z~1)

e,( t )+ C( Z"1 )
3C

3e(t )
= 0

kij ЭСki j
(A.12-19)

i.e.

z-k 8 e(t)+ C(z-1) — —  = 0,
_1 3e(t )

ЭС, . .kij
U. 12-20)

whence

£ V  }
-1.3e(t )

= -z
ЭС, . . kij

-k
" z  k

0

i-th

(A.12-21)
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The Eqs. (3.2-22) - (3-2 —25J) can be directly obtained by a 
deduction of such type. Here 6.. is the so-called KRONECKEfî 
matrix whose ij-th element has the value 1, all others have 
the value of zero. Derive now (A.12-21) according to

3C(z г) Эе (t ) 1 3 2e(t )
• C(z 1)-

ЭСfgh ЭС, • • kij 9Cfgh 9Cki,j
* -z k 6

3^(t )
ij э cfgh

(A.12-22)

resp,

z f 6_h -----
-gh ЭС, . .kij

3je(t ) , _-| . 32e(tj
C(z

3C„ . C, . . fgh kij

-k= -z 5
>e(t)

=1J 9Cfgh

(A. 12-2 3)

Hence the moving average filter equation serving for the ge
neration of the second order derivative can be simply obtained:

S(z_1) эс
e(t ) 

fgh9Ckij

Э e_( t ) 3je(t )

(A.12-24)

Here it is very difficult to find a solution as simple as 
for the SISO systems where the formation of the second or 
der derivative coincided - regarding the technique - with 
that of the first order ones. Otherwise (A.12-24) can be 
written also in the form
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f i ( 0
_1N Э «(■t)

эс„ . эс. . .fgb. ki л

0
•

— — 
0 
•

•
Эе . (t-k-f+l)

•
•
•

ЭС, V, lgh
•
•
•
•

+ •
•
3eh (t-k-f+l)

ЭС, . . lij
•

0
•
0

i-th row g-th row (A.12-25)

by taking into account the identities (3.2-26). On the basis 
of this latter equation, the rules of recursive formation 
similar to the equations (A.12-9) - (A.12-11) can also be 
given for the generation of second order derivatives. The 
results can be extended, of course, to the formation of the 
other non-zero second order partial derivatives.
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The loss function to be minimized is

q <£ba> - \ 1 tr<lK £r > > <A -i3-i)

where P,, is considered which ensures the LS fit and whose=sJ£
formula is

£k ' <2 - £ba £)2t<£ sV 1- (a.13-2J
Form the arrangement of both sides of (A.13-2) into vector 

vec(Jk ) -[(J G1)"1 g®iJveo(J - , (A.13-3)

consequently

0(Ïba)“ i f[(s 2T)-1 S®I]veo(ï - PBA P)}1 *

X { [ (S ST)_1 S®l]veo(J - JM  |)} • (A.13-4)

By performing th transposition and multiplication, we obtain

Q(£ba)*{veo(£ba) 1 (£®l)[ £T *2 ST>_1(a iT)_I S®l](|T®I)ve°(|BA)_
- veo(T)T[gT(5 5T)_1(G G1 )-1 g®I]{Al)veo (j^)-

- veo<£BA)T i£®lïST(S йт)-1(й äT )_1 S»I]y« ( ï >*

+ GT )_ 1 (g GT)_1 g®j]vec(j) } j ,

(A.13-5)

Appendix 13.
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Twhere the identity vec (P F) = (F ®I)vec(P) used. Derive 
the expression (a .13-5) according to vec (Р^д)

dQ(£M )
dPBA

{ 2 CI®X)[GT (G gT)"1 (g GT) 1 G®l](lT®I)vec(PM ) - 

C M ) [ S T(£ iT)_1(S ST)-1 gel] (|T®I)vec(ï ) -

(P®I)[GT(G GT) ~1 (S GT)_1 G®l](Al) vec(ï)}|.

(A. 13-6)

By making the gradient equal to zero vector, we obtain 

уео^вд) « i(g®I)[GT(G G^)-1(G ST)-1 2®i](lT®l)}_1 *

* ( I ® l ) [ i T(S ST)_1 (Й f i V 1 Ç®X]vec (Y ).

By the simplification of this latter equation:

vec(£ba.) = [ I iT(g £т)-1(£ g1)'1 g *

* [I £T (s i r 1 ^  sT)-1 S>ec(X)=

= {GT (G GT)_1(G G1)“1 G FT[P GT (g GT)“1 (g gT)_1

G PTJ _1®I} * vec(Y) . (A.13-8)

On the basis of (a .4-4) this expression can already be writ
ten back into the form of a matrix relation
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BA Y iT (i GT )_1 (g GT) 1 G |T[| GT (G GT)-1(G GT) ""1

G Ti-l
I1] (A.13-9)
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Appendix 14.

The second order TAYLOR series of the loss function (4-5) at 
£(t ) for the reference point p_(t-l)is [ly]:

j[i(t )] S j[£ (t-l)] + i£T (t-lj
dj[2(t-l)]
-  ■ ■■ ■- ■■ 1 ■■ —  - +

djD (t—l)

+ I A£T (t-l) H { j[ja.(t-l)] } 4д(t-l), . (A.14-1)

where

Aji(t-l)* £.(t)- £(t-l) * (A.14-2)

During the seeking optimal in the second order sense we are 
looking for the minimum of (a .14-1) in every step, that is
such a A£.(t-l) step for which the necessary condition of the 
minimum

— b---- = ± + H{j[^(t-l)J } A^(t-l)= 0 (A.14-3)
d£,(t) d£(t-l)

will be fulfilled.

Determine the terms in (A.14-3). As the distribution or time 
function of Q is not known, (4~5) will be approximated in the 
following form: 1

1 t
JD&(t)] = t Z Q[i(j)» (A.14-4)

j=l

Consider that although in (4-6) the argument is £(t-l) but 
x(t ) has already arrived and x(j)~2£('t ) is in Q» On the basis 
of these and taking (A.14-4) into account:
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H{J[£ (t-l)] } 1
”

t
z
j=l

H(Q[x( j )» £(t~l)]} • (A.14-5)

It is easy to see that we still do not know the new £  (on the 
other hand we already know x(t)) , therefore exists £  (t-l).

Likewise we obtain that

dJ[£(t-l)] x t dQ[x(J),£(t-l)] 41... — = t  Z —— — — — —  , , \ A . 14—0 )
d£(t-l) x J-l d£ (t-l)

If we have performed the steps until now in the on-line STA 
algorithm optimally, then the condition

t-i dQ[x(j ),a(t-i)]
X Z ---------------  » 0

> 1  d£ (t-l)

must hold. Therefore

dJ[£ (t-l)] ! dQ[x (t ),£ (t-l)]

d£(t-l) t d£(t-l)

. (A.14-7)

(A.14-8)

In connection with the summations in the relations (A.14-5) 
and (A.14-6), not the following: Here the running index 3 
in the argument of x and £  is always the last known value. 
This circumstance makes the calculations very difficult, 
since the summation had to be repeated after the determina
tion of every £  value from the beginning of the data collec
tion. In connection with (A.14-6) this problem will be solved 
due to the assumption (A.14-7), but we can obtain the better 
computational form (A.14-5) if H is only the function of the 
series x( j ) and does not depend upon £. (This is only a nec-
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essary condition!)

According to the above, Eq. (A.14-3) becomes 

dQ[x(t )»£(t—1)1 , t
t  ------- :-- :— —  +tt E }]A£it-i)- оd£.(t-l; .1=1

(A.14-9)

Hence

Ajü(t-l)-[^z H(Q[x(j ),£.(t-l)] } 2
_! dQ[x(t),^(t-l)]

dji(t-l)
(A.14-10)

As the on-line algorithm has the form

dQ[x(t),i(t-l)]
A^(t-1)= - R(t )

dJl(t-l)
(A.14-11)

thus the optimal value of R(t ) from the comparison of the 
two equatioœ is

s(t ) = [ î 0=1 )»£ (t—l)] }J -1 (A.14-12)
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Appendix 15.

On the basis of (4.1-6) we can write that

S(t)*[E_ 1 (t-l)+ £(t)fT (t)]-1. (A.15-1)

Apply now the general identity relating to the partitioned 
matrices (proved among others also in [во] ):

T —"I —1 —1 —1 Ф .1 I T  1
(4 + g 2 § j = 4  - 4  b (d + в 4 g) в 4 .

(A. 15-2)

Let be

1
A “ ß (t-1) , 

В = f(t)

and
A

D * i .

Thus

(A.15-3) 

(A. 15-4)

(A.15-5)

R(t)= R(t-l) - R (t-l)f(t )зе

*[l+fT(t )H(t-l)f(t )]_1 fT(t )R (t-1) =

S (t-1) f(t )fT(t)R (t-1)
= R(t-l) - ---------------------- •

l+fT(t )R(t-l)f( t ) (A.I5-6)
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Appendix 16.

Substitute the relation (4.1-11) into the formula (4.1-10) 
of the parameter estimation:

W +1)= I(N )ïuy(N^ N
R(N )f (N+l) fT (N+l)R(Nj 

l+fT (N+l)R(N)f (N+l)

+ R(N )f (N+l) y (N+l) -
R(N )f (N+l) fT (N+l) R( N) 

l+fT (N+l).R(N)f (N+l)
f(N+l)y(N+l) ,

(A.16-1)

where the notation (4.1-12) is taken into account. By using 
the relations (4.1-9) and (4.1-12)

fibaiNtl)=£ba (N>+
E(H)fU+l) „

---------------- [y (N+l) -fTtK+l)bba( N )] .
l+fT (N+l)R(N)f (N+l)

(A.16-2)

By multiplying both sides of the relation (4.1-7) by f(t) it 
is easy to see that in the latter equation

R( N )f (N+l)
-------------------- = R (N+l) f (N+l) , (A. 16-3)
l+fT (N+l) R(N)f (N+l)

therefore

£ ba(N+l)= £ba(N)- g(H+l)£(N+l)[y(H+l)-fT (N+l)bba(K)].
(A.16-4)
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